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Our International Language
We’re in Command of the Currency Language
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IK*positing in foreign

Currency Accounts

* A wide range of

investment possibilities in

“Pulam" accounts for 3,

4, 5, ft, 7. 8, 9, or 12 month
periods.

* You may give standing

orders for foreign currency.

* A variety of possibilities

for holders of
compensation accounts.

Nay:uP

* Unique investment

portfolio i *ffering a

flexible currency-mix

If’
w * , 'c*' napimd* to

fluctuations in the

BuWl® market, so as to maximize
your profits by
recvaluation and
distribution ofyour
investment in various

currencies.

* Other currency

groupings: Mikbatz Euro
and Mikbatz Dollar.

MS

S« vices IVtr Trawlers
Abroad

Buying and selling of
cash and travelers

cheques. Bank Hapoalim
is the only Israeli bank
which issues “VISA”
travelers cheques

denominated in American
dollars (through a

subsidiary company).
* International credit

cards: Eurocard- Mastercard

(through a subsidiary company).

Dollar-Linked Savings
Plaits

Matmon Tzaniud
Dollar— 3 year, high

interest, dollar linked and
tax-exempt savings plan.

Matmon Dollar Madad— 3 to 6 year tax-exempt
savings plan with dollar-

linked interest. At the end
of 3 years you may
choose between linkage to

the dollar or to the index.
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Investment in Foreign

Securities

You may give

instructions for purchase

of stocks and bonds
traded on major stock

markets around the world.

* You can carry out

forward and future

transactions in both

commodities and interest

rates.

Trust Funds

“Reshef’ — A trust

fund which invests most

of its assets in securities

negotiable or linked to

foreign currency and
foreign currency reserves.
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COME GROW WITH IIS.

THE JERUSALEMPOST
MAGAZINE
Friday, June 24, 1983

Nature's

braille
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We make no move without AVIS!

We make no move
without AVIS!
AVIS simply has a few
unique advantages
that turn every

vacation — into a

success:

• Branches In almost

any city In

Europe and the

U.S.A.

• This year — special

low rates for

Israelis abroad.

• Possibility of renting

a car at one city

(in Europe or In the

U.S.A.) and returning

it in another city

or country.

• Special AVIS-EL AL
Fly-Drive Programme

Demand only an AVIS
car from ydur travel
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We try harder
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0rt the cover: The secret world of
plants opens to the blind. Photo by
Llora Cheshin.

ta
aitts: 01 "ie Ub[rnis *ftn

4

Nclga Dudman visits an “open school." 6

D’vora Ben Shaul visits a garden of un-
seen delights.

7

Raya Rinott views an exhibit on the Jews
of Danzig.

g

Wlm Van Leer recaps the Cannes Film
Festival. ]q

The Book Pages. 12

COLUMN

Readers can contact us by writing to theENGLISH PUBLICATIONS DIVISION.
Department of Information for Olim. P.O.B 616
Jerusalem.

VOCATIONAL TRAINING COUR8E8
a«-,

B T! ““npowflr Development Division ol the Ministry of Labour end

fJf
* 0fferinQ “ wldfl of Wining coursei throughout the country

ac^dulBd 10 °P"n ,n September 19B3. Among the subfBcto

r
!

.

hB
.

,Q 0
p
n0: Elec,r°nlcs and Tslavlslon. Carpentry. Plumbing. Sewing

u-t" ,ly 8,lB,ble for 8 mod8Bf dflllv *,,ow8nc8^
*?foVT1“,kwi may be obtained from the employment counsellor at the local

MiiSit™ rf
C
V
an8

S
n Bflch c,tv- or ,rom ,h" Employment Division of theMinistry of Immigrant Absorption regional offices.

8UMMER CAMPS — REMINDER
R^lBtrsibri is still open for most summer camps. Ollm who ara eligible far financial

sI'T;' >or summer camps should request the camp management to apply to theA
r ^ i

heir re®tonal MI"lBlrY ol Immigrant AbsorptionThg P“Vment will be transferred directly to the camp management.

NEW PUBLICATIONS
The following new publications are now available:
1. Guide for the Oleh {1082-83 edition):

,
CondUions of Employment for Scientists;

4
Secondary and Pra-Academlc Courses (Machine Programs):

’

..2i ~Ir ° .v6 lnforma,lon Columns "Higher Mortgages for Ollm" (May 1983)

ThB nMhn
H(T Much Ddbs 11 C°Bl to Live in Israel'' Parts I. II and III.

0 h,!.'!,'
0n

!
miv bo ordered f,om ‘he English Publications Division. Department01 Information for Ollm, P.O.B. 616. Jerusalem.

fiKSWftmiZttoZSCS?-*” ,nd ,hm M,,h andm‘

ULPAN ELON MOREH

the ulpan ....with a soul
•Hebrew Studies ‘Work Programs ‘Field Trips

and in addition: an encounter with Judaism
- as a search for values
- as an experience of life

- as a search for our roots
Registration and Information: Haim Malcovsky

gamot Hagolan 23 Jerusalem, (02) 816691/(053) 31020

Rlbat, the National Choir
l* holding auditions for

N*W SINGERS
R®qulr0monta:

Knowledge of Solfege
'

* ^loped voice
Musical education .

Interested participants are Invited

.
to contact the Choir office.

Tef
' P3-246247 between 9.00 a.m. and 12.00 noon

JUNE 24, 1983

Marketing with Murthn. IS

In tile Poster I’ullout:

Rock. Etc. by Madeline L. Kind D

Matters of Taste by Matthew Nesvisky E

Cinema by Dan Kainaru F

Dance by Dora Sowden G

The Week on Radio and TV H

Bridge and Chess Columns J

Tderevicw by Philip Gilion K

Between Acts by Joan Borstcn

M usic nnd Muslclnns, Theatre Columns M
The Arc Pages \

CORRECTION
There were two errors In the article "Last

Jews in Aden ” published In last weekends
Jerusalem Post Magazine: The Messa-
Benins headed the local communityfar more
than 150 years, and the lower caption should
have read George V. and not or printed.
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/ WEEKENDS IN STYLE
/ ABOARD THE CRUISE SHIP

“APHRODITE"
ENTERTAINMENT SWIMMING POOL

CASINO ALL MEALS
PROGRAMME A: DEPARTURES EVERY THURSDAY

EVENING FROM HAIFA. STAYING
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY IN CYPRUS.

ARRIVING BACK IN HAIFA ON SUNDAY MORNING.

PROGRAMME B: DEPARTURES EVERY MONDAY
FROM HAIFA.

VISITING CYPRUS ON TUESDAY
ARRIVING BACK IN HAIFA ON WEDNESDAY.

FROM ONLY $ 1 10

*from July 14
** from July 18

MALCHI S TRAVEL & TOURS LTD.
CRUISES & LINE VOYAGES. FLIGHTS & TOURS
76 DIZENGOFF ST. TEL AVIV. TEL. 299414

MAGDA
Dontal Laboratory

Urgent false teeth repairs in

halfan hour.

06 Ailenby St., Tol Aviv,
.

2nd floor. Tel. 621068

THEJ JERUSALEM POST MAGAZINE

r
RENT

^
TVS — WASHERS

COOKERS— FRIDBE8 pgi
ELECTRIC HOUSE UMS
14 Rehov Ais, n
Jerusalem
Tol. 888911

PLASTIC AMD"—
SYNTHETIC CURTAINS

Imported Tar bathrooms. kitchens
prepared to order. — All kinds or
table cloths. Terylona floor mats,
covers, table protection.

GEPPNUV
20 Xiehov (tasker, Tel Aviv,

corner Trumpeldor. Tel. 208770.
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CAN the Liberal Purty survive

without Si niha Ehrlich? Or will

it splinter in many directions, pos-

sibly shaking the whole Likud in the

process? Though discreetly un ut-

tered. these questions were upper-

most in in any Liberal minds almost

as soon as their party’s folksy and

foxy chairman was felled by a

stroke.

The Liberal Parly's ills were not

created by Ehrlich’s death last Sun-

day, but his passing will no doubt

magnify iind aggravate the seeming-

ly boundless Liberal capacity for in-

trigue and discord. Even with

Ehrlich at the helm the Liberal ship

was not sailing smoothly. There was

constant dissent in the ranks; the

chief mutes were quarrelling bitterly

and the crew was restless. Now that

there is no captain to put even a

semblance of order on board, it is

hurd (4> see how such a troubled ves-

sel cun he kept ulloul.

Ehrlich was stricken only a few

day.s before he was to make his lirst

serious attempt to tackle the latest

and fiercest round of Liberal in-

fighting. This focused on the deci-

sion by the grouping headed by

Energy Minister Yitzhak Modu'i to

form u separate faction within the

party. The disarray common umong
the Liberals was getting out of hand

at such an alarming speed that a de

taeto split seemed inevitable. Even

Ehrlich, with all his wit mid consum-
mate political artistry, was unable to

exercise control.

Ehrlich was hardly an all-

powerful authority figure, and it is

unrealistic to suppose that even he

could have pacified the warhawks
inside his party, but Ehrlich at least

could have kept (he pieces together

and cooled the ardour of some of

die political egos around him.

IT IS DOUBTFUL that there is

anyone now in the party who can

carry out even this limited task. No
one else can claim to commnnd the

respect of all the antagonistic

groupings in the curious and com-
plex Liberal set-up.

The loss is not only the Liberal

Party's, but that of the entire Likud

and especially of Prime Minister

M enaction Begin. The earthy and

shrewd Ehrlich was Begin’s con-

fidant in many instances, and a
person to whom Begin was more

likely to open up with and consult

more often than with others. But

Ehrlich was more than that.

Begin and fellow Herut members
come from un ideological party with

a distinct credo and long-range

goals. Not so in the Liberal Party,

where ideology was never more
than skin deep and where ambitious

individuals tend to band- together

and then break up over narrow and

private interests.

The antics and instability of the

Liberal component of the Likud

often mystified and annoyed Begin

and other Herut ministers. Ehrlich

was their liaison with the Liberal

Party and the man who interpreted

and helped guide Begin through the

inexhaustible variety of surprises in

the Libernl Wonderland. In this

'Ehrlich was irreplaceable.

His passing will have profound ef-

fects on the internal relations in the

Liberal Party, on relations between

the vLiberal Party nnd its big sister

Herut, and even on the precarious

balance between coalition hawks

iind clones.

The Liberal Party is already

rumbling. Bui the full explosion is

not expected until sometime after

the traditional shiva mourning
period for Ehrlich. .Politics suffers

no vacuum, and Ehrlich’s would-be

jicirs arc already making' plans. The
battle for the post ofparty chairman

and for the deputy premiership —

page four

VACANCY AT
THE HELM
The Post's SARAH HONIG examines the possible

effects of Simha Ehrlich's death on the Liberal Party, as well

as on the two major political blocs.

both held by Ehrlich — is likely to

be wrenching and unbridled. The
Liberal Party can easily fall victim

and the whole Likud can suffer as

well.
(

ONE NATURAL aspirant is

Mudii’i, technically the second after

Ehrlich in the hierarchy by virtue of

his role as chairman or the party

presidium. But MOda’i lost pearly

all the power he
:
garnered at the

1

1980 Liberal convention almost as

soon ns he won it. His allies teamed
up with rival forces.

'The latest blow to the Mod&’i
group was its inability to elect

Ministry, Pessah Grupipcr, as the

party’s sixth minister. He was nar-

rowly beaten by MK Sarah Doron
of Lhe faction headed by .Tourism
Minister Avraham Shari r. He in

turn is lately on good terms with
Trade Minister Gideon Pati, and
cither or both of them could make a
powerful bid for Ehrlich’s positions.

They may also form the nucleus of a
wider anti-Moda’i coalition. But.

Modu’i may well claim that there is

no need to elect a new chairman at

all and that he can carry on as
titular party head.'

.

Jewish Agency chairman Arye

unlike Ehrlich his relations with

Begin nre tense and-he has not been
getting along with the mrihy Liberal

groupings. Former defence minister
Ezer Weizman’s name has been
Homed in a Liberal context ever
since it became known that he met
Ehrlich shortly before the Liberal
leader took ill,

The. idea that Weizman would
make his comeback to the Likud via

the Liberal route is technically pos-
sible, (hough Begin can still block
his way to the leadership. Weizman
himself is less than enthusiastic,
since it is clear that Begin’s heir

iiuiiuu m w[
another competitor - with aeon-
side ra hie ego — in their small
arena.

Only semantics separates the
Modsfi faeiion-wilhin-lhe-party

from independent status outside the
Liberal Irumework. Rivalries in the

parly arc so personal and so intense

hat a war of everyone against

everyone and irreparable rifts are

not difficult to predict. If a fight

develops, any vestige of Liberal un-

ity will cease to exist, especially

without Ehrlich’s world-wise media-

tion.

HIE LABOUR opposition will be

watching the Liberal battles with in-

tense anticipation. Labourites had

been hoping that Moda’i would split

the parly and that some of its

splinters would team up in an

Alignment-led alternative coalition.

Ehrlich's death and the expected

Liberal I ireworks can only serve to

once again heighten Labour expec-

tations. Perhaps, it is thought in

Labour. Moda’i and his allies will

find it impossible to slay in the

coalition nnd Lhe Likud now.

Perhaps the Liberal enfanis lerrlbles

— Yit/huk Berman and Droi

Zeigermnn — will now cut their

remaining ties with the Likud.

Perhaps the Liberal Party will cease

to exist as a single unit. These pos-

sibilities have once more buoyed

Labour hopes to reach power

through parliamentary combina-

tions rather than elections.

Begin, however, inherits the

greatest prohle in of all. If the erratic

Liberal conflicts now intensify, he

will, ns Likud leader, have to step

intn the hallling Liberal arena and

seek to impose the order that even

Ehrlich probably could not achieve.

For Begin that is a tall order, if not

impossible. And certainly it is

»

great additional burden.

But Begin will have one option

which lie has already put to some

use when the Liberal Party

vociferously demanded the appoint-

ment last autumn of u sixth Liberal

minister. Begin agreed, but asked

the Liberals to choose their can-

didate. For long agonizing months

the Liberals could not make up

their collective mind, and thnnksto

internal squabblings, the si®

minister has ycl to be sworn

Begin let the Liberals stew m l«ir

own juices.

Pundits say there is good rea»

to suppose that he will dolhesaj

with the deputy premicmlup- "

will admit that it is the Lib

Party’s duo. but he will leave '
un

filled if the Liberals will not

around one candidate. Anoth

is to pick a Liberal figurehMdt^

the post — a man not too

in Liberal infighting

Justice Minister Moshe NmJJJ-j
that is only if other Liberal g

not be loo ruffled by such

^The*agriculture P0I^ I

*S
to go to Grupper,

satisfy Modn’i, who will igjj;

one of his allies into l
j
a'jf*c-

This is likely U>M *£• V
lion’s veto against -

tj,0«i

pointment as sixth minister (

portfolio). .... „ Liberal

Thus, possibly wlh0̂ JLaf(IK
deputy premier, some p « t

cabinet puzzle can the

least temporarily.

Liberal Party

I- remains nominally united.
a5

i its components ca
",

°P
hc li*

- separate Tactions within unc

_ .he coafr

i
WHATEVER happens.

. lion’s resilience will n
jjbcraJV

— miiiwwi is leas .inan eninusiasuc, non s resilient -----

h JJewish Agency .chairman Arye since it is clear that Begin’s heir its ability to keep .-

6 ,h8i
i

Dulzin is mehtidnedhy those close must come from Herut. within the Likud- U nuW
(0 him ‘as another -houlhilitu . u^Ai..r .„n . u _ . ... -osier tori-'u '
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r. m.Mii- come iron nerui.

Ehrlich s deputy at the Agriculture la him as another possibility, but M oreover, not all the warring

' TH8 JERUSALEM ' '

"

• will now be easier \

FRIDAY, JL^NE U<

faction to win the status of a bona

fide Likud Party, since it would be
• more difficult for the Liberals to pul

up a convincing and effective op-

position. But this may precipitate

the walkout from the Likud of

Zeigcrman and Berman.

Herut has, however, another
scenario for the Liberal Party

without Ehrlich. Perhups now, it is

said, it will be possible to tame those
unpredictable Liberals. Herut of
late had nothing but disdain for is

Liberal partner. Herut had brought

in the overwhelming majority of the

votes that got the Likud its Knesset
representation. But the Liberals,

after being all but concealed from
the voters’ view in the 1981 cam-
paign, managed to emerge with no
fewer than 1 8 Knesset seats, many
times over what the Liberal Party
could ever hope to win on its own. This

is because or the 1965 Gahal agree-
ment which determined the ratio

between Liberal and Herut MKs. In
Herul there is tittle love left for that
agreement. It owed its continued
existence only to Begin's sense of
honour and perhaps to his personal
friendship with Ehrlich.

. With Ehrlich gone, some now
think in Herul, it might be easier to
amend the Gahal agreement before
the next elections, either cutting the
Liberals down to their natural dim-
inutive size or ridding Herut of
the Liberals altogether. The
Liberals are perceived by many in
Herut as freeloaders, trouble-
makers and potential traitors.

The Liberals are not unaware of
the winds blowing in Herut, nor of
their more vulnerable position now.
As a result, say some Liberal pun-
dits, it is not inconceivable that
after a ritual round of internecine
blood-letting, the Liberals will stop
suddenly and find that Ehrlich’s
death has frightened them into a
truce.

.

They may realize that if they are
too reckless, they may destabilize
the coalition to such an extent that
elections or a change of government
are inevitable. Astute politicians
inat they arc, they will quickly un-
derstand that if they bring the
government down or force it into
elections at an inconvenient time,
they can hardly hope to find a safe
sjot again on the next Likud slate of
Knesset candidates.

Insecurity about their futures has
already made many Liberal MKs
wary of elections. The fact that they
can no longer count on Ehrlich's in-
fluence with Begin and the danger
that they might incur the prime
minister’s or Herat's wrath, may
have a sobering effect on the
Liberals after all, according to the
optimists among the Liberal pqn-

.
The warring Liberal chiefs may

just scare themselves into agreeing
to a collective leadership, at least
for the time being.

ANOTHER aspect of Ehrlich’s
departure is that he was one of the
prominent doves in the cabinet. In

’
J)
c

..
Klhesset he is replaced im-

mediately by a hawk — Avraham

w!!S
henson * head °r the La’am

youth movement. If Grupper does
222“* Ebrlich as agriculture
minister, Ehrlich will also have been

3 .**? a hawk in the cabinet,
8 8 boimd 1° have some im-

P
R t

Qn “binct deliberations.

• onB c®rtain immediate

Sf?u
^
ncc Ehrlich’s death is

’ SiSS Llberal* Likud and the
coaJumn are in for a period of

Mnt^aCfa
,

n
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uncertainty- The
*-',beral ship, with its
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^H^dfRctrs grabbing unsteadily

• -Wl h6l,n
’ wUi heave and lurch
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in THIS WEEKS EVENTS

U THE TEL AVIV MUSEUM
L 27 SHAUL HAMELECH BLVD. TEL. 257361

June 26-30

EXPRESSIONISTS — BUCHHEIM COLLECTION
The exhibition was mods possible by a grant from the Federal Republic ol Germany.The caiatoflue was published with the generous assistance of Bank Leumi.
he exhibition includes 464 vroikB: oil. watercolours, drawings and pnnts by 32 of

the major German expressionists, presenting tha artistic stream which originated at
the beginning of lhe twentieth century. Among the artiste: Erich Hackel. Ernst
Ludwig Kirclmar. Otto Muller, Emil Nolde. Max Pechstein. Karl Schmidt- Rottluff. Max
Beckman. Otto Dix, Oskar Kokoschka and others.

GALLERY TALKS IN ENGLISH AT THE EXHIBITION “EX-
PRESSIONISTS— BUCHHEIM COLLECTION: Sundays. Tues-
days. Thursdays— at 10.00 a.m.; Mondays. Wednesdays — at
2.30 p.m.

LECTURE (in Hebrew)

[

UTOPIA AND REALITY: EXPRESSIONIST ARCHITECTURE, by Dr. 1
Edina Mayer. Department of Art History, Tel Aviv University. In cooperation I

with the GoethB Institute. Tel Aviv, Thursday. 30.6 at 8.30 p.m. I

EXHIBITIONS
A.R. PENCK — EXPEDITION TO THE HOLV LAND. A Graphic Portfolio
HELMAR LERSKY: PHOTOGRAPHS 1910-1947
GAB I KLASMER. DAVID REEB — LANDSCAPES 19B3 (See Helena Rubinstom
Pavilion)

COLLECTIONS
IMPRESSIONISM AND POST-IMPRESSIONISM. TWENTIETH CENTURY
ART
ISRAELI ART: NEW ACQUISITIONS 1982-1983
11 SCULPTURES AND TRIPTYCH — IQAELTUMARKIN Donation of the arflst

to IhB Tel Aviv Museum.

MUSIC IB! BRAIL DISCOUNT BANK*
THE ISRAEL NATIONAL CHOIR 'RINAT 1

, Conductor: Stanley Sperbar. Works by

Morales, Schulz. Brahma and Charlap. Saturday. 2B.B. ai 8.30 p.m.

A GREAT GIFTI

This delightful cookbook combines the best of ingredients

available in Israel, in 81 inventive easy-to-follow recipes for

simple, elegant dishes.

The wheel, barley, grapes, figs, pomegranates, olives, honey

and dates of the Bible are featured in recipes, as ere the

eggplant, carrots, cucumbers, citrus end other fruits, meats

and dairy products of today's Israel.

Fruits ol the Earth is written by Ricky Friesem

and Naomi Moushine. Illustrated by Rickie

Lsuffer and published (in spiral binding) by Adar IS 385
Publishing Lid.. Rehovot. It is available at

jnc( VAT
bookshops and from offices of The Jerusalem

Post in Jerusalem. Tel Aviv and Haifa, or by

mall.

To: Books. The Jerusalem Post P.O.Box 81. Jerusalem

91000
Please send me copy/copies of Fruits of the Earth.

My cheque is enclosed (IS 3S5 per copy).

Name

Address

City Post code Tel

Price is subject to change. The price noted above will bB

honoured through June 30. 1 983.

AN EVENING OF WORKS BY STEPHAN WOLPE. wiih Emrlie Barendsen. mezzo
soprano, the group for New Music, conducted by Stanley Sperbar. end others. Guesl
artist Katherine Wolpe. piano. Tuesday. 28. 6. at 8.30 p.m

CINEMA
Regularly:

THE DRAUGHTSMAN'S CONTRACT (Britain. 1982. in colour. 108 min.. English.
Hebrew and French subtitles). Pater Greenaway's film with Anthony Higgins, Janet
Suzman. Ann Louise Lambert and Hugh Frazer. The culmination poinl of todey'a
renaissance in the English cinema. Dally at 4.30. 7.18 and 9.30 p.m : Saturday at
7.1 E and 9.30 p m.
AFTERNOON ADVENTURE FOR CHILDREN (At 4.00 p m.)
For kmdergaiien children (aged 4-8) accompanied by parent. Sunday. Tuesday and
ThuisdBy: for 1st-2nd giadera on Monday. Number of vacancies Itml tad. Tickets In
advance at the Museum box office.

Visiting hours: Sundey-Thuraday 10 a.m - 10 p m. Friday closed. Saturday 10 a.m -

2 p.m.. 7-10 p.m.: Box Office: Sunday-Thuisday 10 a.m.- 10 p.m.: Friday 10 a.m.-l
p.m.: Saturday 7-10 p m.; Helene Rubinstein Art Library Sunday. Monday. Wednes-
day 10 a.m -4 p.m.. Tuesday. Thursday 10 a.m.-l p m.; 4-8 p.m.. Circulating Exhibits
(lotm): Sunday-Thursday 10 a m.-1 p.m. Tuesday 10 a.m.- 1 p m.. 4-7 p.m ; Graphics
Study Hoom Monday. Tuesday. Wednesday 10 a.m.-l p.m., Sales desk: Sunday-
Thursday 10 a.m -6pm. Saturday 7-10 p.m. Information desk and Box Office Tel.
2B1297.

HELENA RUBINSTEIN PAVILION
6 TARSAT ST. TEL. 287196, 299750
EXHIBITION (Closing on Saturday, 26.6)
GABI KLASMER. DAVID REEB — LANDSCAPES 1983
Gobi Klasmer. exhibits canvases end works on paper done In bright superlec colours,
semi-fantastic landscapes containing details of local roaliilBB. David Raab exhibits
Israeli landscape In black and white. These works contain personal Impressions, the
fruit of the artist s rtmewod oncemntor with Israeli following a Iwo-year stay in Now
York Tha axhibition is sponsored liy the Ja'cquas O'Hana Fund.
THE MINIATURE ROOMS. A collodion of 1 7 miniature rooms furnished according
to different periods in various countries. Guided tours and workshops by appoint-
ment.

Visiting hours: Sun-Thura 9 am-

1

p.m. 6-9 p.m. Saturday 10a.rn.-2 p.m. Friday
closed.

@ bankleumi "nui'iiu

SUNDAY'S
BREAKFAST
COFFEE.TOAf
ANDELKINS.H

On the wav to the breakfast table every
morning, stop by your doorstep

The Sunday Jerusalem Post features the column by Michael
Elkins, the internationally-known ex-BBC commentator. Goes
nicely with coffee and toast. Add a dash of Asher Felix Lan-
dau's bi-weekly law report, and then pore over an expanded
sports page. Then on Monday, the best of American cuisine:
The New York Times Weekly Review. Vegetarian? We recom-
mend Walter Frankl's gardening column — fresh and lively.

Garnished with saucy Joe Morgenstern’s Q and A on you and
your money. In .Wednesday's Post, the cholesterol-free To-
day Page examines in-depth the trends and issues affecting
women and the family. And much more: a doggy bag full of
Dry Bones, a daily Daily Telegraph puzzle to guzzle with pret-
zels. and special dietary supplements featuring such topics as
Israel’s relations with Canada, U.S.- Israel relations, gardens,
pets, computers, fashion, travel, home furnishings and...good
taste. Daily stock market reports, lettuce to the editor.

The Jerusalem Post. Strictly kosher.

DAN OR Leather and Fur

GrandOpening Sale
Factory to you, leather

and fur fashions

10% to 50% discounts

with the latest summer suede end
leather fashions at the cheapest
prices in lerael.

Opening Motza'ei Shabbat. 8-

10.30 p.m., Open daily, 10-4 p.m.

SUN. — THURS.

Meroaz Saplr, unit 4. Glvat Shaul
oppoalts Cheapmarket
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UN HO R I'Ll NATELY, wc will

never he iihle to take Ihe same child

ami run liim through several alter-

native schools and educational

systems, starting each time at the

same chronological and emotional
point. So we will never know
whether one or another school

system, in its long-term effects, is

“guild” or “bail," either for an in-

dividual or a group.

It is probably correct that there

are sonic children who are so bright

and highly motivated that they will

learn and thrive in whatever
educational situation they are

thrown into, while at the oLlier end

of the scale, there arc children who
for some reason will sink no m niter

how carefully they are nurtured. It

may also he true that what is really

decisive is not the educational

system, but the quality of the in-

dividual teacher, (he size or the

class, and the atmosphere in the

home.
Brimming with these ttnd other

preconceptions, I visited the camp-
ing site at Moshav Kt'ar Hittim in

Galilee recently, where some 60

l-.Hiiilies from Haifa — parents, their

children who attend that city's ta-

pe ri mental Open School, and n

strong contingent of well-behaved
dogs — spent :t weekend of outdoor
games and sports, project
demonstrations, and earnest discus-

sions. The outing, the first or its

kind in the 12 years of Lhe school's

existence, was tin enormous suc-

cess. and if the atmosphere of

genuine and high-level gladness

generated nt the Galilee campsite

by children and parents alike is any

indication of the weekday school,

there must be a good deni in its

favour.

The Haifa school, which shares u

hsasic philosophy with other "alter-

native" schools in the country,

notably Jerusalem, was created in

direct response to parental dis-

satisfaction with existing schools in

Israel. Many of these, it is felt, use

authoritarian methods — teachers

require pupils to regurgitate what is

“learned" — and yet produce un-

disciplined children. (Or is it that

children simply reflect the degree of

lawlessness in our society at large'?)

At the same time, many Israeli

children — with, always, some
admirable exceptions — often show

an alarming luck of intellectual

curiosity, perhaps because they are

so preoccupied with grades. (I am
not dealing here with the kibbutz

school system, which has its own
problems; by the time kibbutz

children reach high school, many
lack motivation. My own observa-

tion has been that the religious kib-

butzim have managed to maintain

the highest educational standards.)

Everybody knows that most kids

.enter first grade with great excite-

ment and anticipation; but a few

years later, the glow is gone.

f
ilUIIII -II IIIL

Creating a 'benevolent educational environment mmiu-maiics u-

is the aim of an Israeli-style open school in
ll,,lvl,™'y * m

Haifa. The Post's HELGA DUDMAN reports.

homework as such. The 1 10 kids at-

tending, who come from all parts of

the city, receive no grades. Classes

tend to be luxuriously small —
around IS pupils. Children do “pro-

jects'' on subjects of their choice,

from tigers to Mendelssohn: work in

any one Held, it is Telt, leads easily

and naturally to any number or

other disciplines.

"Although formal homework as-

signments aren't doled out to clas-

ses, my son is often up [ill midnight

working on one of his projects,

simply because he wants to," one

I luifii muthcr told me.

THE AIM of the Open School is to

provide a more benevolent
educational environment, not

necessarily for the exceptionally

gifted, who will thrive and learn

anywhere, nor for the slovv learners,

hut for the great, noisy, mnss of

"average kids" — with all their in-

dividual differences.

As most readers vaguely know*,

the alternative school emphasizes

individual interests and needs, and

the notion of learning by ex-

perience. Discipline is maintained

through understanding, with a

minimum of rigidity.

At the Haifa school, which runs

from kindergarten through to sixth

grade, there is no learning by rote,

no "frontal” instruction, and fto

AT THE cmiipsile on Saturday

morning everybody seemed to be

admirably ngile, both mentally and

physically, despite the fact that

their Friday night celebration had

lasted till the small hours. By the

time I arrived several project-

demonslra lion-discussion-groups

were about (o start under several

spreading shade- trees. These in-

cluded one on the subject of
homework, its pros and cons;

another on how projects evolve;

unot her on mathematics; and a

mixed-media presentation on
Mendelssohn, (music, speech, and
paintings inspired by the “Midsum-
mer Night's DrcRiu" music, which

ecu Id of course lead us straight to

Shakespeare) by nn essentially shy

but quile-HdequHtely poised little

girl of nine, assisted by u cheerful

classmate.

The nine -year-old, after a short

introduction to composer Felix

Mendelssohn and his famous
philosopher grandfather Moses,
look us along on a visit by the young
Felix to Goethe. The children in

this group under the tree (and one
up in the tree), whose average age

may have been six, were certainly

entitled in be in the dark about
Goethe, which is irrelevant. At
least their brain cells have already

recorded the name, or the sabra ap-

proximation of it. Then the dialogue

went something like this;

Mendelssohn: "We’re going to

Goethe."
Goethe (the assisting classmate):

"Are you Felix?"

Mendelsohn: “Yes."

Goethe: “Then play something.”

(Musical interlude.)

Goethe: "Did you compose
this?"

Mendelssohn: "Yes."
Goethe: "You must be very

tired." And so Mendelssohn sits

down and writes a letter home, in

which he describes his trnvels.

Elsewhere, under the homework
tree, two little girls were playing the
part of mothers and pretending to

phone each other lo discuss their

children's homework.
Here it was obvious that the

children were learning to see the
other side of any argument, because
they switched roles in playing

mamas who were pro rand-con
homework: “It keeps the children

busy," versus^ Vlt makes The
children so tired and uphappy."
During the course of this presented

(ion I heard a boy say to his father,
" Let's go to the playground,!’ and
off they went..

AND IN
;

yet another part of the.

in;i|lic unities tree, teacher Michal

was leaching some small ones about

cubic measures by lilling containers

with sand and water; wooden

shapes of cones, pyramids, and

cubes were in evidence.

I could have spent the day talking

to Michal. who is on a year’s leave

from her regular job as a high-

school math teacher. Born in Kib-

butz Givat Brenner, she is a Tcch-

nion graduate and has also studied

life sciences and learning theory.

I asked the obligatory question

about whether innate differences

exist, between girls and boys,

regarding learning capacity in

various subjects, specifically the

sciences. Michal answered that up

until adolescence there is no dif-

ference between boys And girls

when it comes to interest in, or

ability lo learn, scientific subjects —
individual differences yes, but not

as groups.

With the onset of adolescence,

something happens — not just

social pressures and expectations,

hut the hormones start doing their

work. At this stage most girls — not

all, of course; (he curve is dis-

tributed — become uninterested in

science, or somehow relatively in-

capacitated, while with boys the dis-L'una

trihulion is just the opposite.

At the kibbutz, l was the only

girl interested in science, and at the

Teehnion, the only girl in a sea of

hoys," said Michal. What is in-

volved, she tried lo expluin in the

few moments we had, is an ap-

parently sexually-linked difference

in ways of perceiving the world:

most girls lend lo see "the whole

picture," with all its implications,

while most boys can more easily

analyse an isolated element.

After this discussion, school

principul Dr. Judy Hill hud n few

moments for me, since it was clear

that the get-together hud been a

great success and practically no
problems were cropping up.

UNDER AN unoccupied tree,

Judy, as everyone calls her, gave
me some overall information on the

school and herself. This is her third

year as principal, but her contact

with the Open School began as a

parent when it was founded in 1971.

A son and daughter have graduated
from the school; the youngest child,

who is in the 4th grade, played
Goethe to Mendelssohn.

Her husband Moshe is professor

of city and regional planning at the

Teehnion; she has a doctorate in

English Literature. Both Dm, Hill

were born in South A'frica but
studied in America.

Incidentally, "Anglo-Saxons”
were prevalent among the
founding parents of the Open
School but, I was told, have since

largely disappeared, for one reason
or another. Among the parents J

talked to, only one was a native

English-spenker.
•

;

.

Judy radiates good sense and
practicality: there is nothing of the
faddish radicalism often fouAd in

progressive or open schools, where
...chaos has been known to reign,

"There is no. violence at our
school," Judy, told me, which is

campsite, 1 was struck by the

absence or hysteria and whining

l hai often accompanies concentra-

tions of kids.

“Wo have no talse or artificial

pressures," was how she put it. One

adult al the gathering, a I’li.D. in

om the Hebrew
me that he had

attended the prestigious Reali

School in Mail a. where studies are

rigorous and discipline intense. In*

had suffered acutely throughout his

childhood, he told me. “and it took

me a long to time to recover."

On the other hand, Judy's two

older children chose precisely the

Keali School after I hushing at the

Open School. “My son told me that

he wanted lo experience the ‘oilier

side of the educational system,’ and

chose the Reali School. When he

works, he can be a good student.”

The elder daughter, now in the

army, also graduated from Reali.

This means that children from the

Open School are by no means in-

capable of adjusting to the
changeover to a "normal" school

and the subsequent rigours of (he

army. "During the Lebanese war,

when so many young people were in

uniform, wc had scores or our

former students who turned up to

say hello. They would say, 'Don’t

you recognize me?’ and of course I

usually didn't, as they had chnngcd

more than I had. What all of them
told me was that the years at our

school were 'the best years of our

lives.'
"

THE curriculum covers the

Ministry of Education require-

ments and is run within the
framework of the ministry, which
pays for the 200 or so “teaching

hours" provided. Rent for the

building which now houses lhe

school, found by lhe parents mid far

from grand, is paid hy the parents,

and comes to about IS5.0U0 per

child per year. There is also n rather

high cost for transportation, since

children come from all parts or

H aifa.

The parents 1 met seemed heavily

weighted toward Teehnion and
Haifa University faculty and the

professions— I met an archeologist,

as well, und two musicians. But I

was assured that about one-third of

the kids come from underprivileged

neighbourhoods; and us someone
proudly told ine, “our parents in-

clude a postman und policcniun.”

The attitude of the non-academic
parents can be problematic: they
are interested in the Open School
because they want their children to
succeed, wliiclj is to say, to rise

above the parental level, mid then
find to their disappointment that
emphasis is not on achievement as

measured by grades.

Uuc comp tiler-expert father
sit

t me -m the cmmu I next to nn cnor
mons sleeping dog. w:ls asking some
devil ft. advocate questions. What

insisted on knowing, were the
ihni'-y and n-sponsihiliiiej

of
children at the Open School?

I must say that ! appreciated
his

•pifMinn. even when another father
I’-pli-M. “And what are our duties
mil rcspniisilnhiics in life

7"

\nd yet another lather, pointing
"» 'hut all is not paradise anywhere
l u< can it possibly he), observed
Hut *»mc of his Minx had been at the
school lor three years, failing to

maintain interest in his projects and

"with a problem teacher und in a

problem class -- hut that is ancient

history.”

The point was that the boy, who

did not nourish in the open at-

mosphere, then transferred to a

regular school and worked with

more motivation precisely because

of the incentive of grades. (Or else,

perhaps he just grew up a bit.)

A BUCOLIC, tension-free scene,

all in ail, with dialogues and ideas

(hat were far from radical because

they have been around for so long:

the basics or progressive education

go back to the American
philosopher John Dewey (among

others) who died 1 3U years ago.

As noted, the Haifa school is

anything hut an American import,

and even the English teacher is a

sabra. Nearly all the parents have

chosen it because of their own ex-

periences in regular Israeli schools.

As one mother told me, she herself

enjoyed school here, did very well,

and has taken advanced degrees in

two different fields, "but for my

sister, it was ;i catastrophe."

Though progressive education is

not an exclusively American inven-

tion — similar dialogues were cer-

tainly used by concerned parents m

Europe three generations ago - the

American experience, where

progressive principles have had

their ups and downs, just like other

fashions, is nevertheless Instructive.

Some years buck, rending to "fan

education. American parent! were

wondering why little Johnny

couldn't read.
.

Hut it all depends on who is in

charge. I myscir was lucky enoug

to attend a progressive Mhoo

where wc were actuully required

thirst' sentences, a grammatical ex-

cise which I am atruid would be

«

beyond today's univ««

graduates. Not tlmt

graduates know how to write

spell all that well: and eveni
hw,

all remember the rise and fall of

»

New Math.
,

. .„k.

To make all this topical: wft««

was still chief ot staff,

Judy would like to expand the

school lo include high school, but

this would require backing and
wider parental interest. At another
level, the school is expanding to ac-
cept “all sorts of children”: one
pupil currently enrolled hus serious-
ly defective vision, and next year
there will be two children with total

hearing impairment. "I think that
accepting all kinds of children is

good for all concerned,” says Judy.

whs sun cnin --
.

addressed a gathering of

und witiirniors. and, us

UNDER the final tree, as the
weekend drew to a dose, a loose
circle of parents, many with
children on their knees, were con-
tinuing a Socratic discussion on the

nature of Open School education.
Daddies were in the majority,

many holding young children in

their japs. Indeed, the level of papa-
participation, was very high, with

I cannot imagine ^
came by this blt

absStfi^
though 1 agree with h* 22,-irthough 1 agree wun

_

nn
-le-

thal children at who°L
n

jsbotf

well-behaved; the que
Mf*'

discipline Is achieved, an

are made or it after sch
' ^ gp.

hi any event, RafaJ ^ tyd
rnui* nr one item at

.jjfscli'

- 1 — — fin.nviunmiii. ITUS rs>If 111*11, mill

• .I* ^hers amon« th' •»•»«’»
educational forest, under : the local-schools; ‘And that day at the 'organizers:

prove of one item

School: In contrast to

*

ny
jjrse'.

fear of dogs fell by so m W^
children, the kids ^.*“..^19

that weekend were

/

and educators, am*. « ^ .

recently in Hn'aretz, was f .

miration lor the Amenc -

scene. Over there, m IjjjjTO
said Raful, "when the nag

nearly every morning, th c

t

stand silently and do not r

mtiltmeire (italics mine), ^
who does move is hit on

with a ruler.” RBful

I cannot imagine wbjff
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Nature’s
braille
The Post's RAYA RINOTT visits the
Tel Aviv University Botanical Garden, where
the blind can 'see' the plants on display.
Photographs by LIORA CHESHIN.
“IT WAS a wonderful experience,”
said Haim Granoll. "I never saw
such plants. Big hairy ferns and soft

flowers und even (he shuddered)
enormous thistles.”

This is not, perhaps, a too
remarkable reaction for a person
who lias just visited the Botanical
Garden at the Tel Aviv University
for the first lime.

But Haim Granoit, 33 and blind
since birth, said that this was the
first lime he had ever "seen" an
orchid, or a cocoa tree, or a fern.

He had previously handled ordinary
plants in gardens, but this was a
special experience where he was not
only allowed but invited to use all

his senses — touch, taste, smell —
even sound, as he rubbed the leaves
ugainst each other and heard the
distinctive rustic of different kinds
of leaves.

“When you are born blind," snid
Granott, “you have great gaps in

your ability to understand certain
concepts. You hear about orchids.
You read about them in your Braille
books or on your cassette player.
I’ve been reading Nero Wolfe
detective stories for years and
Wolfe raises orchids, but until last

week I really didn't have a mental
picture or what an orchid Is really

like...how dellcate...how intricately

built."

“PEOPLE often think that because
we’re blind we have no curiosity,”

he told me. "In fact we have more
than usual, because there are so
many things wc can’t get an answer
to by observation. And people often
are too shy to offer us something to
touch. For instance, I never really
'see' n new person until I've
touched him, but 1 have to be very
sure 1 don't frighten or repel him if I

ask to touch his face, It's the same
way with animals and with plants.

“I remember that when I was
about 16 or so, the Jerusalem
Biblical Zoo had a programme
where they let the blind ‘see’ Lhe
animals by touching them and smel-
ling their fur and listening to the
sounds they make. I went every
week, until the programme was dis-
continued. I heard that the
municipality couldn’t find the
money lo support it."

The Botanical Garden Tor the
Blind, however, serves not just
Israelis. Blind tourists from abroad
have visited mid. enjoyed the ex-
perience. .One group from Englund
spent hours there, especially
impressed by their first experience
ol touching such exotic specimens
as fig trees, pomegranates and date
palms.

“For me," said Granoit, "it was
like getting a look into the Garden
of Eden,- I hope it continues, and
that every, blind person can enjoy
this wortderful sourcc of infor-
mation."

I,

. It,



group of GermanJewish soldiers in Danzig during World War l (above); the Great Synagogue ofDanzig (centre) before it was torn down by the Jewish community (right) when Hitler's ampM*

THEM: WAS always something

rather special about Dnnzig.

Not just because it was a free city:

it wasn’t the only free city Europe
Knew. There was a specialness in

the aura of an old Hanseatic city sil-

ting on (he Baltic, the contrasts of

ruugh-hcwn stone and narrow, cub-

hied streets with ihe expansiveness

of ils sea-front view and the sprawl-

ing luxury of its suburbs. There was

also something special about the an-

cient mansions of Danzig clustered

around its two markets: the coal

market and the wood market. All

iho.se great houses spoke of wealth,

but since they were built when there

was still a window tax, you could

rate the relative affluence of the

first owners hy the number and the

si/c uf the windows.
Danzig was a prosperous city, ex-

clusive and aloof, and for centuries

Jews were rigidly excluded from
citizenship. But this didn't do much

lo curtail the impact of Jewish

enterprise and commerce on Dan-

zig and its economy. The Jews set-

tled outside the city and used their

right to Lwo-week passes to do
business in the busy, Baltic com-

mercial enclave. This exclusion per-

sisted until the late 18th century,

when Jewish merchants, long

isolated in the suburbs, begun to live

in the city itself.

Danzig was always a business-

minded city. Even after the Nazis

came to power and things were near

breaking point, the Danzigers
managed to persuade the Nazi

Party to intervene and stop the

harassment by their members of

Jewish tourists. They were well

aware that this harassment was bad
for business.

The small Jewish community of
Danzig was also special. Numbering
only a couple of thousand at the

lime of World War I, it was as

aloof as other Danzigers. liberal in

the sLyle of German intellectuals,

and devoted to culture, (a the per-

forming arts and opera. And Danzig
rarely needed to look elsewhere in

Europe for its theatre, its music and
its ballet; there was plenty of local

talent of high quality.

After World War I, Danzig saw

aii influx or many Jews from the

East. The Russians. The Pales. The
LilVaks. Kor a time there was tension

• between the original German
Jewish community and the Ost-

Juden. But this, too, was dissipated

in an exemplary fashion by mutual
tolerance and support.

But it was the end of the Danzig
Jewish l-omniunity that whs Lhc

most special of all, for they were a

community that did not wait for the

final solution to reach them. The
Danzig Jews saw the handwriting on
the wall...and they knew how lo

Death of f

free city

The Post's D'VORA BEN SHAUL describes

the special characteristics of Danzig,

which is recalled in an exhibition now on

show at the Beth Hatefutsoth Museum.

citizenship. But this didn t do much time or World War I, it was as reud. I

(Below, from left); Cheering crowds salute Hitler's arrival in Danzig on September 9, 1939; members ofthe Hashomer
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Tlhe Poster
MUSIC

All programmes start at 8.30 p.m. unleu
olhereto slated.

Jerusalem

11.11 SERIES— Nuum Buchman. flute. Rami
Bur-Nlv, piano. Works by Bach. Bar-Niv and
oihen. (Tzavtu, JK King George, tomorrow al
II.M u.m.1

ISRAEL CHAMBER ORCHESTRA -
Mushe AUmou, conductor, Oyorgy Pauk,
Violin, Gad Lever! ov. vinlo. Works by Mozart
ufid Hnrim.inn |YMO\% tomorrow)

ISRAEL SINFONIETTA — Mendi Rodan
conductor. Hmcha Eden. Alexander Tamir,
piano duo. Works by Bach. Mozart and
Mendelssohn. (YMCA. Sunday)

. CHAMBER CONCERT — Elisha Abes,
pmnn. plays works hy Chopin; Roi Shiloah,
violin, ploys works hy Corelli, Beethoven Hnd
Krcnjer: Ran Zemaeh, piano, plays works by
thopm; Kind Hal peri n, clarinet, plays works
h> Slnmitz. | VMCA. Wednesday at noun)

Jerusalem Proms
VIOLIN RECITAL — Ida Hnendcl. accom-
panied hy Geoffrey Parsons, piano. Bach:
- Iiueonne m 1) Minor; Beethoven: Sonata no.

7:
thuimon: Piwrnn. linescu: Sonata no. 3.

(Jerusalem Theatre, tomorrow)

RINAT NATIONAL CHOIR - Stanley
aperber. conductor. Works by Morales,
artiwz. Churkip, Mendelssohn and Brahms.
lUormihon Abbey, Sunday)

ALLEGRO — Actors, singers and the
Jerusalem Symphony Orchestra in an evening

mu,ln' 1 fu n- (Jerusalem Theatre, Monday)

GEVATRON — Programme of Israeli
'wrongs. (Jerusalem Theatre, Wednesday at
» P-m.)

JERUSALEM symphony orchestra- Conductor; Gary Bcriini. Works by
Mozart, Brahms und Beethoven. (Jerusalem
theatre. Thursday)

Tel Aviv area

«RAEL PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA
Lnw -nlu'

1

.

Me
.

hla
' conductor, Jerome

L-fc!
" h"*, P»«no. Works by Vivaldi,

AudM.?r?.
nn

," nii •'‘hostukovich. (Mann
udilormm. himorrow, Sunday nnd Monday)

U)
Z
w^k..!?;m, ''v,an

' ¥,nUn *
wiwtNIHAl., plana _ Works hy Mo/arl.

Faure. Beethoven. (Munn Auditorium. Tues-
day)

BACH, BIRDS AND BELIEF — Varda
Nishry. piunu, Avraham Melamed, violin.

Work.s hy Bach. Kaineau, Daquin, Debussy.
Ruvcl nnd Messiaen. (Givaloyim, Beit Alon, 8
Lihti. . tomorrow)

RINAT NATIONAL CHOIR— Details as for
Jerusalem. (Tel Aviv Museum, tomorrow)

EVENING DEDICATED TO STEFAN
WOl.PE—Emile Herendsen. mezzo-soprano.
The Group for New Music, Rubin Academy
t-hunilier Choir, Yigul Tunch, violin, Eric
Drunker, clarinet. Shmucl Achiezer. bass-
ckirinvt. Allen Kippe. wophone. Ram Oren.
trumpet. Leon Malloy, percussion, Zmjra
Lut/ky nnd David Bloch, piano. Guest artist:

Kulhcrinn Wu|pc, piano.fTcl Aviv Museum.
Tuesday I

Haifa

ISRAEL PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA— Zubin Mehta, conductor. Katin and Maricl-
le Luhcquc. puna Works by Avni. Mozart.
Bcrp. Ichuikunky. (Auditorium. Wednesday
nnd IlmrvJuy)

Other towns

OBOE AND PIANO RECITAL — Oded
Pintus nnd Israel k.istoriuno play works hy
Schumann. Ruch and Saint-Sacns. (Ramat
Hiisharon. Yuvul. tonight)

TEL AVIV ST RING QUARTET - Memorial
Concert fur the late Harry Bluhiberg. Works
by Mozart. Schuiniin. Beethoven. (Herzliya
Museum, tomorrow at 5 p.m.)

BAROQUE MUSIC — By ihe Hebrew
University Hiiruuue Ensemble.! Yuvnl. Inmnr-
row). By members of the Israel Sinfonietla.

(Vuvul. Monday)

HORACE MANN CHOIR, U.S.A. — Johan-
nes Soniury. conductor. Spirituals and works
by rye. Russi. Vivaldi, Gluck. Siiini-Saem,

Gershwin. (Rehuvut, Wix. Sunday)

KIBBUTZ CHAMBER ORCHESTRA —
Gideon Levinson, conductor. Woorks by
Prokofiev. Stravinsky, Dvornk and
liecthoveii. (Kibbutz Baram, Tuesday; Kib-

butz Yilmh, Wcdnesduy)

CHAMBER MUSIC — Taliu Krispin. flute,

Gideon Pik, cello. Nina Sobelmun. piano.

Works hy Mo/itrl. Beethoven and oihen.

I Yuvul. Wednesday)

FOR children and youth

Jerusalem
.

KLJ
f
RllS

i

A“M bwdcal zoo -
l

T
nB,ish and Hcbretf - Adults

tiny
p.rrf!

h lCtl Z°°' Sur,duy 8,1(1 Wednes-

Tel Aviv area

MebJJdVh
0
?

1*™ T0 LAUGHTER -

d
BU1TERFLY — Programme of

n.m.)
S°m«(Husimta. tomorrow, at 11.30

;

' c
i0UDS - *» »—r

... ^
*. 6 und

“P-. (Beit Lossin. 34

PANCE

I
''-

'J
88*™* - Work,

f :

;•
tVruhani, - 3h|J5 ***» Tanal. Leah

A*v. Neve
v r 'V ,' Tnr Cc0 re,lomorrow “i 8.30p.m.)

0f ARABIC DANCE — (Haifa

Wcizmunn, tomorrow nnd Monday at 4.30

p.m.)

CREATIVE HAPPENING - Kor children

and their parents. (Beil Abba Khoushy, Tues-

day from 4 to 7 p.m.)

PUPPETS — Dance programme by Ruth

Eshel. (Haifa Museum, tomorrow at It a.m)

PUPPET THEATRE WORKSHOP - (Haifa

Museum. M unday at 4 pm.)

Other towns

CLOWNS OF EDEN — Lilah Theatre

production. (Beersheba, Keren, tomorrow at

11.30 u-m.)

Museum, tomorrow at 8.30 p.m.)

THE ISRAEL BALLET — Works
choreographed by Yampolsky, Balanchine,

Martini. (Jerusalem. Binyenei Ha'uma,

tomorrow ut 1 p.in.)

•J, >

Ami Dnskei and Deena Laska of the Israel Ballet In Opus I. choreographed hy Berta Yampolsky.

THEATRE

All programmes are In Hebrew unless otherwise
staled

Jerusalem

BRURIYA — Gabi Lev and Ruth Wtdek in a
drnmutisiiliun or Talmudic nnd Midrashic
sources. (Purged. 91 Bezalel. tomorrow hi 9.30
p.m.)

THEATRE FOR ALL — Improvisations
ilircded by Liora Hanoch. (Tzavtu. 38 King
George, tonight Ml 10)

YORDIM AL HASHAVUA - Political satire

written hy B. Michael and Ephraim 5idon
(Jerusalem Theatre, Tuesduy al 9 p.m.)

Tel Aviv area

ACTORS VS. AUDIENCE - By Peter
H unite. Directed by Tumi Lederer. (Jaffa,

Husimtu, 8 Mozul Dsgim. tomurrow at 9.30

p.m.. Wednesday j) 4.30 p.m.)

BENT — By Marlin Sherman. Haifa Theatre
production. (Huhimah, Large Hall. Tuesday
und Wednesday ul 8.30 p.m.)

BORDERLINE CASE — By Ruth Hazan.
Music hy Ales Kogan. (Tzavia. 30 Ibn Gvirol,

Sunday ul 9 p m.J

CAUCASIAN CHALK CIRCLE - By
Brecht, (.timer

i
production. (Camen, Monday

and Tuesday ut S.3U p.m.)

DIRTY HANDS — By Sartre. Hitbimah
producliiin. (Huhimah, Large Hall, lumorrow,
Thursday ;it 8.30 p.m.)

THE FALL — By Albert Camus. Translated,

udupied und slurring Niko Nitai. (Huslmiu.
Tuesday ul 9.30 p.m.)

ENTERTAINMENT

Jerusalem

APPLES OF GOLD — Colour documentary
lilm iibuiit ihe history nnd struggle of Ihe

Jewish people from the time of the eurly

/iiiiiisi iniivemeni to the present. (Laromme
HmeL .Saturday at 9 p.m.. King David Hotel,

Sunday ;il 9 p.m.)

THE BEST OF SIIALOM ALEICIIEM -
Stories by Ihe lumuus Yiddish writer, per-
I'ormud in English hy Jeremy Hymun, L)n»n
Nndcl. Is.me Weinstuck. dirdcled by Michael
Schneider. (Hilton, tonight nl 9.30 p.m.. King
Duvid, mmurrijw at 9.30 p.m.)

JERUSALEM POST

Hiishevis Singer. ( Wohl Amphitheatre, tomor-
row and Monday)

GROS CALIN — Lmlle Ajar's pluy translated,
ndiipted hv and slsirnng Niko Nuai. ( Hasimia.
tonight :ii ID)

THE ISLAND — Hy Athol Kugurd. Haifa
lheulre prnduclion. (In Arubic). (Tzavtu.
iiimurrmi at 9.3U p.m.t

THE ISRAELI EXPERIENCE - Based on
>lune.s by Y. Reuveni Directed by Gedalia
Boser (Beit Lessin. 34 Weizmnnn, Thursday)

the IYAR CONNECTION - By Yonalun
Gelen. Directed hy Itzik Weingarten. (Bell
LcsNin. luiught ui HnJ 1 1 ; lomorrow s& 9
p.m 1

LAI E DIVORCE — Hy A.B. Yehoshuu.
uvul-NcvcZedek (Tieulrc production. (Neve

Zedek The.itre Centre. 6 Yehieli, tonight al
If; lomiirniw m 9 p.m.)

LIKE A BULLET IN THE HEAD - By
Minimi Kcini. Directed by Tom Levy.
( rzuviu. tomurruw iu 8.30 p.m.)

L.S. DIONYSOS — Written nnd directed by
Niko Nilui illusiinia, Thursday at 9.30 p.m.)

MONUMENT REVERSED - By Joseph
Mundy. Yuv.il Theulrc production. (Beil Les-
sin. Tuesduy al 9 p in)

NOISES OFF — By Michael hruyn. Cameri
productinn. (('umcri, tomorrow and Sunday at

8.311 p.m.

THE TEACHER — Directed by Hillel
Nc'ciniin ,ind slurring Yona Alian. (Beil Lea-
sin. Mund.iy iu 9 p.m.)

TROJAN WOMEN — Hubiinnh production— (Hiihimnh. Small Hull, tomorrow through
Thursday)

TRUE WEST — L'jmcri production. (Tzavta.
Monday through Thursday nt 8.30 p.m.)

Y'OSHA EGEL — By [J. Singer. Habimah
production, (llnbimah. Large Hall, tomorrow,
Sunday iind M onday ;it 8..3<j p.m.)

AMADEUS — Peter Sh.ielfer. Cameri
TheuLre produclicm. (Municipal Theatre,
lumorrow nnd Sunday al K.3U p.m.)

MONUMENT REVERSED - (Beit Abba
Khoushy, tonight .it KM

Other towns

THE ASSISTANT •

linn id Bernard .*•

Shmunn. Sundus at

• fheHire produc-
es story. (Kiryal

DRUMS IN THE Mt.lil’ — By Brecht.
Beersheba Theatre production. (Beersheba,
Monday and Tuesday)

GIMPLE TAM — (Arad. Oron Cinema,
Wcdnesduy)

THE ISRAELI EXPERIENCE - (Rehovoi,
Beit Ma'am, tomorrow at •> p.m; Ashkelon.
MutTw. TucmIuj :a HJo p.m.i

SKIRMISHES — By Catherine Hayei.
Beersheha Theatre productinn. (Beersheba.
iomorrow)

THE TEACHER — (Rehovnl. Wis. tomorrow
at 8.30 p.m.1

DANNY GOTTFRIED JAZZ QUARTET -
(Liberty Hell Garden, Hiursduy)

A GYPSY BALLAD — Songs and snul music
w 'i*i migor Andre Zweig. Grislm Abin, violin
nnd mandolin. Haldi Oiler. Ilnmeneo guitar,
Knel Alins. ha«s guitar. (Lilierty Beil Garden.
Monday)

GOLDEN GUITAR -- Avner Slrnuu plays
chissien). jiiz/ imd Ilnmeneo pieces. (Zorbn Ihe
Buddha. 4 Yml Siilnmun, tomorrow at 8.30
p.m.. Wed. ,u H p.m.) Haim Bulla plnys dai-
siuil. jazz, and Isriidi music. (Zurba Ihe Bud-
dha, Thursday ;il.S.p.ip.)

ISRAEL FOi li 1 ' Til- Taste ..I Israel
(lancers. Pu amci i nin.iii (olkduncqrs. (Inter-
nniion.il I iillur.ii • Vlitre Ini Yuullt, 12 Emck
Kclmni. loniurruv. u *> p m j

JAZZ — I red v eikC.il. pf.nnv. Uric Heller.
h;iv*. Sn ul (i I,id.i» iic. irunipet. (Amcnean
3 ninny lintel. M if'w- Rnjtl i/iiirj: at9p.nL)

JAZ2 - With well krn.i.n Uradi inustcmns
tPitipiuf. 04 Be.s.ilc l w i-tFnestLiy ,d 9..R1 p.nu

JERUSALEM C'urNrin' HAND _ {Tzavta.
tqituirrim .it 4 p ,

,
f<Y*l|ril'.t: p.lgt' O



ORCJIL

Bums 18. 19. 24. Tel. 415067

I n.. June 24. Double featurefl ticket

11k Warrior Port 14.30

Best Litllo Whore Home in Texas
16.30

Sal., June 23
Best Ultk Whore House in Texas

I'UU. 21 JO
Sun.. Juno 2b

Double feuiurc/l tickcl

The Warrior Fox 19.00

Best Lillie Whore House In Texas
2I.U0

Mon.. June 27

Married Couple I9.0U. 21.00

Tire.. June 28

Night of San Lorenzo 18.4?

Los I'm ei f.ea Autres 2(130

WeA. June 29

From Mao tu Mozart 18.43

l«s Unset Irfs Autres 21)30
I bur.. June JO

From Mao lo Moran I7.3tt, l'J.15

Night of Han l.nrciuo 21.1*1

KIIEN

EMIV1ANUELLE
S.il- 7J(l. 9.30

Wrekilux- 4. 7. 9

EDISON

CHASE IN
COLORADO
Sutunlj) 7..in. 9. VI

Weekdays 4. 7. 9

HAH1KAII
9th week

TOOTSIE
S.iiiirilus 7 JO. 9.30

Weekdays 4, n JO, 9

ISRAEL MUSEUM
Sun . Mnn . Wed.. 'I hur. 1.J0

INCREDIBLE
JOURNEY

Tub fi, 8 30

A VERY MORAL NICII

T

CABARET
Saturday 7.30. 9 30

Weekduys 4. 6.45. 9

LA BOUM D
Sol 7. ill. 9. .111

Weekdays 4. 7. 9

ORION Tel. 222914

PIRATE MOVIE
* KRISTY MacNICIIOL
* CHRIS mPlIKR ATKIN

Saturday 7 30. d.3"

Weekdays 4. 7. 9

ORNA
* mKKUnGAREl

Tel. 224733

THE NIGHT
PORTER

Saturday 7. 15. 9.30

Weekday! 4. 6 45. 9

Fur .idul's only

On Sunday : IS 75

FINALS
Sal 7 HI, “JO

Weekdays 4. 7. “

SEMADAR
4th neck

PINK FLOYD
THE WALL

Snl and weekdays 7. 9.15

SMALL AUDITORIUM
BIN YENEI HA‘UMA

BYE-BYE
BRAZIL

Ssiiunl.iv. 7. Ill, “..Hi

Weekdn* 7. 'i

TEL AVIV

CHEN CINEMA CENTRE.

AdiaiKC inkel -ale «ml> 'l h"‘

idl'iec fr«iin 10 « m

Sal. 7.'Jtt 10
*

. . Weekday* 6.15. 9:

Sal. evening transport insured

ALLENBY
4lh week

FLYING HIGH
— THE SEQUEL

4.30. 7.15. 9 JO

BEN YEHUDA
Oih week

Tonight 10. 12

Sul. 7 15. 9.30

Weekday* 4.3*1. 7.I5.9.JO

THE BUDDY
HOLLY STORY

BETH HATEFUTSQTH
JEWISH
CINEMATHEQUE

LE GRAND
PARDON

Sun.. T ue. 5

. Mnn.. Thur. 8.30

DEKEI.

GANDHI
Winner nr S Oscars

Sul . K: Weekday* 5; 8.JO

ESTHER Td. 225610
2nd neck r

LA BOUlVl H •

Sat. 7;JO.. 9.30 -

Weekdays 4,JO,' 7.JO. 9.3Q

CHEN 2 //
4th week

CANNERY ROW
*' DKBKA WINGER
* NICK NOl.Th

I itHiphl ‘».l\ 12 15

Snl, 7 !>' “ 30

Wci.-kd.li- 4 'll. 7 0\ “3't

CHEN 3 .
17lh week

1 uniphl ID, 12.15

Weekday* 4.311. 7.15. 9.30

Academy Award
noiiiinnliiiii

^

fur i he best

screcnpliiy

nl ihe yeur .

“A nudKiul movie

I’mliiu- Kael, New. Ynrker magazine

'T-xireiucly tunny"

Vincent Ciinhy. N.Y. Times

Fri. mid Sul. tug hi:

Ileus Heure* Mnlus
l^s Omits Amnl Jcmm Christ

CHEN 4 JUJ
Till week

Apuili.i Christie's

MURDER
SHE SAID

Smrrinp Margaret Rutherford

a- Mi-.* Mm pic

•Wlih Anliiir Kennedy
Tuiliplii 9.30. l2 15

WcCkd.lt i 4 30. 7.9.3H

, Sal 7. 9.3U

CINEMA ONE
2nd week

HALFON HILL
DOESN’T
ANSWER
Tonight ul 10

Sal. 7.15. 9JO
Weekdays 4.30. 7.15. 9.30

drive-in
2nd week

Tonight 10; Sal. and weekdays 7. 1?.

9.30

HALFON HILL
DOESN’T ANSWER

SEX FILM

Tonight and every mghi 12.15

midnight

GAT
ZUlh week

Weekday* 4.JD. 7. “JO

AN OFFICER
AND A

GENTLEMAN
it'll lilt vou Up where you hclung

* RICHARD liKRK
* DKBKA WINGER

r Niw ON IMA Ul7ri» „ 1

GORDONVaini'1

83 Hen Yehuda Rd., Tel. 24437.1

5th week

DODES’ KA-DEN
English suhiltles

Sal. and weekdays 7, 9 30

Al 5 p in.

NIGHI UK SAN LORENZO

2nd week
Tumghi 10

Sul. 7.15. 9.30

Weekduys 4.30. 7.15, “JO

HERBIE GOES
BANANAS

Fri. 10 p.m. Flit' OU VULEUR

INST1TUT FRANCAIS

BORSAL1NO &Co.

* ALAIN DELON
Tuesday 7.30

UbengofT Center

3rd week

mogkabi
9ih week

TOOTSIE
Tonight ID

Weekday- 4 ». 7. “jo

Sul. 7. 9.1»

ORLY

AMERICAN
GIGOLO
Sat 7.15.9 15

Weekdays 4. ID. 7.1.5. 9 .111

PARIS
3rd week

PASSION E
D’AMORE

Today ID ii.m. : 12 mum
Weekdays Hi. 12. 2. 4. 7.15. 9.10

PEER
Hth and last week

Sal. and weekday, h.30. “. 1

5

FRANCES
* JKSS1CA I.ANGF.

* SAM SIIFII’ARI)

SHAHAF

THE LAST
AMERICAN
VIRGIN
Tonight ID. 12

Sal. 7.15. 9.30

Weekdays 4.JU. 7 15. 9. JO

Sui. 1 1 a in.

DANNY

THE SOLDIER
Saturday 7. 9.15

Weekdays 4. b.45, 9

ATZMON

LA BOUM II

Saturday 7. 9.15

Weekdays 4, ti.45
i 9

Tel. 288868

MAGAZINE

THEN
2lllh week

AN OFFICER AND
A GENTLEMAN

• RH MAKI) liKRK
• DKBKA WINfikR

Sal. h 45. 9
Weekdays 4. 6.J0. 9

(ALOR

THAT GIRL
IS A TRAMP

10. 2. h

DEADLY STRIKE

HAIFA MUNICIPAL
THEATRE

M cl -Brooks’

HOI CHAIRS

N«* perl urn.iiKe- June 27-30.

MORIAH
I he hoi mu-leal comedy in I98J

* KII.FFN QUINN

STUDIO Tel. 295H17

FINALS

Tonight 10; Sm. 7.15. 9.30

Weekduys I ..All. 4J0. 7.15. 9.30

LEV 11

Ulzengorr Center Tel. 288868

3rd week

A MARRIED
COUPLE

Tonight and Tuc. 9.45; Sul. 7. 9.30
- Weekday* 1.30. 4.30. 7.9.30

L1MOR
5th week

. .
Tonight 10. 12

Sal. 7.15. 9.30

.
Weekduys 4.30. 7. 1 5. 9.30

EMMANUELLE
* SYLVIA CRYSTAL

Sal. II B.m. MEGAKORCE

MAN, WOMAN
AND CHILD

4 .30. 7.15, “jn

TCHELET
2nd week

THE
EXECUTIONER’S

SONG
Sul. 7. 9.in

Weekduys 4.30. 7. 9..1D

TEL AVIV
2nd week

ALONE IN

THE DARK
The year’s higgesi llirlllei!

* JACK l'AI-ANCh
* DONALD I'LKASANCF
* martin landau

I miiglii in 10

Sal 7.15.9.10

Weekdays 4 10. 7.15.

TEL AVIV MUSEUM
1.1th week

THE
DRAUGHTSMAN’S

CONTRACT

TZAVTA
JU Ibn tiibiml, Id. 250156

7tli week
Tonight nl II

Sal. 7. 1

1

Wed. 10 p.m. only

THE FILM “EIGHTY THREE”

ANNIE

ORAH
Silt week

• DUSTIN HOFFMAN
in Sidney Poliak's comedy

FOOTSIE

• JESSICA LANGE
winner nf 1983 Oscar

4. 1..30. “

ORION

THUNDER OF

DESIRE

h iiiinMi'p performances

Adulis only

ZAFON
llilh week

DIVA
4.30. 7.15. 9.30

SOPHIE
AMPHITHEATRE

BATTLEtRACK
* MICHAEL I1ECK
* ANNI MENERRU

• Saturday 7. 9.15
.

Weekduys. 4, 6.45. 9

Sat. 6.45. 9

Weekdays 4. 6.45. 9

NIGHT PORTER

2nd week

Israeli film (Hebrew!

FINALS
Saturday 7. 9.15

Weekdays 4. 6.*I5, 9

• TIM HUDSON
* KATE KAFSC'HU

In the »ev comedy

A LITTLE SEX
4. 6.45. “

SHAVIT
3rd neck
6.45.9.15

LONELY HEARTS

RMMTBM
Cinenas

ARMON
9lh week

AN OFFICER AND
A GENTLEMAN

Tonight 10

„ ,
Snl. 7. 9.30

Mai. 4: THE LAST FLIGHT OF
NOAH'S ARK

2nd week
Tonight al 10

Sal. 8.30: weekdays 5.30, 8.30

GANDHI

ORDEA
2nd week

ALONE IN
THE DARK

* JACK BALANCE
Tonight at IQ

Weekdays 4JO. 7.15. 9.30

RAMAT GAN
3rd week

THE VERDICT
* PAIH. NEWMAN

Sot. mid weekdays 7. 9.30

DAVID

LA BOUM II

7.15. 9.15

TIFERET

FINALS
Israeli film

ESI HER
3rd week

LE CHOC

MIGDAL 14th week
Tonight 10

Snl . and weekdays 7, 9.JO

AN OFFICER AND
A GENTLEMAN

Mat. 4.30. THE BLACK HOLE

SAVOY

THE BUDDY
HOLLY STORY
Tonight 10. Sul. 7.15, 9.JQ

Weekdays 4 30. (Wed. unlyl, 7.15,

9.30

Ramal Hasharen

&STAR
l-'ri. 9J0; Sat. and weekdays 7

GOLDFINGER

Fri. 11.30 p.m.: Sat. and weekdays
(exit. Tuc.) 9.30

CONTINENTAL DIVIDE

Sut. 1.30 p.m., TUe. 9.30

ZABRISKIE POINT

Sat. I i a.m.; Tue„ Wed., Thur. 4
THE MUPPET MOVIE

ENTERTAINMENT

IC iHHnaedfrom page ,||

JEWISH AND ARAB FOLKLORE -
1/ahanm fnlkdancers, folksingcra. Khulir«
drummers. (YMCA. Monday ay 9 p.m.)

MUSICAL MEUVE MALKA - (Israel
Centre, 111 Straus. tomorrow nl 9 p.in.J

** ^l[UVK ®AND — Pargod, todny
nl I.3U; Lewis s. *2 llaytl Vegan, tomorrow nl
9 p.m )

REU3 EN AMSTERDAM — llddle and man-
dulin. C liixsiL-.il and folk music. (Zurba the
B uddhii. I ucsUuy ut 8 p.m.

>

Tel Aviv area

ARIEL /.II.BER — (Mmidun Shahlu
i

,

Di/L-ngnir Center, tunighl. lomnrruw. and
»«ln«yiay nl nudniglii)

A rA 1.1,1 PAN IEL — (M.-ndon Nhuhlul, Mnn-
diiv al midnight)

THE BEST OF
r SHALOM ALKICHEM -

1 1 Ilium. Iliurwlnv ai 8JU p.m l

WALKING TOURS

Sponsored by the Society lor ihe Protection d
Nature In Israel. Meeting place: Neil to the es-
calator in front of the Jerusalem Central But
Station. Pleue bring hat, canteen and walking
shot!. Fee.

“

Sunday: En Giora, Naha! Ktalar and train ride
to Jerusalem - Meet: I L40 a m. Return to
Jerusalem R.iilwuy Slolion by about 5.J0 p.m.

Monday: Fortresses md springs of the Judean
Hllb — Meet: 8 30 a.m. Return to Jerusalem
uhout 2.-00 p.m.

Tuesday: From Har Gilo lo Jerusalem — Meet:
12.45 p.m. Return to Jerusalem, about 6.00
p. m.

Wednesday: Eln Karem and Surroundings —
Meet. 8.00 u.m Return to Jerusalem about
IXn p.m.

Thursday: Masrek Nature Reaerie, Naha]
Kesalon, Martyrs' Fora! — Meet: 9.00 a. in
Return tu Jerusalem about 3.00 p.m

FYlday: The Etaion Bloc and Herod!in Water

FILMS IN BRIEF

ANNIE — The comics serial about the little

orphan who conquers the heart or a hard-
boiled millionaire and introduces some horse
sense and kindness in his world, has become
lirst u stage musical 'and now a movie musical.
Inxmg most of its ingenuity in the process, and
replucmg ii with the glamor and culenes of old
Hollywood.

BORSALINO AND CO. — Continualion of
"BorMihno" (I960) jn which two young
gimgsicrs (Alain Delon and Jean-Paul
Bclniiiiidn) lake over ihe leadership of the
Mur-cillcs underworld in Ihe early 'ihiriles.

Shooi-ups. chases and rusiy doings galore.

CANNERY ROW — A kind or mythical
glorification nt the simpler .upecis or life by
director Simon S. Ward. Beautiful
irnmenwiirL bv Sven Nykivisl.

DINER — Remarkable performances hy
Sieve (.iulleiiherg, Daniel Stern. Mickey
Rfurkc. Kevin Bacon and Timothy Duly in

•hi- comedy drama about five friends muking
lie diffiiult tmnsllion into manhood.
Screenplay .uid direction by Hurry Levinson.

DIVA — This first feature dim hy director

Jean-JjKques Heineu is a thriller — but also u

fcn-hisiic csplur.uion of human nalur. Ini-

memvlv cnjoyuhle. as long as you don’t luke it

Ion NL-riotisIv.

DODESKADKN — Akira Kurosuuu's |.l-

yeur-old movie seems lo be a strange combi nu-
Mon or tiurky’s "Lower Depths" and de Sica's
"Miracle in Milan." sprinkled with a strong
dose of his own profound pessimism. The
1 heme life ii-eiris unbearable nnd bliss is only .

lo he round in un escape from reality. A most
carefully orchesiraicd film.

THE DRAUGHTMAN’S CONTRACT- An
amazingly inlclligenl 17th-century thriller, lo

be read at n multitude of levels, with in-

terpretation touching every imaginable field,

from social history to theory of esthetics.

Directed by Peter Greenaway with Janet

Siumun, Anthony Higgins Und Anne Louise
Lamhcrl.

( OUN1 RY EVE — With Steve Taylor. (Jaffa,
Hiismici. 8 Mil/.iI Ditgim, tonighi at midnight;
Monday nt 9.30 p. m.)

DANNY EUAN! — ( Ueil Lcssin. ton arrow A
II p.m.)

JAZZ CELLAR — Amiknm Kimelrnan, Eli
Magen. hl.iini Kuhtnn. Alori Hillel and Danny
Adler. (Hen Lcssin. Sunday at I0JQ p.m.)

JAZZ-ROCK — Ihin Muchiuch. Norbert
tiiildherg. Haim Knhinn. und others. (Moadon
Shahlul. Thursday at midnight)

(INE-TIME ACT — Sltlnmo Hnr Aha. Gidi
G..V Shlom.. Yadjv, Monj Moshnnuv. Yoni
Kechler (T/dsia. tonight at 9.10 and mld-
mplit)

PANTOMIME — Hnuoeh Rossennc. (Hdon.
Mul.il. iiunjihi at lii)

RISHON LK/.JON SONG CLUB - Sonus ofM 1 lien -tv. (Beit I.csmii, Wednestliiy at o
p m.)

SUNGS OF ISRAEL - tViifa CSnat Vi,hin-ki.
iMiuibm Mi.ihlul. I'ucstliv ding lit)

luimel — Meet; 7--0a.ni. Return l» Jerusalem
annul 2.30 p in.

“Orr-the-Reaten-Track" Wilks In Jerusalem
Guided m English

Sponsored hy Ihe Society for Ihe Protection of
Nature. Meeting place: Ollice or the Society
fur the Protection or Nature, 13 Helena
Hunt ulkiL St., courtyard or Min. or
Agriculture. Please bring hat. walking shoes
und niishhghl. l-ee.

Sunday — Meet: 8.00 a.m. Russian Com-
pnund. Den llmom Valley, burial cuves from
Second Temple period, llaccldama. City or
Diivid excavations. Finish about 1,00 p.m.

Tuesday — Meet 8.00 a.m. Walk on city walls

"°J
n
L

-*ur
f
a Hate to Damascus Qte. Tour

Zcdckinh's Cuvc, Armenian Masiiic. Tombs of
the Kings ami St. George Cathedral. Finish
annul I (It p.ni

Thursday — Meet: 8.00 a.m. Water reservoirs
and new siies in the Jewish tjuatter. Manilla

br put 10 death, os ordered by the court of law
'hat found hint guilty ora double murder. An
accurate account of Ihe actual event.

EX — A creature Irum outer space, stranded
«n Earth, is helped by a bunch of kids to
regain hi- spaceship. A heartwarming, cheer-
ful thriller, which recaptures Ihe charm and
excitement of cinema in ns prime. Directed by
Steven Spielberg.

FINALS — A puppy-love yarn based on a
hu..k hy best-selling youth market novelist
Gulilu Kon-Feder.

FLIC OH VOVOU — Jean Paul Belmondo is
one <il the sexiest, swingingest. toughest cops
10 ever cross the silver screen in this delight-
fully serious and simultaneously funny Him.
Lnls of action with gangsters, women and clus-
-y ears ull un the Cute d'Azur.

FLYING HIGH-THE SEQUEL — The
reh;i-h of Hymg-High I results in an jnicr-
nunnhlc stream of one-line jokes, some of
hem .imu-iiig. hut most of them flur.

FRANCKS — The rcal-lile -aorv «»f actress
1-r.inee- Farmer «l m I lollwood of the '30s
Fariner u depicted m an individualist who is
crushed by un industry for conformists. Evccl-
leni iiuing hy Jlssicii Lange in the title-role.

GANDHI — Sir Richard Micnburough's Him
uhiiui ihe hie ol the Indian njiiun.il hero turns
»iil Ii* lie ju-l like any oilier high super-
pri'JuLlion, its Lmguiigc predicluhlc, its me*,
-upe all mu ume and its icehmque ull loo
impeccable.

I.E GRAND PARDON - The extrovert
movie par excellence - big gestures, loud
dcL-laruiiuns. exaggerated emotions and ex-
traordinary activities. Definitely a crowd-

.
pleaicr.

HAI.PHON HILL DOES NOT ANSWER—
Typical Israel comedy about life in the'
Reserves. Plcnly of "bjlagon" with (ho
MupHshavh llahiver trio involved in h bny-
luves-girl. gtrl's-laiher-agriiml-lhu-nmich plot.

THE EXECUTIONER’SSONG — Lawrence LONELY HEART’S - A simple sensit ive
Schiller’s film hnsed on Norman Mailer’s slor)' “bout middle uge romance with all its
bestseller documenting the life of Gary fears, doubts and uncertainties, attractively
Gilmore, a young man who demanded that he performed by Wendy Hughes as a bashful

JERUSALEM POST MAGAZINE

TONIGHT SHOW — Presented by Barry
l.iingford. Lvening of international eiilcrltiin-
mcni uud interviews. Special guesi, Leonard
Graves. 1 Hilton, tomorrow ut 8JO p.m.)

YITZHAK KLEPTER _ (Beit Lcssin.
ut midnight

)

Other towns

APPLES OF GOLD — (h’llal. Moriah Hotel,
Thursday al *>.3t> ji m.)

AHIK LA VIE — (Petal: Tikvah. Mofut,
umighi ut 'J.U>)

DRUNK WITH JOY — Y’ossi Bunai in bis
new programme of song, .satire and comedy.
( Yapur. Wednesday

)

I'ANI'OMIMK (Pet.ih Tikvuh, Mnfat,
1 1mu Truss .11 “ p m

)

For last-minute changes In programmes or times
of performances, flense contact box office.

Pool. Pool of lleackiiih, street of Mumduk
shops und Reoinstructed flyzuntinc Cnrdo.
F xeuvuted walls of First Temple period,
ending with Church and Pool of the Sisters of
Zion Finish uhuui I (JO p.m.

Jerusalem through the Ages

Sunday and Tuesday 9.30 «.m and Thursday at
2 p.m. — The Citadel, Jewish Quarter, Old
Y ish 11v Court Museum, reconstructed Sephardi
Synagogues. Western Wall.

Monday of 9.30 a.m. — The Canaan ile and
Israelite periud in Jerusalem

Wednesday at 9.30 p.m. — The Greek and
Roman Period in Jerusalem.

Sunday at 2 p.m. — Sites of special Christian
interest.

Tours -dart from Citadel Courtyard next lo
JnfTa Gale, and lost 3-3 Vi hours. Tickets may
he purchased on the spot. All tours are guided
in English.

Ihinhyish virgin und Norman Kaye a 50 year
old piuno tuner. Directed by Australian Paul
Cox.

A MARRIED COUPLE — Israeli director
llzhrrk Ye.xhumn’s scaring portrayal aT a dis-
integrating marriage, looked at from such
close quarters that 11 virtually lucks any depth— yet is ;it times hallucinaiingly real.

AN OFFICER AND A GENTLEMAN - A
siieel urchin with strong character proves he
can endure all the hardships of the course for
navy pilots and becomes nn officer.
Traditional melodrama, well made and svell-
acted.

PAS&ION E D*AMORE— Based on Turchet--
story "Fi»se.t," Italian director hltoru

Seola's movie rc coiinh the mad love orun ugly
woman lor a handsome officer. The lale is

powerful, hut once you've been acquainted
with ii, nothing much is felt to catch your in-
terest

THE SOLDIER —- A fourth-rule Tlond-like
uclion movie, m which an omnipotent CI \
iigent (Ken W.ihl) und his learn, with the help
ol ihe Israeli Secret Service, overcome a KGQ
plan tu sabotage ffl per cent or the world's oil
resource- unless Israel iviihJr.i»s from the
West Bank.

SOPHIFl'S CHOICE— Pnkula's film not only
doesn't add any new dimensions to William
Siyrcu's novel, hut also diminishes its impact
hy pulling terrifying conceptions that should
he beyond anyone's imagination into clear p»«-
1 or ini images.

TOOTSIE— Michael Dorsey (Dustin Hoff-
man) pm- 011 a woman's dress, u wig und a pair
of high-heeled shoes — and succeeds in gut-
ting the pari nf .1 middle-aged female hospital
administrator in fV soup. A most cnjoyuhle
t-omedy — possibly the best thing that ever
happened to director Sydney Pollack,

THE VERDICT — Everyone who has ever
rooted tor the little man's a niggle to overcome
not only corruption, but ihe big machine
defending it, is going lo come up smiling from
Sidney Lumet's hi lest film.

Some oT tbe films Riled are restricted to adult
audience 1. Please check with the cinema.



LASTRONICS remains the premier

producer of jazz recordings in this

country, in. no small measure
because it holds the rights to the

prestigious Pablo ami Creed Taylor

labels. Happily, the firm has four

fine titles out this month.

Pick of the pack is “Saleh” and

••Josh.” From that rather mis-

leading title (explained on the

sleeve) you'd never know this is a

piano duo by Count Basic and

Oscar Peterson. But what a perfect

pairing this is! Discount the Count’s

big band and aficiunados will recall

that William Basie is a master

minimalist at l he keyboard.
Matched with the easy embellish-

ments of that old chord-changer

Oscar Peterson, you have a puiring

that makes eminent sense — and ex-

cellent music.

Most of the compositions are

originals, with felicitous exceptions

like Lester Young's “Lester Leaps

In" and the Fields- M cH ugh

favourite, "Exactly Like You." In

cither case, what we hear in these

mostly mediam-tempo bops and

blues arc tour hands in exquisite

harmony, singing along arid having

an enormously good lime.

Perfectly pitched back-up by Ray

Drown on bass, l-reddic Green on

guitar and Lou Hcllson on drums

makes this outing a classic set. The

fact that it was recorded nearly a

decade ago only means it was well

w..rlh the wait. It you're into jazz

Ivorytower
ROCK, ETC. / Madeline L. Kind

piano, you shouldn't be without this

hot little item.

1
1- BASIL- and Peterson delivered a

package of tight harmony and unity,

the title and credits on the sleeve of

pianist Roland Hanna's new ulbum

seemed to threaten a grab-bag. Title

is Gershwin Carmichael Cals, and

credits list a baker’s dozen of

side men, with one track offering a

line-up of nine mid another featur-

ing only piano and bass.

Brush those Tears aside; this is a

splendid album too. First off, Hun-

nu handles himself handsomely at

every turn, and that baker's dozen

includes the likes of Chet Baker (on

“Skylark"), Larry Coryell (on three

of the five tracks), bassists like

Rufus Reid. Mike Richmond and

Gary King, mid Ronnie Cuher on

soprano sax.

The results are surprisingly

satisfying. Hanna, for example,

opens with that tired old “Stur-

cliisl.” taking the standard solo at-

tack. but then building upwards and

outwards lor nine minutes with rich

Latin overlays and improvisa l ions

inspired by tile incomparable

Coryell. “Skylark," with the addi-

tion of Baker's clean trumpet work,

is a similarly inspired ,7'/i minutes of

well-integrated flights of musical

fancy on a standard tune.

Side Two opens with ft fairly

siraightrorwurd if not out-

right commercial rendering or the

Theme from Cats” (“Memory,” as

made popular by Streisund). But in-

spiration returns with a brisk “The

Nearness of You,” with just Hanna,

and George Mraz on bass and

David Spino/za on guitar, followed

hy “Oh Bess, Where Is My Bess,”

with Coryell stepping back in, and

dosing out brilliantly with Hnnno

and bassist Mike Richmond doing

“Kinhraceahle You.” Good show.

NOW FOR two rather different

items by [ilia Fitzgerald. Ella

Abraca Joblm is the latest in

creative producer Norman Granz'

series of Sang Book recordings.

Having exhausted Cole Porter, the

Gershwins, Duke Hllington,

Rodgers and Hart, Irving Berlin,

Harold Arlcn, Jerome Kern. Johnny

Mercer, et a!., Granz hit on Antonio

Carlos Johim. And who to vocalize

but the ever-astonishing blla? The

lady, as we know, can handle

anything meant to he sung, and yes,

even if it's to he in Portuguese. A
highlight comes toward the end, in

the extended vocal riffs on "Useless

Landscape.” Far from useless is the

orchestra, which includes Paulinho

da Costa on percussion, Joe Pass on

guitar, and other luminaries such as

Clark Terry, Znol Sims and Toots

Tliiclcmuns.

lilla's other offering is on the Erst

side or an album eailed Digital III at

Montreaux. After starting with “I

Can’t Get Started," the Basic band

gives over to Ella, most notably for

eight minutes worth of “Flying

Home." Side two features Basic at

piano and Pass on guitar. Material is

from the seminal Montreaux
Festival of 1979, which has spun olf

numerous recordings with no end in

sight.

EASTRONICS also deserves some

credit for bringing out off-beat pop

albums for which the market may
he dubious, to say the least. First in

this category is Danseparc, by

Martha and the Muffins. The Muf-

fins have made a fair amount of

dough in their native Canada with

previous albums, one of them even

going gold, but this is the first one

we’ve heard. Martha Johnson has a

distinct and mature voice, and the

M ufl ins supply competent accom-

paniment Tor songs that are ollen
marked hy arty titles (“Several
Styles of Blonde Girls Dancing") or
what arc Imped to be rather hip
lyrics (“The Boys in the Bushes"
“What People Do for Fun"). None
of that, however, overcomes the

fact that this is. or all things, a rather

good if conventional dance album.

The last track, “Whatever Hap.
pencil to Radio Valve Road," is an

instrumental, which means in this

case rather had padding.

WHATEVER happened to Lou

Reed? Well, the former Velvet

Undergroundcr tried to revive his

career a year or so ago with TV
Mite Mask, and that effort was oot

without interest. His latest, Legen-

dary Hearts is Reed's 17th album,

and the hoy is simply tired. Hil

voice sounds like Leonard Cohen's

on an off night — and you know

that’s off — his lyrics are unin-

spired, his melodics disposable, and

even the guitar work or Robert

Quine is boring. Lou tries to get h

up for a hig effort on “Home of the

Brave," one or those going-to-hett-

in-:i-handbasket complaints, but it

lacks both intelligence and feeling.

The previous track says it succinct-

ly: it’s called “Bottoming Out."

VISITS: Coming up soon are con-

certs around the country by Joe

Cocker, Judy Collins, Manfred

Mann, Rod Stewart and u whole lot

id rumoured others. Keep an eye

nut lor (lie ads.
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JERUSALEM RESTAURANTS JERUSALEM SHOPPING JERUSALEM

CQsCM’S
We offer s variety of
prime steaks, lobsters \ \\
and salads as well as \

x
A / i''*,(/ Y^,

the largest selection \ I\ / \\
of drinks In town \f V ’

to suit all tastes.
v

Open 7 days a week foe lunch noon to 3.30 pm,
for dinner 6.3Q pm to midnight, (except Sat. lunch).

Fur reservations please ask for Yocl at (02) 2455 15.

TAURANT
Open seven days a week

1 1.30 am -midnight. You

are invited into our kilchon to watch

your favorite foods being prepared.

Business meals,

BQI^ fln occasions. All-

you -can-cat

buffet on

c&shunutt tTasf Jerusalem,

6 Hillel St Jerusalem Tel: 245515
| J ™

SABRA
2 KING GEORGE

eomoi Juft a ttd . 1st Door

RESTAURANT
.
KOSHER LFMEHADfiN

•Arrangement of ‘gimhos’

and events in the dining hall,

also on Shabbat and holidays.

•Catering for all occasions.

•Take-away service

Call (02) 273391-2

JO Mokhei feraetsL

lei 284842 Jerusalem

and drink*. TASTY
:
.flk

INEXPENSIVE. Brins *h«

family for *n
,

eady on tha

pookat evening.

Gourmet Arabian Cubtoe
Enjoy ifptcai Arabian specialties and "ttwias"
Pleate call (02j 282246 for reservations (cloudan

(tUabmhtd In I9JII

Mondavi}.
The National Palace Hotel. Al-Zehnrh St

. ,
East Jerusalem

AN INVITATION TO A DRINK
ON THE PALACE •

Have the drink or your choice at
Jerusalem's most exclusive piano
bar -HEROD'S. .

Relax, Join in Ihe fun, have a ball!

Open 7 days a week 3 pm- 5 am
. 28 King David St., Jerusalem

(opp. King David Hotel)
- TeL (02) 240379 .

:

£et n?©re gold at>d dianjopd/
jewelry for your njoijey.

j \

Buy your gold chains,

tings,bracelets, can ing

uml peikhmis. direct f rom
ihe I ucloiV showroom ;ind

save'ii
|!

to -40 '

>> on retail

price.
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FRIDAY

I DON’T share the ntitive Israeli's

enthusiasm for our local Chinese
restaurants. I’ve tried them u few
limes and generally found thnt —
like one or two other things in this

country — they just aren't up to the

Real Thing buck in the Old Country
(America). So I rarely bother to go
the chop-sticks route.

The sole exception to this is on
the infrequent occasions when I am
in Haifa. Years ago I stumbled on
the Chin Lung up on the Carmel
and found it highly satisfactory. A
month or so ago I happened to be in

Haifa again and found the
restaurant still quite good.

Fellow Jerusalemites, however,
are forever telling me that f needn't
travel all the way to Haifa for pleas-
ing Chinese cuisine. I remained
doubtful, but when I admitted f

hadn’t sampled Chinese food in the
capital for years, they insisted that I

try what everyone agrees is the best
of the many Chinese restaurants in
Jerusalem. Besides, they said, un-
like your place in Haifa, this one is

kosher. Okay, I said, I’m willing to
try-

Then I got the typical Israeli
directions. The restaurant, I was
told, is called “Chung Something-
Or-Other" and you just go out Herzl
Blvd. yashar yashar and it’s by the
petrol station.

Well, if you haven't guessed by
now, I went about one vashar too
many. Maybe it’s because all
Chinese restaurants look alike.
Maybe it’s because, apparently by
Israeli law, all Chinese restaurants
must be close to petrol stations. As 1

learned only later, my friends were
talking about Chung Ching, which is

at 122 Herzl Blvd., and which is in-
deed kosher. I, however, yashared

3^

MATTERS OF TASTE / Matthew Nesvisky

my way to Chung Hwa, which is at

Herzl corner of Zangwill, at the
entrance to Kiryat Yovel, and
which, ns I found as soon as I

opened the menu, is clearly not
kosher.

Still, the decor at Chung Hwa
wns pleasant, the air was filled with
the happy hum of dining families
and. in any case, once l am parked

at the trough I am not inclined to
rise until I have taken on sufficient

feed. I had even more reason to stay

pul, although I did not leam this un-
til hiter: the Chung Hwa is in fact

owned by the same gentlemen who
own the Chin Lung in Haifa which I

like so much, as well as the Pagoda
down by Haifa port.

The Chung Hwa offers a

moderately priced but generous
dinner-for-lwo which includes soup,
cggroll, Chinese salad, beef and
green peppers, duck with
mushrooms and bamboo shoots,
fried rice and dessert. But since the
restaurant bills ilseir ax Szechuan. 1

decided to test the temperature of
its more fiery dishes.

I opened therefore with a “spicy
ox-tail soup in flame pot,’’ which
proved to be a hearty broth rich in
scallion and terminal bovine bits.

This, however, was hardly what I

would call spicy. Even Mrs. Compa-
nion agreed l hat it was bland. She in
turn, reckless madcap that she is,

ordered the shark’s fin soup. This
did not come complete with dark
triangles poking up from the surface
of the soup and ominously circling
about inside the bowl, but was your
basic egg-drop chicken stock, albeit
with a delicate fishy flavour.
We followed with eggroll, which

were exceedingly plump and nicely
crisped. The mnin courses then ar-
rived, thoughtfully placed on
candle-powered warming trays. My
crisp pepper duck proved to be
strips of the fowl compounded into
n sort of schnitzel and delicately
Tried in batter. But again, unac-
countably, I tasted not a trace of
pepper. Surrounding the duck were
some artistically carved vegetables,
including a small whole tomato
which had been origamied into a
bird loo beautiful to eat.
1 ate it, of course.

For her main course the lady had
the beef and green pepper, a good
Chinese restaurant standby) The
beef was quite tender. Our accom-
panying dishes of rice were, well,
rice.

Dessert, offerings included

lychees, which ! always avoid
because I don’t enjoy food that
seems to look at me from my spoon.
Instead I opted for the sliced
mango, which as expected was tin-

ned hut still refreshing. The madcap
went for the flaming banana,
another sort of thing I avoid (it

frightens the horses).
B ut this was nicely done, and cer-

tainly holler than anything dse we
had eaten. We closed with 20 or 30
of those tiny eye-cups oT jasmine
tea. The bill, including one beer,
was IS 1,240.

I AM TEMPTED here to give a
recipe for shark's fin soup, but that
would mean requiring readers
either Lo go angling for vicious

’

creatures off the coast of Eilat (Jews
chasing Jaws!) or to import the cost-
ly dried fins from Taiwan, as our
local Chinese restaurants do, a.nd
thus worsening our balance of trade
deficit. And especially because
shark is not kosher, I shall present
instead Mrs. Companion's formula
for yummy beef and green peppers:
Slop a quarter-kilo of shredded

beef around in a mixture of a table-
spoon of soy sauce, a dash of dry
wine, a teaspoon of com starch and
black pepper to taste. Then
heat three tablespoons of oil
in a frying pan and fry up six green
peppers, which of course you have
remembered to slice into thin strips.
Toss in some salt, remove the pep-
pers, and fry the beef in four table-
spoons of oil. When the meat is well
on its way, add the peppers, one
tablespoon of soy sauce, and a dash
of msg ir you’re into that sort of
thing (many Chinese cooks are).
Stir-fry for about two more minutes.
Serve with, well, rice.
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RESTAURANTS JERUSALEM SERVICES JERUSALEM BALLET

VVeekW
Tours

sinai

safaris

1
MAHARAJAH

antomzloii Homalka Strcei, Jerusalem
Tol. (02) 243186

4 days S 186 + $ 5 (Fridays)

5 days $ 220 + S B (Mondays)

tours to egypt
4 days $170 (Thursdays) 5 days$195 (Sundays)

8 days $465 (Thursdays)

negev and judean
desert safaris

(by command car)

4 days $ 195 (Thursdays) 5 days $ 240 (Sundays)

For information and bookings contact
28 King David St„ Jerusalem, Tel. (02) 221624, 248588
152 Hayarkon St., Tsl Aviv, Tel. (03) 233120, 226410

or your travel agent

HADANYI
STUDIO 2001

ARTS - RELIGIOUS ARTICLES
Hutzot Hayotzer

(Arts & Crafts Lane)

Phones: (02) 282077, 527486

A PLACE WHERE ISRAELIS DINE

One of ills finest dining spots In

Israel fihn archive Jerusalem

JUNE 24-JULY 1

Fri. at 2.30 pm: La Bourn
Sat. at 7.30 pm: 1900 - Part 1
9.30 pm: 1900 -Part 11

Sun. at 9 pm; The Night of Varennes
Vittore Scola

Mon. at 7 pm: TomJones
7.30 pm: in small hail Sheila Levine
is Dead and Living In New York
9.30 pm: The Witness

Tues. at 4 pm: Tom Thumb
1 Pm: The Son ofthe Sheik
9.30 pm: Straw Dogs
w«d - a* 7 Pm: The Drowning Pool
7.30 pm: small hall Lady Winds.

meres Farm Ernst -Lu bitsch
9.30 pm: Mephlsto

Thurs. at 7 pm: Le Nattl dt Cablria
9.30 pm: Coup de Torchon
midnight: The French Connection

Fri. nr 2.30 pm: SittingDucks

Screenings at the new Cinematheque,
Hebron Road, Tel. (02) 712192.
Library hours: Sun., Tues., Thius.
9 am-3 pm; Mon., Wed. 9 nm—9 pm:
Fri. 9 am -noon.

bank leuml le-israel b.m.

Ob/i'cls.of Art amiJcwthy
.1 ntittftc and. Modem

*>r>cii ‘t i.in -i (im, L 7 ()!„
Tii/.i. |J nny -I ,nn inily

Fri, A; tiullrljy i>ve LUm — L* pin
a KlilMm/km Humalka St.

fri- (rtU) 22752*, Jtnua Inn

TH€ I5RA€L
BALL€T
PREMIERE

PERFORMANCE
Jerusalem, Binyanei Ha'ooma,
Saturday, June 25 at 9 pm

Tickets available in Jerusalem
at Klai'jm Ticket Agency, Tel.

(02) 2340G1
For more information call:

The Israel Ballet,
‘

Tel. (03) 2666 10

>83
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JERUSALEM MUSEUMS

this week

the israel museum
Jerusalem

EXHIBITIONS

Permanent Collections of Judaica, Art and Archaeology

George Segal — on exhibition of the well Known American sculptor, including

16 life-size plaster sculptures made In the Ihsi twenty years.

Dreams, Visions, Metaphors - the photographs of Manuel AlvarBZ Bravo. A
retrospective of the works of the veternn Mnxican photographer, spanning

over 60 years of activity

Looking at Pictures — o didactic exhibition dueling with the components of

two-dimensional art and the ways they affect the viewer. By courtesy oi

Marianna and Walter Griossmann, London, end Dubek Ltd.

Farinelli and Albertini Sing VivBldi - 18th century Vanot inn operatic

caricatures

Kadesh Barnes — at the Rockefeller Museum
The Wonderful World of Paper — Peley Center

SPECIAL EXHIBITS

Capernaum Hoard
A Now Mosaic in the Norman P. Schenker Archaeology Garden

Oil Lamp Section

The Permanent Exhibit in the Prehistory Hall

Yemenite Torah Finials ("Rimanim"). From July 1.

EVENTS

CHILDREN'S FILM
Sun., June 26; Mon., June 27; Wed., June 29; Thurs., June 30 at 16JO
“THE INCREDIBLE JOURNEY"
Frl., July 1 at 11.00 :

"TQM SAWYER" based an Mark Twain's classic

FILM
Tuesday, June 28 at 18.00 Be 20.30
"A VERYMORAL NIGHT" {Hungary 19781
Dir. Karoiy Makk

GUIDED TOURS IN ENGLISH
Museum: Sun., Mon., Wed., Thurs. at 11.00; Tubs, at 16.30
Rockefeller Museum: every Friday at 1 1.00
Archaeology Galleries: Monday, June 27 at 1 5.30

Please note our new phone number - (02) 698211

.

Become a local Patron ("Sheher") of the larael Museum. For details uIbssh
canted (021 881961

.

Student memberahlpe now available.

Please note our expanded opening hours (as of July 1|:

VISITING HOURS i Sun., Mon., Wed., Thurs. 10.00 to 17.00; Tubs. 10.00 to
.. 22.00; Frl. St Sat. 10.00 to 14.00
SHRINE OP THE BOOK: Sun., Mon., Wed., Thurs. 1 0.00 to 17.00; Tues

10.00 to 22.00; Frl. 10.00 to 16.00; Sat. 1 0.00 to 1 4.00
BILLY ROSE SCULPTURE GARDEN) Sun.-Thurs. 10.00 to sunsot; Frl

Sat. & holidays 10.00 to 14.00
ROCKEFELLER MUSEUM: Sun.—Thun. 10.00 to 17.00; Pri.& Set 10.00 to

14.00
LIBRARY: Sun., Mon., Wed., Thurs. 10.00 to 17.00; Tubs. 16.00 to 20.00
GRAPHICSSTUDY ROOM: Sun.. Mon., Wed., Thurs. 1 1 .00 to 13.00; Tues

1

16.00 to 20.00
TICKETS FOR SATURDAY : Available in advance at the Museum end at the

1

ticket agencies: Tel Aviv-Rococo, Elzion, Le’an and Cartel; Jerusalem
-Kle'lrn. •

.
•

> see a gallery today Cm

*ay "this week" sent you*

LAWRENCE SCHILLER'S The

Executioner's Sung is based on the

Norman Mailer bestseller

documenting the last nine months in

Hie lilc of Gary Gilmore, a young

mun who demanded that he be put

to death, as ordered by the court of

luw that round him guilty of a

senseless double murder. He re-

jected any help by concerned

organizations, refused any sugges-

tion of a plea for a pardon, and was

eventually executed. Meanwhile, he

had already become a world media

hero, for some, he was a symbol of

an era. In retrospect, one wonders

whether this whole carnival, which

transformed an anonymous brute

from the backiands into a front-

page celebrity did not have

something to do with his stubborn

request to be executed by shooting,

which was extraordinary enough to

fascinate the average homo sapiens,

well known for his aspiration to

eternal life.

The case raised many moral,

sucinl and elhicul questions, not to

mention the religious ones, and

Mailer didn't miss much in his

hook, which, as often happens with

him, w:is more interesting for his

comments on the events he was

reporting than lor his description of

the events themselves. Indeed, he

did nut witness them himself, but

wax only told them later.

Gilmore, who was very much in-

volved in all aspects of the image he

wished to be projected to the world,

was the one to give approval for the

sale of the film rights in his story to

Lawrence Schiller, who convinced

the convicted man and his lawyers

that he would pay more attention to

the details of story than any of the

big film studios and TV networks

with whom he was competing. It

was through Schiller that Mailer

heard the story. He then wrote the

book and prepared the script for a

four-hour TV mini-series, from

which the present feature film, has
been fashioned.

PRESENTING IT in Berlin this

winter, Schiller, who produced and

directed it, tried to argue that, un-

like other movies made from a TV
series, this is no chopped-up version

of the original (as was Shogun, for

example,) but a self-contained, ab-

solutely independent film, con-
ceived its such right from the begin-

ning.

Some sequences Tram the TV ver-

sion are, of course, omitted from

the movie, but there are others that

were never shown on the box — to

wit, some torrid love scenes
between Tommy Lee Jones, who
plays Gilmore, and Rosanna Ar-

quette.

Judging from the version we are

seeing here, Schiller's declarations

sound less than convincing, to say

the least. So many characters pop
up on the screen and then disap-

pear, without rhyme or reason, that

one can only believe either that the

distributor has used his scissors to

reduce the Rim to a normal running
time (in Berlin, this was given as 130

minutes; in Tel Aviv it seemed to

me about 120), or that Schiller was
overselling his product by at-

tributing to it qualities it simply
hicks. The religious nut .who works

Away
of death

Arquette ... torrid love scenes.

CINEMA/Dan Fainaru

even result. The first hair follows

the actions of Gary Gilmore, who
having spent more than half of his

36 years in jail, lor various crimes,

including armed rubbery, is

released into the custody of his

cousin. As far as it goes, it is almost

a typical hillbilly story of the youth

from the wrong side of the trucks,

forever failing to cross over lo the

other side. All this using as u

background a small midwestern

town with its nice, but not too nice

people. The best pari here is

Alsu, Schiller has a reputation for

making death pay a nice profit.

Some of his credits point to his

specialization in this domain. He
was the one to record Jack Ruby in

his last hours. He got on national

I’V with a it interview with Susan

Atkins, ot the infamous Manson
gang. He commissioned Norman
Mailer (it was their lirsl venture

together) to write the text Tor an

ul hum of Marilyn Monroe
photographs. All this may be ac-

cidental, hut it .is rather uncanny to

liml the same person exploiting so

many real-life (ragediei.
Interestingly enough, Mailer's

'Yeal-lile novel" (which won him a

Pulitzer prize), touched on this

topic, hut his script, or maybe Schil-

ler’s treatment, toned the whole

thing down.
Schiller Is still up there on the

screen, thinly disguised hs one Larry

Samuels, a TV producer, played by

Sicven Keats (whom you may

remember, without the beard, in

Hester Street). This Samuels dab-

bles in some wheeling and dealing

lo get the rights from Gilmore; but

he is presented as a very nice and

sensitive guy.

WHAT REMAINS on the screen is

an accurate and probably pretty

honest account of the actual event,

as verified hy some of the people

who had lived through it (some of

them even play themselves). Only

on one level does the film transcend

the facts and reach for something

more profound, and that is in the low

affair hetween Gilmore and Nicole,

a typical product of the subculture

Schiller was talking about. Barely

out of her teens, with two children

from different fathers, Nicole is a

driller who has experienced every

imaginable kind of. sexual

relationship, and yet is a tola)

emotional virgin. The contact

between these two maimed per-

sonalities grows gradually from *

Gilmore’s efibrl lo establish some groping, tentative dependency

sort of valid emotional relations desperate clinging, particu a y j

with a woman, something he could Gilmore. He is complete y

never experience before, given his lered when Nicole, scared

short spells outside -prison. her wits by his possessivenes.

m
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winter, Schiller, who produced and never experience before, given his tcred when Nicole, scared

directed it, tried to argue that, un- short spells outside prison. her wits by his possessive ness,

like other movies made From a TV nwny from him. It is this lfiaI

series, this is no chopped-up version PROM THE MOMENT he com- gers the explosion of needless s p

of the original (as was Shogun, for mils the two murders and is violence that is h i

s
^ undoi ng. ‘

example,) but a self-contained, ab- put in jail, a second, richer one has to give credit to do

solutely independent film, con- and more promising vein is iny Ia*c Jcmes and Rosunna nj

ccived its such right from the begin- opened, with Gilmore facing the Ic. Jones, who would UKc

ning. world in his new intransigent pose, new version of llm young

Some sequences from the TV ver- amazing his Tarnily and his lawyers hut doesn't really come up

slon are, of course, omitted from with his determination to have does a commendable job m

the movie, but there are others that society perform a murder with difficult role; lie has to go i *

were never shown on the box — lo himself as the victim, all in the name much of the first part ol tne

wit, some torrid love scenes of the law. an almost catatonic stupor,
^

between Tommy Lee Jones, who To use two of the phrases con- miike lire audience

plays Gilmore, and Rosanna Ar- coded by Mailer and Schiller for wild emotions boiling up iw ^
queue. their numerous interviews, the film The same goes lor a qI '
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,

Judging from the version we are is supposed to show, among other may be just too pretty m
seeing here, Schiller’s declarations things, that "what we cnll a decent bul doesn't let that ninoe
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sound less than convincing, to say society is a fragile thing at best"; formanee. In the MeonaFi. ^
the least. So many characters pop and that it is “a story about a sub- Gil mure is tmpnsonea

up on the screen and then disap-
. culture, about the underbelly or one comes back to glut mm.

pear, without rhyme or reason, that part of America, with Gary Gilmore sionale embrace under inc
w

one can only believe either that the as the window ” eye of the guards, their acv ^
distributor has used his scissors to Maybe. But then the making or terminate their lives wge‘

0^
reduce the film to a normal running the film could be another story of an their commitment to tneini #
time (in Berlin, this was given as 130 American subculture, with rings more true than anyi *

minutes; in Tel Aviv it seemed lo Lawrence Schiller as a window, in the film, probably &ecau

me about 120), or that Schiller was For, like it or not, there is deeper than anything[else-
fc{|

overselling his product by. at- spmelhihg ghoulish in the idea of Beyond that, 1

iti«|by
tributing lo it qualities it simply rushing to the Utah state prison to problems mentioned or
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lucks. The religious nut .who works sign up a condemned man for the Schiller or Mailerm tneir ^
*P the shop owned

;
by .Gilmore's un-

.
rights lo his story, and persuade him arc only skimmed ner

, ^
ale, the young, luscious sister of itnd his entourage that you are the religious aspects (uiljon!1

.^
- Gilmore’s- sweetheart, .her mother, best person in the world to immor- in reincarnation), to tne

• Gilmore’s own parents, referred to talize his last breath. True, Schiller (his execution may mean
- ^

I once but never seen all these are wasn’t the only one (among the bid- delay in the
«niiv) Gih^J

Eg. laplatizing details that are never ders there was also the venerable lion of the death pen8
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(I Properly elucidated. figure or David Susskind), but this is himself comes thro
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£ iAIso, completely absent from the exactly where one particular inci- who was mUC " nn the kvtl 5I film version is the original, personal: dent degenerates into an aspect of Clockwork Orange, °
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very opiniuted attitude of an entire subculture, that of senseless violence, 0
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prob1^
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R straightforward way,, no. masses, at any cost, whatever the ings, the law and so v

.inns and no shrills, with a rather un- moral price.' are concerned. -
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Wall flower
DANCE / Dora Sowden

MOST of US a wall is a wall is a
rail. For Rina Schenfeld it is an in-
Piration for dance design. On June

wail
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v
d

,.

lhe l°ng, high, beautiful

2? of Yad Lebanim In Tel Aviv

i,

Mnie stunning results.

“"•"’I her first encounter with

H‘21* d,d something solo at theS for Seven Faces of aorden two years ago. This time
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e
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eMed a8ainst it, rolled
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WBlk.4 -.
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°,
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in orocn
U
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Ut * ceremonies, moved

lh*t sW^SJetwS!
*h® ,broa** P81 *1
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!
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u
didn,t confinc her in-

heads u^
the wall. Plastic white>caas- were nrno». n ..' r__

tecne* adorn
0rna*enls for the

for the dancars,

of their J
11® their faces with part

other £*&**+ held those

beings Pkrr
°fVand beCBine t8,l°r

knete iff n
? them between their

other rBCM .i r,
tum“' held those

•' doings PiIf
loftand became taller

V kneto'»SJj
n8 .them between their

:

.^^hey ^^<1 sphinxes.

White cubes also served many
purposes and one might have said

that nothing like it had been seen

here before — except that there

were echoes of Pilobolus in the way
some bodies made patterns

together, and of Mummenschanz
when the cubes were used for heads

and a stretchy garment for animal

shapes. Yet most of it was
refreshingly original, even though

not everything was equally in-

teresting.

Beat was provided mostly from

Laurie Anderson's “Big Science,”

in which a pleasant voice made in-

ane remarks. Some silly moves were

made to this sound; but when the

dancers jazzed to it, they did it with

spirit and style,

Not so good was the use made of

Schubert's Impromptu Opus 90 No
4. The incongruity of sweet music

and angular movement just didn’t

work.

In sum, however, it was a surpris-

ing piece of dance composition and

a fertile marshalling of forces.

THE "MARATHON of New

Dance” films prepared by David
Eden, director of Tel Aviv’s Dance
Library will stretch over five nights
at the city’s Cinematheque from
July 10 to 14.

For this, noted American critic
Murcia Siegel will make personal
appearances every night to explain
“New Dance" und the 40 films she
has selected. She has given similar
lectures in New York and other
centres.

Eden points out that as the hints
are on loan, the occasion is unique.
He has been asked to prepare a
similar programme for the Paris
Cinematheque next summer.

Siegel will also lecture at the
Jerusalem Cinematheque before the
Tel Aviv Marathon— on July S and
9; and after the "Siegel nights," the
American Cultural Centre in Tel !

Aviv will hold a "New Dance i

Week” of video films, starting on
July 19. The Jerusalem Cinemathe-
que will show videotapes on July II

and 13 and the Haifa Museum on
July 17 — all on "New Dance.”

CAROL TETEN is here from the
U.S. for two weeks to give classes
on social dance at the Hebrew
University, the Rubin Academy
and some schools in Jerusalem. At
the Academy on June 16 she
demonstrated and taught the dances
of the 1920s with an energy and ex-
pertise that evoked empathy in the
students. "These are not dances for
introverts. Let go!" she said.

It is her third visit since, after her
marriage 16 years ago (she still

looks 20-somet hing), she left Israel,

where she had been giving classes at

the Hebrew University for five

years. Now she is professor of dance
at Dominican College in the San
Francisco Bay area and runs her
own company called "Dance Thru
Time.”

In fact, Teten is a dance historian

who specializes in the practice and.

research of “any type of dance that

is out of date." Here, she showed
what she called "the crazy animal
dunces”; Foxtrot, Turkey Trot,
Grisly Bear, Chicken Scratch, Cas-
tle Walk, Shimmy, Charleston and
Black Bottom. They all seemed ripe

for revival, and Teten should surely

be asked to come and give a whole
course.

AMOS HETZ'S group for “motion
and notation” gave a display of
techniques at Jerusalem’s Inter-

national Cultural Centre for Youth
on June 12. No doubt stimulating

for the performers, for one watcher
(be it confessed) the constant tick-

ing of a metronome while the four
dancers moved smoothly, bare-
footed and soundless, was soporific.

The two men and two women
sustained swinging rhythms which
'the metronome did not fracture but
from which it removed the impact.

Hetz himself participated in every
“suite” — a test of stamina.

PAMELA SHARNl’S Six Dances in

the Tel Aviv Museum on June 20
was her most extensive
choreographic programme — with

live music throughout. Eight
dancers of Batsheva 11 appeared in

her Gan Anashim and four in a work
specially created for the company.
She herself danced four solos, one
of which, originally performed at

last year’s Israel Festival, was
presented in the foyer of the
museum.

Sharni left Batsheva two years

ago and has since been devoting

herself to her own choreography.

She Leaches in Ariel) Kalcv’s Move-
ment Centre in Herzliya and flies up
to Kiryat Shmona once a week to

teach at the Belt Edelstein Com-,

munily Centre.

Fhi/ Uleek in l/rael-The (endin'
TEL AVIV RESTAURANTS

1 1// ^ The ^
RAMATHASHARON ( ,2s
BUNTZHOUSE

offers a wide range of ^
•delicious blintzes *salads

•soups *ice cream ’cocktails

as well as business lunches.

Open from noon
158 Herzliya Rd., Tel Aviv. For reservations and

special occasions call (03) 491747

^7

ia
X YEARS /

1. TEL AVIV i

7 location*

2. HERZLIYA
PITUACH

3. JERUSALEM:
2 location*

4. HAIFA:
3 location!

CHAIN
8. EILAT
B. NETANYA

2 locations
7. TIBERIAS
& KIRYAT QAT

Central Bus Station

9. AFULA
10. BAT YAM

•Bwt Buy
igs3

•Bast Sarvkrt

1983

ALWAYS FIRST - ALWAYS BEST
• 20 kinds of Pizia • Original Italian kitchen *
Homamada pattas: ought ttl, ravioli, wrMlHnl,
CMiNonl, lasigns * A choice of Italian-styla
maats * Open deity 11 am to 1 am

fe >4 a

tsV

tf

Mi^<)
The Chinese Restaurant

317 Hayarkon Street
Tel Aviv

Tel. 443400, 458785, 45 1282
Open for lunch & dinner

J%<3VlbeiT
Zax6*o

\
Albert Zarco la your

j

personal advisor on
' all aspedi of Real

f Estate and Invest-

ment properties in, Israel.

If you arc interested in investing In a
home, apartment or villi or If you
prefer to Invest In land, phone Albert
Zarco: 484370 or drop by 42 Sokolov
Street in Ramil Hasharan. He speaks
your language - English, Spanish,
Jlallan or French.

DANIS FISH & SEAFOOD
Approved by the
Ministry of Tourism
* Background music
•Intimate atmosphere
"Special service *rfe LTm^iL IS
by owners rnTJjv
Open noon — 4 pm; m:
flpm*-l am.
B4 Yirmlyahu Street
Tel. (08) 447084 W

a-eu
Wide range of Balkan dishes vfy
In honor of opening, every diner
receives free dessert or a glass of
wine, Friday fit Saturday nights.
"Menu: fined specialties, charbroiled
meats, take away of salads, other
dishes also available.
.Pu Station, Buiv Kook fit.

In Herzliya, next to the
1\$V\ squash courts
IRKA Tel. (052) 5B01B4.„

Banana
Natural Food Restaurant

•Cookeo Deilcacle*
i *Sai»i 'Take-away too
k. *ReasonaBiB prices
I 334 Dlungoff Street

r Tel.103) 457491
Open mIdday tom Idnlght

except Friday

_.-«r3&fsl[jon ffieltarl

M.o
T
nV™*A” &£tftaurmtt

restaurants. Kosher Jewish foon an In-
ternational standard. Plano & violin
muala. Orders taken on the phone.
Open noon—4 pmfc 7 pm—midnight.
_U Ailenby Road. Tel. (08) 6BBB34

the Jerusalem post magazine
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All’swell that ends well
TUB BEGINNING may be rocky,

bui a hand isn’t over until the last

trick is played. That's what declarer

found out on today's first deni,

when he "discovered" the winning

end play only at Trick II.

North
* J 107

V A Q 10 74
0 6
4k A J I 95

West

* 543
86

0 Q 109432
4k 84

Sooth

* A 8 2

U KJ953
O A
4k KQ6J

Eut
* KQ96
V 2

0 KJ875
4k 1072

The bidding

South West North East

Pen 40 Puss

4* Pose 5* Pass

Pass Pus Pus

The bidding needs some explana-

tion. North's four-diamond call was

a Swiss splinter, showing a good

trump fit. a singleton or a void in the

diamond suit, and at least one ace in

a hand which was the equivalent of

an opening bid. South's four-spade

bid was a conventional relay, asking

for clarification from partner. North

had to reply by steps. Four no-

trump, the first step, would indicate

a singleton diamond and one ace.

Five clubs, the second step, marked

hand, with the lead in dummy. This

was the position.

North

A J 107

<3 Q

*
West

4 543
*?

0 Q
*

Eut
4 KQ96
7

*

BRIDGE
Hanan Sher

him with a singleton diamond and

two aces. And five diamonds and

five hearts, indicated respectively, a

diamond void and one or two aces.

The opening lend was a small

spade, won by South’s ace. He now
drew trumps, cashed all (he clubs

and ran his trumps until he had

three spades and one heart in each

South

* A 82
c? J

<> —•

+

Now declarer played the spade

jack from dummy, intending to let it

run to West’s imagined honour,

i West would Ihen have to lead a dia-

mond, giving South a ruff-and-

discard play to gel rid of his spade

loser, or lead a spade. Then South'

would insert the spade eight, "fines-

’ sing" against the supposed nine in

the West hand.

But East covered the jack with

the ten. South was about to "cover

an honour with an honour" by play-

ing his ace, when he stopped to

think. Why would East cover?

Could it be from queen-small? Or

was it more likely that he held the

king-queen-nine and had to cover?

The last case seemed most likely, so

South refused the instinctive play

and put a small spade on the queen.

Now East was end-played, forced

to lead away from his king-nine,

and South made the contract.

CHESS
Eliahu Shahaf

Problem No. 3126

YEHUDA HOCH, Petah Tikva

Specially Composed for

The Jerusalem Post

^
%\& V*..

.
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;V' f'V”' S'>M s> %
&& ^
m s' $ $£L

^
White to play and draw (6-4)

SOLUTIONS. Problem No. 3124

(Platov). l.Rb5 Ka7 2.Rb71 Ka6

3. Rb3 e2 4.Re3 elQ 5.Re6! Qe6 —
stalemate.

WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP
PASADENA WILL host the semi-

final world championship can-

didates’ match between Garri

Kasparov and Viktor Korchnoi,

scheduled to start at the end of July.

The second semi-final match,

between Vassily Smyslov and Zoltan

Ribli, will be in the United Arab

Emirates. The UAE was (he only

candidate to stage this match, while

there were a number of countries

interested in the Kasparov-
Korchnoi match.

The two semi-final matches Tor

women will be held in the Soviet

Union, as all four participants are

Soviet players.

USSR WINS CORRESPONDENCE
CHAMPIONSHIP

THE USSR Correspondence Team
won the sixth World Team Cor-
respondence Championship (1977-
1983) with n score or 46ft out of a
possible 72. Despite the poor show-
ing of Jacov Estrin, who managed
only 3-9, the other boards took up
the slack, particularly their third

hoard Avrahnm K luisin. who ran II-

I. The World Team Cor-
respondence Championship was in-

augurated in 1958. The USSR has
won first place five limes. The only

other country to clnim first was
Hungary.

Final results: USSR 46ft;
Hungary 44: England 4l'/i; Holland

38; Bulgaria 37ft; Yugoslavia 36;

Sweden 35; Czechoslovakia 34ft;

Norway 33Vi
; East Germany 33!A;

Denmark 3216; Poland 31; US 23ft

points.

BENT LARSEN, now residing in

Argentine, won the Paulin

Friedman Memorial Tournament.

Runner-up was Argentine's Oscar

Panno. Miguel Najdorf, who
organized the event, scored 5ft

points out of 1
1
games.

CORRESPONDENCE CHAM-
PIONSHIP

KHAS1N PREO
(USSR) (USA)

l.e4 Nf6 2.e5 Nd5 3.d4 d6 AND
g6 5.Bc4 c6 6.0-0 Bg4 7.ed6 Qd6

8. Ret Bg7 9.Bg5 e6 l0.Nbd2 Nd7

I I.Ne4 Qc7 12.H3! Bf3 13.QD 0-0

1 4.Rad 1 b5 15.Bb3 N7b6? 16.c3 a5

17.h41 h6 18. Bel Nd7 19.h5 g5

20.Ng5! hg5 21.Bg5 Rfe8 22.h6 f6

23.Bd5 cd5 24.BI4 Qc6 25.Qg3 Re7

26.Bd6 Rf7 27.Re6 Rc8 28.Rdel f5

29.Rg6. Black resigns. D
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TEL AVIV SERVICES TEL AVIV SHOPPING CAR RENTALS

WE ARE
A PERSON
TO
PERSON
SERVICE

.Sormtints or another you have thought

about tattling In ISRAE L. Youhaw
wondered If your future might not bt

1

hare, with your own people.

TOURVA'ALEH axilu ipadally for you

:

Tq help you Investigate unlement pout-
blllltei.-To help you decide. Whether
your qtietilon i* to do with Homing,
Immigration

|
liwaatmant, Builnaw, Em-

ployment; Education or anything el»

bout ISRAEL, coma In and inquliaat

TOUR VA'ALEH.We.a group of experli

ort all eipecti of'Imthfyetlon, an not a
facalHt, enonymow oiganlMlton.Wa
work on the ipotj Wilh IrFand linen and
d [aeration. It iialvwiyia pleasure for us to

meet people Interested In ISRAEL. Coma
and tay hallo.Wa ipatk your language.

Area Offices: .

TEL AVIV 1 12 Kaplan St., 03-368311

HAIFA) BWedgewood ft. ,

.JERUSALEM 1

6

Ban Yehuda $t N

02446822 -

VISIT The Weizmann Institute of Science

& The Weizmann House, Rehovot

Tha Weizmann Institute is open to tha public Sun.-Thurs.,

8 am—3.30 pm; Friday, 8 am—12 noon.

Tha Wolcmann Housa is open Sun.—'Thuis., 10 am—3JO pm; closed on Friday.

Thara la a nominal fee tor admission to tha House.

For group tours of the Weizmann House please book In advance by calling (0541

83230 or 83328. and of thB Weizmann Institute by calling (054) 83597.

VlsKbra to tha Weizmann Institute are invited to an exhibition in the Wlx

Library on tha life of Israeli first President, Dr. Chaim Weizmann, bs well as

an audiovisual show in the Wix Auditorium on tho Institute's research

activities. The latter la screened daily at 11 am and 3.15 pm, except on

FrldaVL whan It Is shown at 11 am only.SpBclal screenings may ba arranged.

NO VISITS ON SATURDAY AND HOLIDAYS —

Tourist Department
Morning Tours

Call for reservations:

Tel Aviv: Hlsladmt Headquarters

93 Arloioroff Street

Tel. (03) 256098,431841
Jerusalem: 17 Straus Street

Tel. (02) 221631
Haifa: Tel. (04) 641781 ext. 241

HAVE YOUR COLOR FILMS
PROCESSED IN

Just toe htoe!
Thg only place in Israel

for 38% larger prints

10x15 cm (4x6 Inches)

TEL AVIV. JERUSALEM
130 Dlzengoff Bt. 4 Ben Yehuda 8t„-

Tal. 03-2*7307 Tel. 02-231857

Open Sun.-Thurs.
8.30 am-7 pm ,

l . v Fri. 8,30 am-r2 pm

IXI1I1TT1

CARPETS & WALL HANGINGS

near Open 8.30 am

Matclii Rest.'flfjtRA] -8 pni

[W I//ILEMTBN
mfm Philatelic Studio

Irl^k blBe choice of foreign &
SCsfej* Israeli STAMPS

r *auctlon8 *15% discount
for tourists

25 Bialik St., Tel. (03) 659001^0^

RENT-A-CAR 00
evrotovr

f *New models

unbiittd r In a variety

sk.— I °*™k6‘

'Unlimited mileage

* Eurotour provides free traniportttiwj

to end from our office and your hotel

•Possible to return car at the airport

134 Hayirkon Street,

Tel Aviv, lereal

Ttl. (03) 226623.228662.220180 1

In 80 countries V »
around tha wotkf 1 Wl I

and in Israel
™ '

Budget
RESERVATIONS CENTER & HEAD OFFICE* A CA ?
TEL AVIV t 74 Patach Tikva Rd..Tei.j03) 336126

, 33777/*NETANYAi Residence Hotel. 18 bad Machneii St.. Tel- 10531

JERUSALEM) 14 King Deyld St., Tel.J02) 248991/2/3
HAIFA) *43 Jaffa Rd., Tal. (04) S3859B c1oied
Office hours) Sui^—Thurs, 8 am—7 pm iFrl. 8arn—2 c_
'

. BEN QURldN AIRPORT i Taj. (03) 971504/5, 972323

H : 24-HOUR SERVICE

*IOO riBUIAtBM POST HACUttlMB

TELEREVIEW/Philip Gillon

SEVERAL PEOPLE, whose opin-
ions I value highly, have accosted
me angrily in the street, demunding
an explanation of why 1 have not yet
written at length nbout Michel Ezra
Safra and Sons. Since attack is the
best method of defence, especially
in Israel, I naturally draw myself up
to my full height and ask in fury how
it is that they do not remember that
I have already written at length
about Michel — as recently as April
24, 1981, when 1 saw a pilot project
of the film.

My onslaught reduces them to a
sulky silence. Nevertheless, I must
admit that they have a point: it is

possible that not everybody
remembers every word I wrote 26
months ago. This problem of having
written something about something
on some previous occasion poses
one of the biggest bugbears a writer
has lo face. Aldous Huxley stressed
that the greatest danger is not that
one may plagiarize another author,
but that one may plagiarize oneself,
and so become a bore. For a critic,
there is the added problem that he
may contradict completely some
strong and well-reasoned criticism
he expressed in a prior review.
P.G. Wodehouse's Bertie

Wooster, when reporting a new
Jeeves adventure involving
characters and incidents from
earlier books, admitted that he was
barfied; should he provide a long
outline of the past for new readers,
thereby inducing ennui in those all
too familiar with the past? John le
Carr£, as I mentioned a couple of
weeks ago, assumes that we have
total knowledge and total recall. On
the other hand, Gershon Agron,
founder and first editor of The
Jerusalem Post , used to admonish us
that we should always remember
that nothing is as dead as yester-
d&ys paper, and that we must as-
sume that every reader is a new one.w hal was good enough for Gershon
must obviously be good enough for

This lengthy prelude is by way of
nn apology to those readers who
nave done their homework well and
remember every word I wrote about
Michel. May I suggest that they
jump to the next asterisk, or even
mrn the page to see what Dan
ainaru has to say about the

cinema? In passing, may 1 add that

m!
rC S not

.

the danger ofmy contradicting myself, because 1

.

Eve ta*cn the precaution of look-

nr
8
M P ^at old review in The Post

archives.

' V
f
ROTE THEN, and think now,

I,, ..
lhc serial is excellent, out-

standing, a model of the kind or film
'

srael Television should be
mg. 1 said that the pilot project

Promising that there should

)h*
n°

j
Sltation in going ahead with

,
'PfMuctwn of a fiill-scale serial.

th_„
ou d °e arrogant to assume that

cni^ ?lod on my advice, but, by

Snied
enCC

’ they did d0 whal 1

I

tic
i
1 *ar

’ 1 wrotc how thrilled

|i v « , y me reconstruction of the

whnm°i u
U
j
Pf

r'c,ass syrian Jews,

visit ^ glimpsed during a short

yar j]

Damascus during World

expectations inspired by

b
®^1101

,

Project of Michel have

we havT e
y
/
Ulr*1,cd by the ePisodcS

ShB
* s° sc°n- Author Amnon

senptwriter-cum-director,

Nissim Dayan, producer Yossi
Mcshulam and cameraman Shraga

5 Mcrhav have done a wonderful job
! in creuiing upper-class Jewish life in
f Aleppo in the Thirties and Forties.

The film is completely convincing.
It must have been a great help that
both Shumosh and Dayan were
born in Aleppo. Admittedly, the
film was actually shot in the old city
of Acre, but it looks, sounds and
even smells more like Aleppo than
the real Aleppo ever could, if trans-
posed into film.

How perfectly they have
reconstructed the milieu of those
rich Syrian Jews! We tend to think
that nil Jews living in the Middle
East in that period dwelt in dire
poverty and dark illiteracy in the
nwl/ah. In Tact, the Levant provided
many of these Jews not only with
great, flourishing businesses, but
also with access lo French twentieth
century culture.

Europe was as much a part of
their lives as the Orient. It was the
easiest thing in the world to es-
tablish a son in Paris or to send a
daughter lo Switzerland. One
remarkable scene in the first

episode shows the women playing
rummy — gossiping, eating cakes
and throwing in French phrases as if

they were in Paris.

Michel is doing a great service lo
the Sephardi Jews of Israel, because
it smashes many stereotypes. We
are accustomed to the defenders of
the Oriental Jews talking about the
vast cultural contribution Lo
Judaism — indeed, to humanity —
of the Sephardim of the Golden

-
Agd.

~

But that was many centuries ago:
the corollary of this defence is the
assumption that, after the Golden
Age ended, the Sephardi Jews
entered a sort of twilight zone, from
which they only emerged when they
immigrated to Israel. This, of
course, is absolute nonsense.
Another point is made strongly by

Michel. Although the Aleppo Jews
managed to be both observant Jews
and products of French culture,

they were also very Arab in their

ways, with their fezzes and narghiles

and walking-sticks. We Jews are

really a nation or chameleons. We
adopt the customs, clothes,
pastimes and eating habits of the

peoples among whom we dwell in

the Diaspora. We even somehow
acquire their skin colouration and

physical characteristics.

nd serial. Judged only on its story
level, Michel is .far more fascinating
and enthralling than almost all im-
ported serials.

The family is hardly a lovable
one. Papa is a nauseating and
petulant bully, a monster using his
patriarchal position and his purse to
dominate everybody around him. In
business he is a crook, victimizing the
Arabs he despises. In Tact, he is ex-
actly like many a fictional Jewish
father in novels and films about
Chicago or Montreal, New York or
London. We must thank Freud for
breaking the social power or the
rather and Marx for undercutting
his economic base. I hope that
rather figures in Sephardi families
have been as reduced as their
Ashkenazi equivalents.

Makhram Khoury, a Christian
Arab from Haifa, acts the part of
this nasty bit of work with great skill

and assurance, as if to the manner
born. Yet we have met him before,
playing the role of a bumbling but
lovable clown in Shaike Ophir's
painless course in Arabic. Khoury is

a very versatile actor indeed.
Lilit Nagar, as Momma Linda, is

a dream. She does everything just
right, from her Scotchman's inter-
national phone calls to her
relationships with the family and
servants. (Her trick is to phone
persnn-to-person when you know
the party ol the second part is out.)

I trust that the serial will not lose
its charm and originality when it

abandons Aleppo completely. And I

very much hope that Israel Televi-
sion will be so emboldened by this

remarkable success that they will
produce serial after serial.

A FRIEND of mine, who grew up in

Haifa before the War cf Independence

and was very friendly with girls from
rich Arab families there, told me
that those Arabs were very like the

Ezra Safras of Aleppo. They, too,

had strong links with Europe, par-

ticularly France and Switzerland;

famous capitals were their shopping
malls, cultural centres and
playgrounds. The Palestinian Arabs
have suffered, just like the Sephardi

Jews, by the application to them of

stereotypes; the assumption that

they were all uneducated fellahln.

So far, I have concentrated on
how well the milieu of the Syrian

Jews in the good days was done.

This, of course, just supplies the

background to the drama or the

Ezra Safra family as historical

developments change their lives.

The presentation cf the story is not

as flawless, and at times the direc-

tion and acting slip. But this hap-

pens in almost every television film

THE BBC DRAMA, Murder Rap,
which we saw on Sunday night, got
olf to a very unpromising start, but
ended up as a really rare and subtle
film. The phrase “poor start" is

piflhuiM misleading, because the in-

troductory section dragged on so
long that many viewers may have
been tempted to give it up, and to
switch over to Jordan, or lo use
their videos. 1 hope they did not,
because, if they did, they missed
something really outstanding.
The turning-point comes when

Wally, a pensioner thrown out of
his home to make way for Bengalis,
goes half olT his head after having to
shoot his beloved Alsation dog. He
shoots a complete stranger, a West
Indian who is polishing a Ralls. The
West Indian recovers, but Wally Is

charged with attempted murder. Up
to the point or the shooting, the film
seemed to be a very commonplace
drama-documentary, with direction
and acting down to standard. But
writer Michael Hastings gave his
drama a very unusual twist by hav-
ing the West Indian visit Wally in

prison before and after his convic-
tion.. It emerges that the West In-
dian did not own the Rolls, he was
only a chauffeur, and that he lost his
job because his employer objected
to the publicity following the trial.

He forces Wally to dig deep inside
himself in search of understanding.
The acting and direction change
from the humdrum to the superb.
The moral is that we viewers must
hang in there, and not give up on
any film.

Another outstanding show was
Through Roses, on Monday night, a
production for one actor and nine
musicians by the modern American
composer Marc Niekrug. It in-

terpreted what was going on in the
imagination of a musician who had
been farced lo porform in an exter-
mination camp during the
Holocuust. The photography was as
great as the music, and the
cumulative effect was eerie and
spine-chilling.

, a
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TEL AVIV MUSEUMS

VISITING HOURS:
Sun., Mon.. Tubs., Thurs.: 10 am- 5 pm; Wad.: 10 am—9 pm.
Tha Museum li closed on Fridays and Saturdays.- Children under 6 are not admitted.
- Organized tours must bB pre-arranged (9 am- 1 pm, Sun.-Thurs.,

Tel. (03) 425161).

Permanent Exhibit -

—

The main aspect of Jewish life and history in tha Diaspora, presented through
the most modern graphic end audio-visual techniques.
Chronosphero
A special audio visual display depicting tho migration of tho Jewish people.

Exhibitions
1. Danzig 1939: Treasures of a Destroyed Community

,ho Voiun,oors ">™

Events
1. Screening of the film "Next Stop Greenwich Village". A film by Paul Ma-

zurskl which describes the life of a young Jew among the bohemians of
Greenwich Village. (In cooperation with the Association of Americans and
Canadians in Israel). Introductory lecture fin English): Dr. Robert Roch-
away. Starring: Lunny Baker, Shollsy Winters, Mike Klein.
Tuesday. June 28. 1983 at 8 pm.
Admission: IS 90 — for members of Friond Association

IS 120 — for non members

Jewish Cinematheque
Screening of the film "Le Grand Pardon". The story of a Jewish family from
North Africa and its struggle for power In the Paris underworld. Director:
Alexandre Arkady. Starring: Joan Louis Trintignant, Roger Hanin. The film
s m French with English and Hobrew subtitles.
The film will be screened on the following davs:
Sun.. June 26 at 5 pm; Mon., June 27 at 8.30 pm; Tubs., June 28 at 5 pm;
Thurs., June 30 at 8.30 pm.
Admission leas: IS 90 for members of Friend Association, IS 120 for non
members.
Courtesy of Bank Leumi Ic- Israel.

Exhibitions on Tour
1- The Jews of San'a — Mamas Kiryat Sharat.
2. The Wonderful Island of DJerba - Shderot.
3. Jewish Sites in Lebanon - Bait idel stein, Kiryat Shmoneh.
4. Our Aliyali — Kiryat Gat.
In cooperation with Merkaz Hahasbara and courtesy of Israel Discount Bank.

Beth Hatelutsoth Is located on the campus of Tel Aviv Universitv fame 2)Kieusner Street, Ramat Aviv, tel. 03-425161
V 9810 ^

'

Buses: 13. 24, 25. 27.45,49. 74, 274. 572.
‘

ART GALLERIES

Ca/t&jfe

FINE ART GALLERY LTD.
A choice collection of international
and Israeli artists in all media: Asani,
Chagall, Mlro, Dali, Picasso, Vasarely,
Caldcr, Rubin, Bergner, Gutman and
others. In the Cultural Center, one
block from the Mann Auditorium
and Hubimah Theater.
97 Ahad Ha’am Sired,

!

TeI Aviv, TeL 03-29071 8.
Open daily from 1 0 am
to 1 pm and 5 to 8 pm. \lai
Tol Avlw— Now York

.

SEE A GALLERY TODAY
SAY "THIS WEEK SENT" YOU

HAIFA

EILAT

Get Turned On lb
Scuba Diving

A fascinating, faitgrowing sport,

I
YOUR Sport

wr If you know'
how to swim,

you'll be diving In

6 days. j

fT/
^Aqua Sport

In Gllat
20 years of experience

A new experience awaits youl
Call or write: Aqua Sport

P.O.B. 300, Eilat

Coral Beach: 4 miles south of
Eilat. Tel. 059 - 72788

Tha Moat Famous Chinesa Restaurants in Haifa

PAGODA GHINbUNG
OPEN FOR LUNCH .& DINNER. AIR-CONDITIONED
IBrtGaiimAve.

•

|
128 Hanassi Avq.

tSSEk I
Central Carmel

[Tel. 624685 -l Haifa. Tel. 81308

I ,1
i ,r?

r
';

•f li:
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KASTEL COMMUNICATIONS
turned 13 this week and threw a bar-

initzva party to celebrate the fact

that the filnVtelcvision/vidco com-
pany has not only come of age but

gone international in the process.

Both Michn Shagrir and Dan
Aruzi, who manage the company,
ndmit Mint in the past few years they

have been so busy brainstorming

and implementing projects that

neither has had time to notice what
was happening.

"1 suddenly realized that our turn-

over had gone from S200.000 in

1 980, to $600,000 in 1981, to over
SI. 3m. in 1982." says Shagrir. "And
1984-5 will be bigger still,”

Shagrir, u former Israel Radio
employee, founded Kastel Films in

1470 with Aruzi, then a producer
with Yigal Efrati's Israel Film Ser-

vice. The initial idea was to recover

the money Shagrir had lost on
Smuts, a 1966 feature film he
directed about four IDF soldiers

who encounter a Palestinian.

Although they prefer "software”

(making Rims), four years later they

set up the Jerusalem Communica-
tions Centre and moved into

"hardware” (equipment).

With the help of u government
loan and grant, JCC imported
sophisticated film and video equip-

ment and began to service some of
the many foreign networks which
set up shop in Jerusalem after the

Sadat visit. To get maximum use

from the expensive, imported
hardware, Kastel went back into

software, making documentaries
und special programmes for televi-

sion.

The limited market in Israel made
them look abroad. At the various in-

ternational TV markets, suclt as the

one held annually in Cannes just

before the film festival, Shagrir and
Arazi discovered what many Israeli

producers are only now beginning

to understand — that me name oi

the game is not making specials, but

series.

Buyers, who come to the TV
markets from all over the world, are

looking for products to fill untold

hours of programming each season.

A seller with a series which a station

or network can plug into a time slot

for u consecutive number of weeks
is much more likely to close a deal

Chun a seller who has just one
“special'* or documentary, no mat-
ter how excellent the quality or un-
usual lheBsubject matter.

TO MAKE that leap forward into

the ‘"big. time,” Kastel re-organized

in 1980, going ihto.paitnership with

Incohii, u Tel Aviv-based company
whose interests include printing,

publishing and other
communications-orienled projects.

Kastel became Kastel Communica-
tion;, an umbrella organization with
distinct subdivisions for financing

distributing, producing and
providing production services.

The first fruits of the expansion
were two TV series: The Flrsi Chris-

tian is a six-part drama co-produced
with Thames TV and Britain's

Channel Four: The Prophets is a
dramatic, series made in coopera-
tion with the Christian Broadcasting
Network and seven . 50-minute
episodes.

Kastel followed, .with two series

on the Crusaders. One, which con-
sists of 13 episodes, presents the

phenomena1 in the form of a docu-
druira. The other is made up of nine
90-minute .segments, each devoted' to.

a. different cluiractor such inSaleh-

e-din or Richard the Lion heart. Co-
producing with' Kaitel. arc French,

I lalian and German companies.
Moving, in; yet another direction,

Kastel hjts signed h contract with

Antenna 2, France’s second chain-

Pv;...
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Kastel 'x Micha Shagrir (left) and Dan ArazL. enjoying the fruits of expansion.

nel, to co-produce a series about

how the West discovered Japan.

"This was purely a financial

deal,” explains Shagrir. "We supply

the crew, in return for which we get

the rights to distribute the program-
me in the U.S. We are more in-

terested in projects specifically

related to Israel. But if Israeli crews
prove that they are good, as the

Italians did yeurs ago, (here is no
limit to the amount of work we can
do in Europe."

FOR SHAGRIR the test case is not

the Antenna 2 co-production, but a

lent ure film he plans to do this year

with the Sokolov Company of New
York. The S4.5in. joint venture,

Silver and Goliath, is the story of a

young Jew from New York who,
before inheriting his father's com-
pany, wants to spend two years hav-

ing a good time. He joins a profes-

sional basketball team in the South
of France and ends up in Israel

playing against Maccabi Tel Aviv.

Kastel will handle all production on
this side of the Atlantic.

Silver and Goliath is one of four

features Kastel will produce or co-

produce this year, all based on les-

sons the company learned from this

year’s project, Stigma, which failed

commercially.
“We concluded that the script

was not professional enough, that

our budget was too limited, and that

we were dealing with subject matter
so local thut when the Israelis didn't

like Lhe movie, we had no place else

to go with it,” said Shagrir.

“So vve went through the
hundreds of Ideas (hat came our
way and came up with four. The
Silver and Goliath project, a feature

about the boats of Cherbourg, to be
co-produced with French TV and
directed by Eli Cohen, Who has

many documentaries and dramas to

his credit. Another is' the horror
story.that director Dan Wolman has
been ,working on Tar several years
and ' never 1 had the financing to

finish. The fourth will be entirely

Israeli."

Beyond that, Kastel produces
'TehMSrael. it three-hour weekly
bloc of U.S. programming that is

.transmitted qn SPN, Manhattan
Cable und GrOup W networks.
Among the programmes arc Hello

•Jerusalem, finally breaking even

BETWEEN ACTS
Joan Borsten

fin ;in chilly
,
and Lhe Simha Dhilt2

Show, un interview programme
moderated by the former ambas-
sador which is seen on 30 American
slutions each week.

DAN ARAZI'S side of Kastel

provides services to the electronic—

news media and foreign film and TV
companies, bringing in about 50 per
cent of the company's annual turn-

over. Arazi, who three years ago
"didn't know what a video editing

room looked like,” now oversees

eight — which makes JCC the

largest video operation in Israel —
and a newly-acquired mobile unit.

“The European and U.S.
networks based here, among them
CNN and now Metromedia, keep us

busy, but we don't want to put all

our eggs in the news basket,” says
Aruzi. "So we offer production ser-

vices to non-news organizations as

well. One of our departments
specializes in industrial films, which
until now we've made for Israel's

high-tech companies, but will now
sturt doing for major U.S. com-
panies us well who think we're good
and like our prices."

Another field Arazi has expanded
is sub-titling and dubbing. That
market opened up when a ilood of
video cassettes arrived from
Turkey, India, Egypt and the Orient
which had to be sub-titled in Arabic
and Hebrew. The company became
so profiejent that it was able to

move into scientific translation,

druwing on the country's reservoir

of linguists — “we have immigrants
from so many countries that we

' could dub in almost any language,”
says Aruzi. Today the U.S.’s largest
cable station is one of their clients,

and Kastel is busy > sub-titling 800
hours of TV films for broadcast in

countries other than Israel.

THE LOCAL video boom,. which
. has resulted in approximately one-

third of Israeli households acquiring
home-viewing equipment, may have
sjgned the death warrant for 25 per
cent of tfie country's 200 cinemas.
Gabi Mograbi chairman of the

Cinema Owners Association,
predicted that if the downward
trend in ticket sales continues, 50

cinema houses may close this year,

most of them in development towns,

and suburbs of Tel Aviv such as Bat

Yam, Holon and Ramat Gan.
Mograbi estimates that only 10 to 12

million tickets will be sold this year,

as regional cable TV is also ex-

pected to be introduced.

In the year since Israelis began
buying video in a big way, 200,000

sets- have been purchased legally,

said Eli Gclfand, former chairman
of the Distributors Association.

Another 70,000 to 100,000 have

been smuggled in from Lebanon.
And u further 200,000 are expected
to he bought in the next two years.

Competition among the many com-
panies selling here is so fierce that

to introduce the Beta-Max system
(most sets here are NTSC), Sanyo
initially offered buyers a free trip to

Europe.

"Today movies ure either big hits

or total failures,” said Mograbi,
whose theatre, the Mograbi, is play-

ing Tootsie, dne of the only two
block-busters currently showing in

Tel Aviv's 30 houses (the other is

Officer and a Gentleman).

"Because a video is such a major
investment, the public slays home
to justify the outlay — and to avoid
the additional expense of buying
movie tickets for the whole family.”

Mograbi added that Israel may
well follow Norway’s example:
There, approximately 80 per cent of
the cinemas are owned and run by
the local municipalities.

A MORE optimistic view was ex-

pressed by Muki Greidinger, the 30-

yeur-old manager of the Israel

Theatres, which, with 15 cinemas, is

the country's largest chain.
Greidinger believes that the only
way to woo the public out of their

armchairs is to refurbish local

cinemas. Greidinger also believes

that, when possible, large halls

shoujd be converted into multi-

theutre complexes.
He pioneered this concept locally

with Tel Aviv’s five-in-one Rav
Chen, which opened in March 1982.

In its first year of existence, the
elegant 1,300-seat complex sold one
million tickets — one out of 15 of
all tickets sold nationally.

Greidinger has just about com-
pleted work on the Gal, which he
did not divide but did upgrade to
the level or the Chen. He has
recently contracted to build a four-
in-one complex in an American-
style shopping centre to be con-
structed in Ramat Gan, and two in

Haifa. And he has also renovnied
most of the theatres either owned or
leased by the chain, updating their

equipment in the process.

Dalia Shapira, a dynamic young
distributor who owns the North
(Kolnoa Zafun), agrees with
Greidinger, but insists its easier said

than done. She planned to convert
her 20-year-old theatre into a two-
in-one complex, appropriate for

showing some of the small art films

(among them Diva) she regularly im-

ports. But the Tel Aviv municipality

is expected to veto Shapira’s re-

quest in the coming days because
permits are available only to cinema
owners who can also provide park-

ing facilities of a size not required

yeurs ugo. Shapira says that her

theatre is located in a part of Tel

Aviv where it is neither economical-

ly nor logislically feasible.

i SINCE WE mentioned last week

;
that the Anti-Defamation League of

1 B’nai B'rith has begun to focus
1 more oF its documentary film-

making efforts on Israel, the

organization has won two Emmy
awards (the American TV industry's

equivalent of Oscar). Both went to

Zubin and the IPO, produced by

Sam Eirert and narrated and written

by Arnold Forster.

One was for outstanding
programme achievement in the per-

forming arts, and the other went to

Zubin Melua for an “outstanding

achievement in the performing

arts" — performer category.

THE INTENSIVE Care Unit

musical group will perform at the

Dan Cinema on June 28. Their

record, released by CBS, is now on

sale, as is that of Klik, which will be

at the Dun on June 23, they recently

appeared on TV's Od Lahlt singing

"All the Truth.”

Tomorrow night, Benzeen and

Tislam will both perform al the

Hayarkon Park's Wohl

Amphitheatre, and rumour has it

that once the two rock groups per-

form their own hits, they will sing a

few numbers together. Two months

ago they recorded Let's Moke

Together for the second channels

Live Wire programmes.

APOLOGIES to Andrjez Wajda. I[

was apparently not clear in Iasi

week's article on distributor

Nizhonu Gilnd that Man of Marble,

while not u critical success in Israel,

enjoyed a respectable run at the Te

Aviv Museum.

Michal Yudelman adds:

AFTER A FOUR-YEAR bre^

from recording, singer Joe Coc

is continuing his recent comeoa

with a series of performances

Israel during the first week' orW
And early reports indicate

tickets for his shows will be

tremely hard to obtain.

Cocker is by far the best

blues/soul singer to come from

tain, and while his riage ...

been described as .ha. o a NjN
epileptic human windmill, n

ing is most frequently compaf

that of Ray Charles.
, hjs

Last year. Cocker released

latest album Sheffield Steel,

year his distinctive vok«

>

"

returned with the giant hit W_ ^
We Belong, theme s0^ j°

r

Heis
movie Officer, and a Gent(f^n^ct
joined in this song by.

.

Warnes. ^
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SHORTLY AFTER my arrival in

Jerusalem, in September 1936, 1 was
sitting in the so-cnlled Abyssininn
House in the Street of the Prophets
(it provided a roof, inter alia, for the
Palestine Conservatoire of Music),
playing some tunes I remembered
from my agitprop days hack in Ger-
many. The door to my studio was
suddenly almost lorn off its hinges,
and a man shouted "Who's playing
this music? Its mine!" That wus my
first meeting with Stefan Wolpe,
then a teacher of composition and
conducting here in Jerusalem.

Until his departure for the U.S. in
1938, we met several times weekly (I
look conducting lessons from him
though there was no orchestra to
rehearse with), and we all came to
admire him tremendously. His
dynamic personality was propelled
by terrific tension and extreme ner-
vousness though he was a
remarkably kind and friendly being
He had come to Jerusalem from
Berlin in 1934, after fleeing to Vien-
na from the Nazis in 1933. In Berlin
he had been a very active member
or an avant-garde group of artists,
lor whom he produced music for
shows and songs, choral pieces on
suciahs! themes in a forceful yet
simple idiom. Truppe 1931, directed I

by Gustav von Wungenheim, per-
formed Die M ausefalie (The

'

Mousetrap) over 300 times. All its 1
mus.c was by Stefan Wolpe (Wolpe t

had burst into my room on hearing rsome or the Mousetrap songs which 1

Drought about our friendship)
In Berlin, he had studied com- p

position with Juon and Schrckcr but -
hud received advice from Ferrucio s .Busoni too. Scriabin und Satie in- _
iluenced his earlier works. In Vicu- 1,
na he studied orchestration with RAnton von Webern, and in 1936 p‘00k a conducting course in Brus- si
sels with Hermann Scherchen.

J™ was very stimulated by Eretz SI

dicin'
1

?!^60,1 10 xl 10 muslc Yid- J edish and Hebrew poet ry, and wrote ycmusic to biblical texts. Above all, he VV

Homage to Wotoe

MUSIC & MUSICIANS / Yohanan Boehm

composed some dynamic and effec-
tive hut simple-lo-sing music for the
many choirs acLive in kibbutzim and
the cities.

PARALLEL TO THESE creations— which in u way replaced his
socialist compositions in Germany— lie composed in nn abstract, in-
tellectual style — as he had in
Berlin — in an attempt to solve
problems of nationality and
scrialism.

When one oT his students, Ralph
Sliapey of Chicago^ conducted the
Jerusalem Symphony OrcHestraTasT
year, he included in the programme
Wolpe’s The Man from Midian

PIRST PRODUCED in 1948, Jean-
Paul Sartre’s Dirty Hands was one of

l-ra^
105 succcssrnl P^s in postwar
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which, though written in 1942, was
obviously still influenced strongly
by his period in Eretz Yisruel.

In the United Slates he taught at
various institutes in Philadelphia
und New York; his magnetic per-
snnality made him the ecnlrc of a
circle oj students and composers.
His music became more complex as
the years went on. He diversified
und polished his newly found
technique, based on what the Afew
Grove defines as "simultaneously
presented opposed, dissociated
images or multiple facets nr ^
same image, and with juxtaposing ex-
treme conditions oT material
without gradual connections."

Enactments (1950-53) for three

j

pianos is "a vast, exuberant, five-

I

movement work that achieves com-
plex coordinations of widely dif-
ferentiated tempos, levels of
language, expressive states and
modes of behaviour in u multi-
dimensional space.” Grove writes or
Wolpe: "He was n remarkable
ngurc: a socially committed in-
dividualist who created an original,
inclusive, yet unfailingly
imaginative answer to the quest for
coherence and communication in
posl-lonal music.”

DR. DAVID BLOCH, the director
of the Group for New Music, and
lecturer al the Musicology Depart-
ment of Tel Aviv University, has
chosen Stefan Wolpe for his annual
Composer's one-man show.” This

is a little belated as anniversaries go
lor Wolpe was born in 1902 and
died in 1972. Or is Bloch celebrating
Wolpe s departure for the US
rorly-fivc years ago? Wolpe’s con-
tribution to Israeli music, had he
stayed, would have been in-
calculable.

Bloch is holding a semi-
nar on the composer, will lec-
ture in several places, und present u
programme or his music at Tel Aviv
Museum on June 28. His group,
wliieli will be reinforced by guest
performers and by the Chamber
Lhoir or the Jerusalem Music
Academy, will present compositions
ranging from 1929 until the late Six- 1

S
c
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'

aI artist will beK at h arma Wolpe. the London- 1

based pianist. Wolpc's daughter
I

from his first marriage. A workshop *and symposium will be held at (he \
Jerusalem Music Centre next Sun- 1

day, from 4 to 7.30. Songs and piano fmusic will be performed and discus- csed by symposi urn participants Prof. ,

Maim Alexander, Kaiharina Wolpe. r

Jerusalem Symphony Orchestra is
auditioning nine young conductorsm order lo choose the most promis-
ing for Allure guest conducting ap-
pearances. The winner will conduct
an overture at the Special Concert
on June 30 at the Jerusalem
Theatre, where the new Steinway
virand piano will be inaugurated. It
look a long time to replace the old
Sic inway, usctj by the JSO Tor
Jerusalem Theatre programmes.
The initiative for its purchase came
from the violinist Henryk Szeryng
who donated several cheques for his
performances with the JSO. The
Alfred and Dolphi Ebner Founda-
non made up the rest of the sum.
1 ric boner foundation will present
a special cash prize to the winner of
the conductors’ contest. The other
works at this special concert include
three concertos: Mozart's Piano
Concerto in C (popularly known as
Elvira Madigan"), played by

Gerhard Opit/, the first prize-
winner of the Second Rubinstein

la no Master Competition in 1977:
Hje violinist Dimitri Silkovetzky

J.

' s,,n Bella Davidovich, the
ItinviMis pianist) and the cellist An-omo Menescs will perform the

11°! 1

C < u"CL‘rl° bV Brahms; and
!!“. iirlJsts will perform in the
I uple ( oneerto by Beethoven. The
Jerusalem Symphony Orchestra will
be conducted by Gary Bertini.

Universal questions

Mishori and Zvi Kaplan; David
Blueh will act as moderator.
AS I conclude this column, the

rHh LAST concert of the Three
tireat Masters series of the
Jerusalem Theatre will be tomorrow
night: Ida Mac rid el, with Geoffrey
I arsons at the pjuno, will n|Uv
sonatas by Beethoven; and Enescu
will perform Bach's Chaconne from
the Purina m D Minor, and a work
by t liiiu.sson. Judging by the suc-
cess 11I the first two — Buchbinder's
piano recital and Rampal's ap-
pearance last Friday — there seems

< nmnnl nfim^rpet ;n .,
r

list recitals, at least Tor
Jerusalem, tcs. The Jerusalem
I heutre s initiative is admirable.

THEATRE / Uri Rapp

good play, though not a great one
(Sartre’s own No Evil seems lo me
lunch greater), and is worthy of be-
ing produced.

THE FRAMEWORK of the play
(Acts I and 7) is a kind of private
trial: Olga, the loyal parly member,
has lo decide whether Hugo, who
has just been released from prison,

is still trustworthy and “usable."
Acts 2 lo 6 tell the story in a series

of flashbacks.

The time is 1943; “Illyria” is

caught up in Lhe fighting between
Germany and the Soviet Union.
Hocderer, the leader of the parly, is

ready lo compromise with the
Fascist and the conservative parties

in the so-called national interest,

but also in order to get a foothold in

government, prior to the arrival of

(he Soviets.

Hugo, a 20-year-old intellectual

nf hnnrapnic Arinin iuHa hue nnunr

Out of jail after two years (it js

now 1945, and the Red Array is

drawing close) he finds that the
parly has changed its line on Soviet
orders, and is now doing exactly
what Hoederer planned to do in the
first place. He decides that he does
not want to go on working for the
parly, and is ready to be killed b>
his former comrades.

EXACTLY IN the middle of the ac-
tion occurs what is called ascine-a-
faire in a well-made play: the con-
ference between Hoederer, the
prince (son of Lhe Fascist regent)
and the head or the conservative
parly.

Another important scene, in a
later flashback, is Hoedercr’s dis-
cussion with Hugo, in which he
says: "How frightened you arc of
soiling your hands. All right, stay
pure! Whom does il help, and why
rlirl urn In . iaO n. _

their needs. Hugo, however, is quite
willing to accept the killing of thou-
sands. ,r principle demands it.

Hoederer is clearly one of
Sartre s existential characters: an
authentic man who lakes respon-

fr! Ih r

T

!?-
Uljons lind “ Dot

uraid of making decisions. Hugo
arrives at this stage only at the end,
when he chooses death. Until then
he is, captive of his private problems
(.1 rich father and a young and mis-
chievous wife); his dogmatic
political ideas and his inferiority

his

Hugo, a zu-year-oia intellectual pure! Whom does il help, and why
or bourgeois origin who has never did you come to us? Purity is an
been hungry and has never worked ideal for u fakir or a monk. You in-
with his hands, wants to do lellectuals, you bourgeois

‘“TCtsal me
^^rtuni^

511^ ^ idealism and
^Ity and hot

Crid
.

S and mcar,s.

Purity, 1,. J

rayj?l» and achieving
l°day ‘gnTicance for Israel

m not on l h,
L

Dnivcrsal level,W reccm -

ay
I

:ha
!!
ce association

*r "j - : ° s- Dirty Hands is g

with his hands, wants to do
something practical; he is sent by

the parly to be secretary to

Hoederer (who is well guarded),

and to kill him. He does so, but only

after he finds him kissing his

(Hugo's) wife.

Was Lhe killing an act of practical

politics or of private jealousy? Hugo
himself never really knows.

anarchists, you use it as an excuse
for doing nothing... My hands are
filthy... So what? Do you think you
can govern and keep your spirit

while?”

Yet Hoederer is a more complex
character than he seems. While not
opposed lo political assassination,
h <> I i L* nnrl no>««)a

fHE PLAY IS good enough to in-
terest us. even with a middling per-
formance. The direction is un-
imaginative, relymg on the text and
theatrical tricks for momentum.
1 ne music (the programme does not
s«y who arranged it) is contrived lo
evoke chose moods - sometimes
menacing, sometimes sentimental

which the acting cannot convey
Oust as in many Hollywood films)
Bui as modern style is unsuited to
the conventionality or the rest of the
performance.

Eli Sinai’s stage setting is also
conventional; much use is made of
the revolving stage and some in-
genious lighting. But here again the
props have to carry the perfor-
mance; more happens nth the stage
Ilian mi tl. 1 wo execution scenes not
•n Sartre’s text have been added ut
the beginning and the end.

MUCH OF THE above applies to
Hie acting. There are three "dream"
parts: Hoederer, Hugo and Hugo’s

'

j

•
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• •

Su uppuseu 10 political assassination, wile, Jessica. Hoederfr u
he likes and understands people and Misha Asherov, is less compfrx ^han
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he should be. The contradictions of
hts character do not become clear,
nuL his emotional maturity and non-
cynical opportunism are drawn

H^ r!

l

Cl
,

0ri,y
- Hu«° (Moshe

Hcckcr) shows loo much hysteriaand too little heart-searching. This
ts

.

:

!
dl,,lc'bJi part, combining a sdf-

ngliieous dogmatism with innerton 1 1a and insecurity, but Becker

r^:r"“ wi,hmnwsensi,i-
Jessica, the frivolous, pamperedwoman thrown among

revolutionaries is quite well done by

mHI^
Ger

.’' Who del 'Bhts the
audience with some scenes. But allthree actors allow themselves to be
dominated by their roles.
The rest of the cast play

stereotypes, obedient to the overall
conception or the director, which
has eliminated much of the play’s
-social significance and existentialist
tension. Still, Sartre is strongenough to conic through.

I do not know ir this Ls what
Sartre intended, but 1, for onecame away sympathizing with the

,tilr
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11lc opportunist and

of nHn
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uma"iiy orthe manof principles. But this was on the

ooluS d”
1 l

^Vel i„ opportunistic
political parties still seem detestable
T and God save us if u,ey prin-

rr£ht
d WC,

j
11 is somew'hal

frightening to discover that theymay be necessary. * J

Sartre muy have done here whai
Brecht has said elsewhere: the cur-
a
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hc presenl; il » not the
.task uf the theatre to solve

problems.



George
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IMeir Ronnen

GEORGE SliGAL <h. New York,
l‘J-4) will probably go down in art

hi'.inry as ihe painter who showed a
way uni of the problems of sticking

U> the ground rules of American
abstract expressionism by turning to
a I urin of sculpture, lie will also be
remeinhered for making casting

from liic (actually a sometime clas-

sical practice) respectable; and for

ever lixing his personal imprimatur
to the use of pristine white plaster of
Puris as an end product, bringing to

the medium a lire it never enjoyed
in the Antique Room of the old art

academies. A cross-section of
Segal’s work is now on view ut the
Israel Museum. It also comprises a
work, "The Sacrifice of Isaac,"

made here during a previous visit of
Segal’s just ten years ago und ac-

quired for the Tel Aviv Museum.

The Segal exhibition is a major
event; and no small technical
achievement: transporting and set-

ting up the tableaux here could only

*T>4
,,
|lfnfleTfj

:,,
ldR.e"n ‘care

1

'of in the

presence of the artist himself, who
was on hand to supervise siting,

lighting and to make minor repairs.
1 'Ihe Segal “look" is so personal

thui it has defied, or discouraged,

imitation. The famous “casters”

who followed him have preferred to

work in epoxy resin and, in the case

ol John D'Andrea and Duane
Hanson, have moved into hyper*

realism. Others, like Ed Kienholz,

moved towards non-realist sym-
bolism. What all these makers of
tableaux commenting on the con-

temporary human condition had in

common was the use of real objects,

like doors and chairs, as props. Like
Segal, Kienholz often made use of
special lighting.

Segal reportedly stumbled onto
his method of custing from life

and then reassembling the parts to

suit himself by soaking bandages in

wet piaster and applying them to

himself (today, pre-plastercd ban-

dages are readily available, chiefly

lor medical use). His earliest work

.

on show here, “Legend of Lot,’*

I95K, combines one of his bold, well

brought oil' hut essentially flat

abstract expressionist paintings,

with a somewhat grotesque standing
figure that. appears to be stilt drip-

ping wet plaster and which is bereft

of realistic modelling. “Lot" is still

one of his most interesting and com-
pelling images.

Such expressionism has since
vanished from his -work. For nearly

two decades his.men and women in

hare, diners, wailing rooms and
doorways, some clothed, others
fi.iuiu or partly so, have looked out
on the

. world with sightless eyes,

their ioulures- omotroriless and vir-

tually without expression, it is this

quality that invests most or them

fContinued on next page
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George Segal: "Girl on Bed HI," 1975, plaster. Photographs by Nahum Slapak courtesy of the Israel Museum.

iy

K

"Legend of Lot," 1958, oil on canvas, plaster, wood, chicken-wire.
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to
'The Steelmakers, " 1980.
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Portrait of Henry Geldzahler,; "Cezanne[SW:*^ 2, "1981, “In Memory of May 4, 1970, Kent State: Abraham and Isaac," 19™'

1976, plaster. painted plasterl l

;

‘ v :! .* piaster, rope and-metal.-painted Black.
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George Segal

(continuedfrom previous page)

with a certain falulislic and moving
• tintelessiiess. But, in some cuscs,

like the two versions of the
“Sacrifice of Isaac" here (one is

painted black and commemorates
the events ul Kent State University

when the father figures killed

students) the lack of expression,

both in stance and features,

mitigates against and even destroys

the dramatic effect. The earlier

1973 white version was cast here

from Israeli sculptor Menashe
Kitdishman and his son. The latter

lies awkwardly and unconvincingly

on a separate cast of Jerusalem
rock. The contemporary slacks and
underwear add another fulse note

• (hat sounds louder than any pleas of
allegory. The sacrifices are simply
unconvincing. Here is a case of a
certain type of realism being hoist

with its own petard.

While ihe white works have per-
sisted, Segal has often experimented
with colour and not only black.
“The Costume Parly,” 1965, a

frozen happening of trendy dressed
figures each coated in flat and opa-
que primary colour and grouped
around two recumbent while
bodies, was made at the height of
the popularity of vividly coloured
Pop art. The effect, however, has
little to do with Pop. The "event"
evokes a vaguely menacing ritual

(the central figure is here minus its

original prominent carnival penis).

Segal has anyway long placed white
or blue figures in realistically

painted backgrounds; or merged
them with the realistic background
like the "Girl in the Shower,” the
white torso embedded in actual

?! l* 1 * however, Segal has been
colouring his figures with semi-
transparent pigment in a painterly

,

mHI
|

ner; there are odd echoes— for
obvious reasons — from fresco
painting to Renoir. However the
colour is neither attractive nor con-
vincing. Flesh tones nre set off by
oiues in an arbitrary manner and

in “f U
ley are t,sed in Pointing; nor

n the anatomically and
physiologically correct' manner of
P Andrea and Hanson.

Recapturing childhood;

translating landscape

Meir Ronnen

ANAf liSHED.shows oils and some
tiny sculptured scenes, which
despite the disparity of mediums
and colour, arc closely connected in

fantasy, much of it seemingly
hu tobiographical and rendered in a
dreamlike manner. Some of the oils

have been seen before; the most
convincing are those with a

definable structure, like the very
geometrical “Girl with a Bicycle," a
haunt ingly effective work. For
IIrm ness ol form and unity of warm,
winning colour, the large "People
At the Seaside" (3) is easily the most
accomplished. Attempts at other,

more spiritual themes confuse dif-

fuseness of form with the
amorphousness of composition,
ihough Lhe "Submerged City" is

memorable for an eerie sky
wrinkled by an ephemeral presence.

The tiny stage-like sets sometimes
cleverly contain box frames within

the frame that alter the perception

of space; all are meant to be seen in

the round. The little petrified forest

is right out of a universal childhood

fantasy. (Jerusalem Artists House).

Till July 8.

ORNA BEN NERIA shows ex-

tremely deft plein air landscapes

(hat are progressing from her clever

pen-and-wash techniques to a

looser and more painterly style in

her oils. She also occasionally hand-

les oils like watercolours, to no
great end in a still life, but with fine

results in the lively colour and

.handJ ine of the sunny landscape of

(2). For contrast, note the more
traditional but equally effective
handling ol the landscape next to it

(I). But all (his basic figuration
needs livelier, more dramatic
design. (Jerusalem Artists House).
Till July 8.

RIVKA SHALEV is clearly in

search of a style: her landscapes are
treated in three different ap-
proaches to abstract expressionism.

. Too many of her compositions dis-

solve into a welter of niggling little

shapes, but she asserts herself with
some authority when she achieves
breadth (20) and again in the quite
abstract (22). She also achieves a
feeling of luscious paint quality in

the more abstract expressionist
pieces. Of note are 3 and 23.

(Jerusalem Artists House). Till July 8.

MOSHE BANIN is yet another
pensioner turned painter, with oc-

casionally charming results, his

work being a mixture of semi-naive
vision and, in n number of cases,

carefully considered use of colour,

as with his views of Jaffa from the

sea. I also liked his unusual vision of
the architectural triumvirate of the

Knesset, the Monastery of the Cross
and the Wolfson Towers, all clever-

ly symbolised and set against a
richly dark sky. But the large il-

lustration of Samson and Delilah,

while starkly naive, has proved too

much for him. He ought to tackle it

again. (Jerusalem Artists House).
Till July 8.

ALISA CASP1 shows works on
paper in various techniques but only

l lie lino-cuts are of interest. Much
of her work is over-illustrative; the

nickers of white are not sufficiently

organised. A single
,

-hnlri exnres^
For the hanriin? nwr nT ihp^nvijn

sionisi head Lakes matters more
firmly in hand. (Shatz Gallery
Rehov Schatz, J’lem).

Anat Eshed: "Girl with Bicycle"

(J’lem Artists House).

AViV'. "...

Rika Shalev: painting (J’lem Ar-

tists House).

C
;

[

£̂A to*

Orno Ben Neria: pen, ink, water-
colour (J’lem Artists House}.

Variations

on a theme
Ephraim Harris

"MUSIC IN PLASTIC ART" is a

difficult matter. The only artist who
iiitcinpis to tackle the heart of the

subject, viz. the meeting point
between the two aesthetic media, is

Bernhelmer, in his drawing "I Once
Heard,” nearly abstract, but the
protruding trumpets recall those of

the angels in a Renaissance
“Nativity.” One might also men-
tion, further removed and leaning to

the visual medium, Levy’s “Musical
Instruments” (oil), three guitars

superimposed on musical notation.

Otherwise, there arc fur too many
items like musicians’ portraits (the
heller including Papo's embittered,
darkish “Violinist"; a “Flautist" in

deep green tropical colour from
7. alio uk; Krrispel’s two musicians,
less heroic hut more naturally
realist portraits this time; Wagner's
black-and-white etching “Quartet-
te"; Lamm's impressionist
“Flautist” with listening girl; a
Cubist mannered, above average,
"Musicians” from Zuckerman).

"Traditional Custom” by one of
Haifa's talented painters, Zuri, in-

troduces her usual vampirish, long-
nailed woman, holding a small
flower pot containing a tiny doll of a

violinist. Then we have Y. Weiss’s
colour woodcut, a still life of a
guitar and violin: und Lilach's

humorous caricature of a duo,
"Musical Moment" (mixed techni-
que). Of the sculptors, mention on
stylistic grounds goes to Soffer’s

niM||C “Girl Dancing”

• Huj ri viwv • |,

(wood), carved and composed con-
cavities and convexities. (Beit
Chagall,. Haifa.) Till June 29.
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Gil Gddfine

FOR VETERAN Israeli abstrac-
tionist Raff! LaWe, the challenge is

to apply paint, graphite scribble and
collage to a sheet of plywood and to

’Teel” a tactile metamorphosis.
How long can one accept this kind
of challenge is dependent on what
means one uses to solve the
problem. By observing what Lavie

bus hung for his current exhibit one
would assume that he has dried up;

that cither his interest or his ability

to create meaningful and sensitively

painted surfaces has waned.
Lavie's use of stipple or spray in-

stead of employment of his talented

brush leaves the viewer to face a

considerable amount of dense,

monochromatic, pigment. Missing,

is Lavie's swashbuckling bravado,

the impulsive hand, the marvellous

"grafitLi'’ line and the callous drips.

Even Lavie’s collage elements in

Lhe painted rectangle have a

programmed look vls-i-vis placing,

size and proportion. Somehow, the

inter-relationships between paint,

line and applications have been

neglected. Integration Is now
segregation as Lavic begins to

repeal himself into history. (Neomi
Givoh Fine Art, 4 Nathan
Hachacham, Tel Aviv). Till July I.

on 'vW be on view

24. ,9M
: i‘ : !! •

YAEL RESHEF has reduced
naturalism to a decorative sym-

bolism in which basic human figures
coupled to images from the land-
scape verge on the edge of pictorial
abstraction. Sets of interlocking
planes overlap or butt up against
each other in idyllic, pastoral com-
positions. Rcshef’s sedentary
themes are punctured by the addi-
tion of an ambiguous linear motif
floating ubove the painted surface;
set apart yet involved in (he story,
thc drawing resembles a winged
boat (oars) or a totemic bird. This
peculiar linear device is trans-
formed, in several compositions,
into a threatening element, a knife
blade representing mysteriously
coded messages. Its ominous
presence is heightened by Reshefs
scale of light transparent tones used
for localized interpretations of
nature and expressionist transla-

tions or the figure.

Reshers ultra-flat space, airy
palette and reductive drawing spans
(he worlds of Matisse and Avery.
Yet, one gets the feeling that she has
created serious sketches; and that

more realized solutions of these par-
ticular themes will be forthcoming.
(Julie M. Gallery, 7 Glikson, Tel
Aviv).

USING A burnishing technique

with hand-rubbed colours, Miriam
Kvoly lias produced several elegant

monotypes. Emerging from a very

deep cool ebony background are

diffused clouds of green and blue, a

r

8* '

Yael Reshef: painting (Julie M.
Gallery, Tel A vlv).

contrasting mist on the opaque
black field. A strip or while has
been composilionally torn from the
black plane, supplying additional
associations Tor Karoly’s imaginary
landscape. While Karoly's
monotypes possess poetic currents,
her marble sculptures describing
pufTy pillows are dull and poorly
carved, intended to glorify n pop-
ular idea, they are neither beautiful-
ly conceived nor properly
presented. Np conscious attempt
can be made towards accepting
them ;ts anything but hard, grey
stone. (Mnbat Gallery, 31 Gordon,
Tel Aviv).

"CONTEMPORARY ’83" is a
limited but good quality selection of
original prints by international
favourites. What sets Ihe show apart

THE JERUSALEM POST MAGAZINE

are the contrasts in techniques and
images. The light, flippant fantasy
or Fu|on is checked by the strong
Americana images and slogans of
Robert Indiana, whose
typographical “Love" was a Pod
emblem or the ’60s. The contoured
perfect ion or Trova’a figures paral-
lels rakish expressionism by Claes
Oldenburg and Robert Motherwell
while Larry Poons’ mellow colour
abstraction 1 and Frank Stella's
AngrilF are balanced pleasantly

against a wall of optical, hard-edge
Againographs. A single Appel and a
solo Christo print-cum-drawine,
round out a first class assortment of
contemporary graphics. (Carlyle
Fine Art Gallery. 97 Ahad Haim,
Tel Aviv). Till July 3.

hv
HALF-DOZEN plywood panels

oy Hcmda Levy ore broadly painted
exprcss'omst pictures splashed with
unbridled colour and drawn with a
coarse, uneducated line. !t is dif-
ficult to assess what Levy is describ-
ing except that several images zoom
'n on Egyptian wall compositions
und pharonic emblems; and one
composition seems to emulate a
Giiuguinish paradise complete with
exotic plants and lush vegetation

figures
8 Cear,y dcfincd Ending

With few exceptions. Levy’s pic-
tures are muddled and uncon-
trolled. Her attempt ul free-wheeling,
impulsive painting falls into (he
amateur category, the reckless
throwing or colour and contorting
or shapes without rhyme or reason
(Shmur Art Gallery, 32 Pinsker, Tel
Aviv). Till July 2. q
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Jerusalem

rONINUTL'D FOURS:
leurhts and Visitors «;uine and sue the (leneral
Israel Orpheus Horne for («lrls, Jerusalem, tuid
"s nmuifulil activities .mil impressively
mudeir building. I reu guided tours weekdays
between 'M2. Bus Nu. 14, 24 ur 5, Larval
Miwhe. Te I.

HAIMSSAH — (iuided tour of nil msialla-

irons * Hourly tours ji Kiryat lluduvsiih and
Hnd.isvtll Ml. Scopus. * Informntioil, reserve

-

lions 1)2-1 If.J.1.1. O’-42*27 1

.

Hebrew Uniscrsliy:

1. Tours in laiplish el 4 and 1 1 a.m. Irorn Ad-
nimisi ruiioii liuilding, <iivut Ram Campus.
Bum-* V anil 2S.

2. Muuni Si'iipus tours II ii.m. Troin the
Hiunlin;in Kcccplioii ( enire. Sherman
Buildinj*. Buses V and JX to Inst .stop, l-urltiur

di-ini Is Id tl’-.t.t’XI'J.

American Jltiznchl Women, t ree Morning
lours — X Alk.dei Sired. Jerusalem. Tel. 02-

t,««i222

Emunali-Wnilri HH. /Imdsl Women. 26 Ben
Maunort Visit aitr prujccls' Cell ii2-b62468,

ft.HMi’ti. XIS2I.I. 6.472118: UC7HH‘M2. 708440.

Tel Aviv

CONblKTCU TOURS
American Mlzracfil Women. |-rcc Murnma
li'urs - l ei Aviv. Tel. 220187, 24.4106.

To visit our prujeuls call Tel Aviv,
2.42'».4'J. .leruvilem. 226060; Haifa. 89537.

I'lONthR WOMEN — ,MA’AMAT. Morning
lours • all lur icscrvulions. lei Aviv. 1460%.
YOllTII ALIYA —- Guided Tour or a Youth
Aliya Village (I n.'u uf i harge). Inlurnuliun and
rovers,illoils; Mrs. IMrit (inldhamn, Israel

I >isc< ill! 1 1 Hauls. U4-24X25I.

Haifa
Whnr\ On In llalFa, dial fM-o40840.
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Jerusalem

MUSEUMS
Israel Museum. Exhibitions: George Segal,

sculptures; The I'hutogruphs of Manuel
Alvarcr Elruvn; Oil Lamp section; Permunenl

collecliiiii ..r J udmic u. Art’ and Archeology;

Primitive Art from the Museum's collection

(Miiremonl Pavilion I: Looking ut Pictures

(Kuih Youth Wing); Permanent exhibition in

Pru-hi .lnry I lull; biirinelli and Alberlini Sing
Vivaldi — IKih cent. Venetian Operatic
Cunealiires (( 'iilicn (iullery). Special Exhibits:

New" 5 ill cent, mosaic Irom a Byzantine

church; I he t apeninum Hoard — gold coins;

Suler Mn'asch f nviyo; Mininture, 18-19 cent.

Japanese sculpture — uctsuke und inru. At the

Rockefeller Museum: Kiidesh-Barnea. Judean
hingibim fortress. Paley Centre: Wonderful
World nl Puper.

GALLERIES
Gileric Vision Nouvelle, Khulzul I layutzer.

Y 5. llnmioche. Original prints hy inter-

natioiuil nriisls. Tel. 1)2-814X64. 280031

.

Jerusalem City Museum — Toner of David —
lhc Citadel. Open daily 8.3U a.m.-4.W p m.

Mulli-sereen show (Lug.) Sun.-fhur. 9.00.

II Oti a m.: Ull. 3.00 p.m. Nightly (except Fri-

day and Huliday) in French: 7.30 p.m.

German: 8.15 ji.ni. English: 9.00 p in. Pcrmn-

ncni Exhibits: l-.ihnogruphic Dolls "Jerusalem

(_ blunders."

Yrmln Mosfie Windmill Permanent Exhibit oil

IBe and work of Sir Muses Monteflore, Sun.-

Tluir. *» a.m.-4 p.m., Fn.. 9 a.m.-l p.m. Admis-

sion Iree.

The Tourjeinan Post, Permanent Exhibits on

Jerusalem Divided und Reunited in restored

lormer military oulpusl. Sun.-Thur. 4 a.m -,4

P m (I Hail Handassa St

)

Old Yhihut Court Museum. The life of the
Jewish com ii trinity in lire (Jld City, mid-IQih
tcnlnry-WiiHd War II. 6 Rch. Or Hahaim
Jewish Quarter Old City. Sun.-Thur., 9 .J
p. m
Sir Isaac and Lady tdlih Wolfson Museum at
Hclchnl Shlumu: Permanent Exhibition of
Jndaic.i Diorama Room- History of Jewish
People Sjicci.il Sharuot Exhibit. Sun.-Thur 9

ni.-l p ut., l-ri.. 4 a.nL-12 noon. Tel. 635212.

Tel Aviv

Tel Atl* Mumubi, New Exhibitions; Exprei-
Moinsis. Continuing Exhibitions: A.R. Penck,
L '.pallium to the Holy Land Helmar Lenkl]
1‘ holograph. I ‘Hu- 194 7. Impressionism and
l\v.i -I mprcsdunism, 20th Cent. Art; Israeli

Art New Ao|Uisitiuiii I y82-1 983. Uri Lifihllx:

Prints trout the Museum Collection. II Sculpt
lures und Triptych. Igael Tumarkia. VTiEting

Hours: Sat. Ht-2: 7-10: Sun.-Thur. 10-10. Fn.
dused. Helena Rubinstein Pavilion: Sat. 10-2.

Sun.-lhur. *>• 1 ; 5-4. Fri. closed.

Other Centres
Wilfred Israel Museum, liaiorei. Ofira Barak,
Galilee Landscape*, drawings and paintings,

June I x-J uly 23. Sal. 10 u.m.-IZ noon: 5-6.JQ

P in. Weekday v»in: ring 03-993168/9/

CPOV=£

Fight summer heat with
DECORATIVE LAMP
CEILING FAN

ft

THo.cn ‘care of in the

Call us 24 hours Tel:231614,Or Direct Te1:426011

SHOWROOM:45 Gordon st.Tel Aviv.

7&n

THE WOHL
AMPHITHEATRE
at the joshua gardens, hayorkon pork

Project of Tel Avlv-Yofo Municipality ,
Tel Aviv Development Fund

The New Swingle Singers

Three appearances In Tel Aviv

Tuesday, 28.8 — Wednesday, 29.0 and Thursday, 30.8

at 8.30 p.m.

Tickets at the offices of Caital, 163 Ibn Gvirol St., Tel Aviv, Tel. 03-

447670, or nt the ho* office on the evening of the performance.

For technical reason* wo are forced to cancel the

performances of "Gimpel the Fool" that were scheduled for

Juno 26, 26 and 27.

Refunds may bo obtained at the ticket offices.

run on'w.."Ti mtu

^ f—

^

rchi tax hue aov.sas iro

170 Ban Yohuda St, Tel Aviv — Tel. 03-235818, 223166

Serving New Olim Since 1971

NEW OLIM. I LAN makes it easy to buyi

interest free credit • Special discounts lor cash • Authorised agents

of Amcor, Tadiran, E|uctra, General Electric, Ambna, etc •
Personal -import via' liaison office* in the principal capitals, of

Europe, North and South America • Showroom open Sun., Man.;

flies . Wad;. Ttiur.,‘0 atn.-l p.m. arid. 4 t— 7 pm. Closed on Fridays^

slavia

Details and booking at Neot Hakikar:

JERUSALEM - 28 King David St
Tel. 02-221624, 221 8B8
TEL AVIV - 1 62 Hayarkon St.

Tel. 03-233120,226410
or your travel agent.

An exclusive holiday cruise

to the

- GREEK ISLANDS
and the TURKISH COAST

for families, friends, or

. for business.

More iilt'oi itipLion:' ’
.

FANTASRA CRUISES

P.0;D. 420, Berzltya Bel 48-130
Tol. 053-00402

.

BAR-IL-AM^UNIVERSITY
The Kotlar Institute for Judaism

and Contemporary Thought
The public Is Invited to the opening session of

the Institute's 1 3th annual international seminar, on

The Image of Man in Judaism

and Contemporary Society

symposium: Humanism and Theocentricity

in Judaism

Discussants: Professor Yeshayahu Leibovitz

Professor Marvin Fox
Professor Eliezer Schweid
Dr. Shalom Rosenber

The symposium will be held in the Argentina Auditorium at

Bar-Uan University on Thursday, June 30, at 8.00 p.m.

The Cameri Theatre
i

of T el Aviv

NOISES OFF
Lfi9t 2 performances

Sat.. June 25; Sun.. June 26

AMADEUS
at the Haifa Thaatie

Sal.. June 25: Sun.. Juno 26

CAUCASIAN
CHALK CIHCLE

Mon.. June 27; Tue.. June 28

TRUE WEST
• ' Tzavta

Man.. June 27: Tue.. June 2B

Tievia — Qlvataylm

Habima
The National Theatre

YOSHE EGEL
Tomorrow. Juno 25: Sun.. June 2

Mon.. June 27. 8.30

TROJAN WOMEN
Tomtit row. Juno 25: Sun.. June 26

Mon.. June 21. Tuo .
June 2B

BENT
(Haifa Thuetre Co.)

Habima Hall

Tuo.. June 28; Wud.Juna 29

OIRTY HANOS
June 30

i

Fronqh Institute— Tel Aviv

Concert: ‘‘BACH, BIRDS and BELIEF’

Varda Nishfy, pianist and presentator

Guest artist: Michael Meltzer, flute

Works by Bach. Rameau. Daquln. Debuasy. Ravel and Messiaen. (Catalogu® 0

birds).

Exhibition of birds by Yossl Eahbol, photographer or the Society for the Protaction

Nature, will be ahown at this concert.

Saturday. Juna 25 at 8.30 plm., Balt Alon, 8 Eilat St., Givataylm-

•

'Buses: 31. 53. 56. 57 * 63. ,

BATSHEVA DANCE COMPANY

AUDITIONS
for experienced male and female dancers. July 3, 6 p.m

. .
alBO for

BATSHEVA. 2 — some experience. July 3, 7 p.m.

.
Ohel Shorn, Balfour. 30. Tai Aviv. Tel. 296240

it.
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' aJwtsh philanthropist who donated his collection ofJudalca to the Danzig Synagogue in 1904 ; a portrait of Gleldzlnkl.
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(he 20th ccnlury. Some of ihem
hear tlic hallmarks of Europe*!
greut silversmiths; others are by un-
known artists. Among the moat
famous arc works by the 18th-
century artists Johann Gottlieb
Slcgmsn and Wilhelm Raths.
On loan from the Jewish Museum

or New York, the exhibit includes
the invaluable collection of Lesser
Gicldzinki, a wealthy Danzig Jew of
Polish origin who bought religious
art works ull over Europe. For many
yeurs Gieldzinki kept his collection
in his own home and the notables of
Europe, including the Kaiser, often
visited him to see it. Eventually he
donated it to the Danzig synagogue.
It is the heart of the entire array of
objects, preserved by those who
loved them.

Beth Hatefutsoth has added to
the exhibition a collection of
dramatic photographs donated by
former Dnnzigers living in Israel.
Many, indeed most, of the Jews of
in at destroyed community found
their homes here. Among the
magnificent photographs are those
of youth movements, ur the actual
demolition of the synagogue, and of
Jewish life and institutions in the
city.

The Danzig collection is unique,
in Him .every item can be authen-
ticated. So much of the treasure of
•the Jewish people was lost forever
in the years of the Nazi regime that
this alone makes it priceless.

After the exhibition closes in
Israel, the collection will go, accom-
panied by its curator, to other cities
where people will see the carefully
preserved treasure of n gone blit un?
forgotten Jewish' community. But in
few places will it be more lovingly
shown than here at the Diaspora
Museum. It is as if a beautiful part
or Jewish history had come -home
for a while, : n
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1 HAVE BEEN lo the Cannes Film

Festival before. Once as an in-

terested kibitzer and once as an ex-

hibitor. But this lime, the wife hav-

ing been elected a member of the

jury, I am an invited guest with all

the prerogatives, invitations and
mcnltickets this implies, and get a
different view or this multi-ring
circus. The invited spouses sit with
the jury but, like them, must con-
form to po-faced behaviour which
precludes ‘any sign pf approval or

disapproval. As behoves the
judiciary. When during a brilliant

dance sequence in Saura’s Carmen,
l. applaud with the rest or the
.audience, I ain rewarded with a cor-
recting poke in the rib-casc.

Mundalorily we see two films in

competition a day. Every two days
the jury conclaves to sort the chuff
from the com. And what a balanced
lot they arc. Their chairman is Wil-
liam .Styron. the author of Sophie's
Choice and mure importantly The
Confessions vj Vat Turner. Over
lunch we discuss why the latter was
never filmed.

"I sold the film rights and lived
Inr 10 years very comfortably on the
proceeds. But the ethnic climate
-suddenly changed and the film was
never made." Pity. He knows little

about cinema and therefore is the
ideal chairman.
Another member s Kurl Reis/,

the Czcch-born director of The
Trench Lieutenant's Woman. He is

married to the delightful Belky
llkiir, the one-lime Sirs. Gene Kelly
and fondly remembered as the.

'“dog" in Marty. Whenever Israel is

attacked, in conversation usually by
ieVvj, Betsy is with us in the firing
line,

_

1 Henri Alckun. a gentle director of
photography, Yvonne Baby, the at-,
tractive art-director and film critic
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of I.e Morn/e and Gilbert de
Goldschmidt, a film producer, fill

the French quota on the jury.

Italy's Maria Angela Melato, an
actress in most Wertmuller’s films

represents the performing arts.

S only mane Cissd from Mali won his

directorial spurs ut the Moscow film

academy and although he films in

colour, he sees the world in black-
and-white, us does his mentor
Sergei Bondarchuk, the director of
Russia's monumental production or
War and Peace. Encapsulated by the
Russian language, he looks and acts

like one of those cast-iron statues of
Lenin or Stalin one used to sec in

Russia’s parks or “Culture and
Rest." Mrs. Bondarchuk is more
outgoing, and with her twenty
words of Italian has us all converse
in Mickey Mouse Latin.

Egypt’s most outstanding cineast,

I he friendly Youssef Chahine, con-
cludes the list. The jury and at-

tached spouses, like Caesar's wife,
keep much to themselves.

I WILL NOT dwell on the 20 films
m competition, which have been
deult with elsewhere in these
columns. Again this year many films
probed the frontiers of the remain-
ing lahuo.s ; rape, homosexuality,
lesbianism and incest. Marco Fer-
re ri in The Story of Piera artfully
combining the latter two by literally

milling the pulchritudinous Isabelle
Huppcrl with her mother, the
libidinous Hanna Schygulla. For all

its steamy eontem the film'll dull
and the only one in the cast for
whom 1 could work up some sym-
pathy was the little fox-terrier pup-
py, the properly of the man in the
bed next to Pappa (Marcello
Miislrpiani) by now slightly gaga in - 1

an old-age home while Mamma sfcr-

vices the mule urban population bij
r

mi equal opportunity basis. And I

reflect how often the appearance or
a little doggy bestows verve on the.
dull fare and I suggest a new prize-
clussilication Le Prlx Canine (The
Gulden Bone.)

La Schygulla deservedly gets the
prize for hesl actress. At the press
conference, Kerreri. when asked the
motivation or this compendium of
carnaiity, states that he views
"mankind as a zoo-full of animals lo
which I see myself as a
veterinarian.” You don’t say 1

Apart from The Meaning ofLife by
that collective master of bad taste
and bedlam, Monty Python, there is

jiltle humour on view. An exception
is a short film based on children’s
dmwings of Picasso with matching
commentary, one oar pondering the
master’s name "Pipi-caca-so," _
the observation of a budding poet.
On an average day some 150 films

arc on view in some 35 theatres. But
I feel chained to the jury box where
the enemy often is boredom and
where I am debarred from wriggling
in my seal. Which reminds me oF
Flurry Cohn of Columbia Pictures'
dictum, “When I begin to wriggle
my ass I know the movie is bad and
the film is axed." To which Joe
Mankiewicz remarked, “Fantastic!
The whole movie industry is wired
jo Hurry Cohn’s ass." Such is show
hi/.

A CONSTANT .stream- of mes-
sages, invitations /lo dinners,
cucktuil parlies and private view-
ings are pouring. in to- Her Honour,
and ’Guest. ’ The latter* a subsidiary
role, lakes sonic gelling used to and
twrdly matches my machb self-
image. A rare invitation addressed

'

to me invites nie to.view the Cartier
co ration or "Must*/’ Not oh your
nelly

! .ForlheevelUngvieWingjp

the main-auditorium evening dress
is mandatory like in the stalls ill any
London theatre in pre-war days. To
the men it is hut a dreary sombre
class-uniform, but Hie Indies are an
eyeful. Many wear sec-through (or
see-around) dresses in delicate
fabrics lacerated as if mauled by
berserk ligercuts. They arc culled
“apres-rupc" in the sh malic
trade.

I often wondered wlint the
linking-uf-iowns game was all
» bout. At n parly I meet the deputy-
mayor of Marseilles. At our table
Israel’s bloody sortie into Lebanon
is heatedly discussed, The deputy
mayor puls up a spirited defence of
whatever arguments we have to of-

[®
r

».

l°r Marseilles is "married” to
Haifa. From my argumentation lie
draws certain conclusions.

You belong to Mr. Bcgin’s par-
ty?” he asks.

“Only outside Israel," I reply,
creepy like.

FOR THE ‘Strike the iron while it is
not department: The audience
gives S au ra ’s Carmen a n
enthusiastic reception, -frequently
applauding the screen. In the mid-
dle I observe Mr. Bracha, an Israeli
distributor, leaving the hall in a hur-

ry- Afterwards I inquire why he dis-
liked the film.

"On the contrary," he replies, "I
went out and bought.it for Israel
before the others woke up." He
should do. well.

What a rat-race it all is. Little
girls (and big ones) in. see-through
uresses and motivations displaying.
I heir, -wares - to., roving directors
themselves in hot pursuit pf
producers vyith production fonds
whd in turn are running after the
bankers or other

. sources of
speculative. lolly. And: the bankers

are dialling up the little girls (ana

the hip ones), thus dosing the circle

leaving the air filled with the pallet

uf little rodent feet.

The young man at the next table

on the Carlton terrace is Italian. A

hron /oil and somewhat superen-

minted goddess passes and we Wb

stare admiringly alter the swaying

hips ns they vanish among ™
crowded tables, when our eyes n«

in mule conspiracy.

"You know her," he says in jW
to leave me in doubt whether it n

statement or a question. I saytn«

don't. .

"You’ve seen the Story of Fieri.

I sure have.
. , ,

_-i

“Then you saw her." D'd I*® '

can’t for the life of me place ncr

"You would not recognize w

he chuckles. "But you saw Wj

Anyhow, a bit of her. Th P

thickens. -nlHe

"You remember the fSrriafli
old people's home, when M
tells his daughter Wen that

favour lie would like ,o s

*f
P,^.

her and she lifts up her skirts '^
ling that she left her

home?” Will I ever forget 1 ^
“There is a jump-cut there

close up. Well, la Hupi*«
c*

to do the shot, so a stand;'"

|cd for. The lady that PJL-,

was the stand-in! Got pa

wages for a three seconding

close-up.” I would ncver
cvef

sed. A cameo appear0 '10

there was. „ ,ujS
?" 1

“ How do you know a»

venture. M
“I was the assistant W’

smiles. ,. h ; an a-

1 check this story - « "
kn0*.

lengths to get the fads straight.

Stem magazine, please note!!

FOR A WEEK the local press has

carried ads for “The Election of the

Largest Bust on the Cote d’Azur” at

the Whiskcy-a-Gogo discotheque.

My prcsscard assures me a seal with
the jury. My neighbour is a Irieudly

Spanish journalist from Gibraltar.
He confesses not being a tit-man

and intends to consult with me. Nut
being a disco fancier I admire the

dancer’s ability to stand the maxi-
dccihel din. E.N.T. specialists
should look into the long term ef-

fects. Cancer of the tympanum I

would guess.

Some 50 girls have entered the
competition and have been weeded
down to 10. They range from a
magnificent 92 cm. to a stunning
106 cm. The unrevealing first-round

in streetclothes is booed ofT the
floor by the 2,000-strong audience
sitting like sardines on the
dancefloor. The second round in

Marcello Mastroiani.

need the interaction with other
cultures, ns they need us for their
fruiihin. If over there was sym-
biosis!

For the elderly citizens of Cannes
the annual circus holds little in-
terest. On the plane-shaded Place de
™*:

f

1

.

1* )‘
,cnl (bowls)

h.itlklield, the superannuated and
underemployed throw their cast-
iron balls with deadly aim mid
dedication. It is a sport which re-
quires the minimum equipment, at-
tire and facilities. Faulty aim is

rewarded with good nit tured jeers
and taunts.

The walrus on the bench tells me
of a tragedy in an accent which
would have done Pagnol proud. It

happened to Old Jules walking to
the bus when two young hooligans
("voyous") on a motorbike passed
close by and snatched his bag con-
taining his boules as well as his
lunch. "Surely Arabs," he con-
cludes shaking his head and spitting
into the gravel. “It was all he had in

Orson Welles.

hra calls out the scrutineers with
measuring tapes. The finals are
topless" and mndcmoiselle Emily
from Bologne-sur-Mer should have
been the winner. But this medical
secretary is shy, whereas Hdtene, a
sales assistant, carries her 104 cm.
enormities with fierce pride, no

Thu*
buoying the “figing spirits of

ne brn manufacturers depressed at
the sight of toplessness on the beach

am
lbc Croisctte - Hdline wins,
in all the evening's

proceedings leave a bad taste in my
1 ‘ Tl,erc is # mysterious

quality about women that should be
.

inla?t and not subjected to
scientific quantification, De-
mystification may turn the

'nds
iaad eyes) of men towards

stamp collecting, pigeon fancying or
gging And all will be the losers. In
ne cnrlton lobby some twenty huge

bre«.r“!S
VeS of EnmanuellelV are

breastreedmg the goggle rs.

wbl,e on the subject: Equal-

cP_p f
tun,ty ad seen in a Wardour

wamL P
2
b-W

.

indow
-

“ Bar Personwanted. Evenings only. Topless."

h2|
L3

h!
NG «round exhibitors’

and •

audltoria
’ the hotel lobbies

the
d,ni

.

ng
.

ro°mB confirms that in

dominn
V,

.

e mduslry the Jews play a

iHlent ?h
r° C ‘ They Provide the

someVthl fP
ceu,atlve enterprise,

as the n
the b

.M
nng vulgarity as well

light oro?
P

I

C lng dynamism - ^ the

ina ih»M
,s t

,

ls the more.surpris-

ly^nothi
*ra

?
1 has Produced virtual-

orS ?,

fmfrit either financially

writers
Cf^ y ' ^nd that goes for our

Only ohr
Pamter8 and comPosers.

it

abroJd
US,Cal pcrr°rmcrs raakc

cultural
th
if

Jc^ 88 the leaven in the

five withinu,
ad
L

enormously efTec-^ but a dead cn-

^ lts own. We have grown to

the world." Subsequent conversa-
tion reveals that Old Jules has a wife
and four children.

Joke lime on the Croisette;

Q. If Tarzan and Jane had been
Jewish, what would Cheetah the
monkey have been?

A. A fur coat!

THE GOLDEN Palm was awarded
to Japan’s The Ballad of Narayama.
ft tells the story of a small com-
munity in bygone days which, hav-

ing little land, regulates its popula-
tion by murdering its surplus preg-

nant women. Elderly people con-
suming more food than they
produce regulate their consumption
by knocking out their front teeth.

At age 70 they are being carted up
the mountain to freeze to death. All

this is told with great decorum and
classical gentleness.

Thus we see actress Sumiko
Sakamoto knock out her front teeth

on the rim of the village well, an un-

edi Tying sight. At the press con-

ference this beautiful young actress

(ells us that in order to get the part

she had her front teeth removed
surgically and subsequently capped.

The casting couch seems a less pain-

ful route to stardom.

The last film in competition is A
Wounded Man, a violent homosexual
love affair of incredible brutality

played out mainly in the unlovely

environment of the cellars and
‘gents’ of the Gare du Nord where
romance of sorts blossoms as on the

vine. The gay world is depicted os

anything but gay, what with bloody
bashings and vicious invasions of

privacy (if that’s the right phrase),

where the flick-knife carries the

same persuasion as the posy in

heterosexual relationships. 1 always

thought ( was shock-proof. Now I

know better.

This year the jury’s task is not an
easy one since the final selection is a
contest between the mediocre. It is

here where other, non-
; cinematographic, criteria creep in.

The Third World has its
protagonists anil wants cultural
recognition, (India's Karij gets the
special Jury Prize). With little out-
standing acting on display the mule
award goes lo Gian Maria Volonle.
who has cancer. Out of respect Tor
his 8t) years and past performance
Robert Bresson for a very un-
satisfactory fi[m shares the Special
(. rcutivity Prize with Tarkovski's
Nostalgia, a well-intentioned film
from Italy of little import but carry-
ing a pseudo-metaphysical message.

Gilbert de Goldschmidt reminds
his colleagues that there is no point
in rewarding films that go from Can-
nes straight to the film societies and
cinematheques unseen by the public
and a dead loss to their investors.
And we are back at the industry’s
old dichotomy; art versus box-
office. As Sam Goldwyn used to say
‘‘Messages should be left to
Western Union," and "Art is what
closes on Saturday."

FOR TEN hours the jury slog it out,
when Bill Styron rings the division
bell. The verdict is one of com-
promise.

The prize-giving ceremony is a
pale copy of the Oscar-awnrd
ceremony and a shambles of dis-

organization. We are driven up in

limousines and disgorged between
two rows of hdmeted motorcops.
On the steps a naked model cavorts
before the cameras.
A galaxy of stars have been flown

in for the occasion. Jeremy Irons,

filming in Paris, has been flown in

by chartered jet. He hands Miss
Schygulla her certificate, expresses
satisfaction to be in Cannes and
climbs back into his jet.

For the handing over of the main
prize, Orson Welles, one sad mass
of bearded blubber, puffs onto the
stage to a standing ovation. We
don't applaud the man, just the
memory. What a tragedy he is. At
the summit of his creative powers
with Citizen Kane at age 26, way
back in 1941 and downhill from
(hereon. The Goddess of Fortune
should be more careful when she
winks your way. Too early is as
devastating as too late. Possibly bel-
ter no wink at all? ! really don't
know.

THE MORNING after. Squads of
cleaners and polishers move in to
disinfect the Carlton Hotel, the
festival's operational H.Q. Cranes
crawl all over the facade to take
down the huge billboards advertis-

ing James Bond’s latest exploits in

Octopussy, and The Wife Contract
(*’... which is the strongest? His de-
sire for her exquisite flesh or his

commitment to kill her? Starring the
ullra-SenSual SuSan Silvers.”).

So see you next year when the lit-

tle rodent feet return for yet
another heal in the rat-race. When
the nippleodeon on the beach has
gone bottomless, while the industry

having probed another notch
towards the limits of outrage has

come full circle and once again

shows True Blue Harold redeeming
the mortgage on the family farm.

For where does one go from the

cesspits of depravity but to the

rarified realms of innocence. Then I

will know it is lime for me logo. For
Lhal is where 1 came in. Or, what is

more likely, the cinema will have
tackled the lost taboo, DEATH,
with the pitiless Reaper in the title

role. But 1 don’t think so, since, for

all ils vulgarity, morbidity and crass

absurdity the cinema is still very

much alive. ,

IT'S ABOUT TIME YOU
KNEW SOMETHING
ABOUT
US KINGFISHERS!
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ISRAEL-LAND AND NATURE
the English-language
quarterly of the
Society for the Protection
of Nature in Israel (SPNI)
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* Brooms from plants
* Kingfisher observations
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K°1 Visrael — Music Division
s In cooperation with YMCA Jerusalem

[ Presents:

j

Israel Chamber Orchestra

j

Moshe Atzmon, Conductor

|

Gyorgy Pack, Violin
s Gad Levertov, Viola

Works by Mozart and G. Hartmann
Saturday, June 25, 1083. 8.30 p.m. YMCA Auditorium

Tickets available at Kiayim and at tha YMCA box office

The Israel Sinfonietta —
"Concerto of Concerti"

Mend! Rodan, Conductor
Bracha Eden, Alexander Tamir, piano duo
Works by Bach, Mozart and Mendelssohn

Sunday, June 26, 1083, 8.30 p.m. YMCA Auditorium
Tickets available at KJeylm and at the YMCA box office.
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“NOBODY reads Betjeman
because they have to; his poems are

read rather than used,*' claims the

author us he finesses towards the

conclusion of this biography of John
Betjeman — famous English poet-

cum-national-institulion. The un-

disguised hostility that has been
shown towards Betjeman by the

literary critical establishment is no
secret: he has been called a social

snob; a failed satirist; an oddity,

regressive and insular in his out-

look. Yet when Betjeman's Col-

levied Poems appeared in 1958 they

made publishing history. The first

edition sold 100,000 copies, and
subsequent editions have brought

the astonishing figure to well over a
million. To parallel such a
demonstration of popularity one
would have to go back more than a
century, to Tennyson or Byron. As
Tay lor- M art i n points out,
"Popularity may not be an infallible

index or merit but nor is it to be
used as evidence of its opposite."

A.N. Wilson, in one oT the more
scathing reviews of this biography,

remarked: "The reason for Bet-

jeman's justified popularity is that

his poetry is instantly accessible to
millions of people who do not desire

and do nut need a critic or teacher
to let them know about it." He then
continued sourly: "It is inevitable

that people are going to write books
about the great man.” And,
arguably, they should. As much as

Betjeman's work exists to be en-
joyed, such an enigmatic man cries

out to be explained.

Although this book relics heavily

upon what Betjeman has said about
himself and what others have said

about him, it docs fill out many gaps
left even for those who have
watched Betjeman's frequent televi-

sion appearances in the past two
decades, or have read his blank-

verse autobiography, Summoned by

Bells. The biography helps one to

understand the events that formed
and fuelled the Poet Laureate's

poetic imagination. Taylor-Martin

draws our attention to the human
qualities which lend so much
warmth to his work: his sense of

humour, his feeling for detail and
nuance, his sensitive and compas-
sionate eye, his perpetual enjoy-

ment of, and concern for, people.

Also brought out well are
fascinating incidents of Betjeman's

life, which, though alluded to in his

own autobiography, have here been
shaded out and expanded.

THE HALLMARK of Betjeman's

poetry is the presentation of the

phenomenon of everyday 20th-

century life in traditional rhyme and
metres. His respect for the sensuous

and musical appeal in poetry has
deceived many critics into thinking

that the light-hearted and pleasing

cannot also be serious. As Philip

Larkin pointed out in his introduc-

tion to the Collected Poems, “The
minor tone or his work probably
deceives many people into thinking

it is minor.”
Betjeman's technique is well

known: the subtle texture, the
modulations between solemnity and
comedy, the self-mockery and the

self-expression. Well known, too, is

4he Betjeman of the "dim Suburbs

and gas-lit stations," the poet who
discovered beauty in the obscure,

the neglected, the antiquated; and
even the Betjeman of the haunting

; memento marl. Less well known is

another side of his literary persona:

ambivalent; sometimes jovial,

sometimes wistful; phvays sensitive.

Early in his career, Betjemqh had
' discovered the delights of the rhym-

.

iing couplet:
,

My goodness me! li seemedperfec-

tion then— .
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Primitive veracity

JOHN BETJEMAN: HU life and

Work by Patrick Taylor-Marlin.

London, Allen Lane. 182 pp. £9.95.

Aloma Halter

The brilliance of the rhymes AB.

A.B.

What seems typically Betjeman
is not so much his faithful
adherence to the forms and
favourites of his youth as the vivid,

colloquial address to the reader, the

direct “My goodness mel" Time
and again one gets this sense of im-

mediacy, of the poet talking directly

and unmediated to his audience.

Betjeman’s popularity, as Taylor-

Martin .points out (taking his cue
from Larkin}, has been thought of
as invigorating evidence of the
reopening of long-blocked channels
of communication between the poet
and the intelligent lay public; as a
much-needed tonic to the “culture-

mongering” activities of Biot and
Pound, and all that is usually taken,
with deep suspicion, to be moder-
nist.

iL is as if the strongest aspects of

Betjeman's poetry are drawn out
when he speaks as. a person, rather

than a poet. This device is manifest
in the famous “Death in
Leamington" where in the middle
of a description of the quiet, un-
noticed death of an old lady, Bet-

jeman suddenly, and very dis-

concertingly, addresses the reader:

Do you know that the stucco b
peeling

?

Do you know that the heart will

stop

?

from theseyellow Itatianate arches

Do you hear the plaster drop

?

One critic has admitted that he
round this stanza more chilling than
T.S.. Eliot's famous “I will show you

.

feat in a handful of dust” — a com-
parison which may have caused
Betjeman some amusement, for

Taylor-Martin relates an event that

connected the two poets long
before their professional life

brought them together.

: At Betjeman's preparatory school
in Highgate there was a young
.Anterican master named Eliot,

reputedly interested in poetry. Very

proud of his childish verses, the boy
decided to bind them into a book,

and present them to the master. He
received no acknowledgment, but

learned from another boy that the

reaction had not been favourable.

Eliot never referred to the incident,

then or in later years.

IT IS PROBABLY for details like

this that biographies are read, and
Taylor-Martin is very good at giving

us an insight into the private man
whose “confessional posture" com-
pelled him to set down his inner-

most feelings: the childhood
humiliations, the consciousness of
having deeply disappointed his

father; moments of loss, guilt,

doubt, and the abiding horror of
death.

One of Betjeman’s notable
achievements is his ability to
recognize precious emotions in the

mundane and even in the vaguely
comic, with a skill that reminds one
of the great comedies of the English

stage. In “The Cockney Amorist,"
the jaunty rhythm leads us tripping-

ly, unsuspectingly along:

,
I will not go to Finsbury Park
The pairing course to see,

Nor cross the crowded High Road
To Williamsons'for tea.

For these and all the other things

Were pari ofyoa and me.
That lost line becomes an in-

separable part of a memorable
poem, but it also fulfils what is sure-

ly the essential function of poetry:

to present the familiar in ways that

are entirely fresh and convincing.

Betjeman finds, and shares with his

reader, moments of elevation
amidst the entirely commonplace.
He does it again in a neglected gem
from the Collected Poems — “In a
Bath Teashop":

"Let us not speak, for the love we

.
ibear each other —

Let m hoid hands and look."

She, such an ordinary little woman;
He, such a thumping crook; 1

But both, for a moment, little lower
•• than the mgels
In the tea-shop's ingle-nook.

HOWEVER, there are moments in
Betjeman's poetry, that cause some

. discomfort. He is liberal with,
phrases which a more selfrconscious

and perhaps more stringently seT-

censuring poet might well have

shied away from: “jolly, jolly”: or

"the cabbages arc coming now"; or

“Deeply I loved thee, 31 West

Hill!”

Improper as it may be to lift these

phrases so completely from their

context, one can still form an idea

of a poetic lexicography from which

some part of modern sensibility in-

stinctively recoils. Perhaps because

of their very specificity of tone and

allegiance to a particular English

social stratum, the pre-World War
I, robust, Edwardian, public-school

ambience — they do not have the

same international appeal. It has

been complained, with justice, that

Betjeman does not always export

well.

The greater poets have usually

created a vocabulary through which

to express themselves; Betjeman
found his in English architecture,

which for him meant not merely

building design and construction,

but “our whole over-populated

island," through the relationship of

form and place to the people who
had shaped their environment and

were, inevitably, shaped by it. Thus

many of his poems bear the titles of

towns or places; many are about

specific locations: Bath, Exeter,

Leamington, Oxford — rural and

urban cameos that convey a

“vivacious portrait of mid-20th cen-

tury English social life."

The paradox of Betjeman, which

Taylor-Martin does his best to ex-

plain, is how the poetic corpus can

be so erratic: so great at some mo-
ments, so disappointingly weak, so

uncritically complaisant, at others.

Larkin, introducing Betjeman,
points to the problem: “Energy that

most contemporary poets put into

screening their impulses for

security, Betjeman puts into the

poem." But he goes on to assert that

Betjeman’s poems, "however trivial

or lighthearted, always carry a kind

of primitive veracity that sets them
apart from the verses of his contem-
poraries and captures the reader’s

attention in advance of his intellec-

tual consent.’*

TAYLOR-MARTIN’s book is com-
petent, well-researched and
readable. It may not be inspired in

its discussion of the poems (Taylor-

Martin is not a "literary” man; he is

a history graduate from Hull
University), but it is usefully ex-

planatory. In an upright attempt to

steer clear of the seamier sides of
biography, he concentrates on the

work more than the life. This, is a
shame, because he is not all that

well qualified to talk about the

former, and far more interesting

about the latter. Those whose
reading tastes incline to the
biographic would probably find it

rather insipid fare were it not oc-

casionally spiced with a pinch of
scandal. There have already been
very mixed reviews of this book,
ranging from allegations that the

author is “uniquely deaf to the tone
of Betjeman's poetry” to the com-
ment that he has made “every
legitimate point in Betjeman’s
favour with unswerving devotion.”
But writing the biography of a Bet-
jeman can never be quite the same
as writing the biography of a Ben-
Gurion; for to write about a man
whose creative energies expressed
themselves in verbal articulation re-

quires slightly more sophistication
in its approach.

. Taylor-Martin’s prose may be
prosaic, but he still gives the reader
a very attractive picture of a man
whose ntltier is words and word-
pictures; whose amiable, avuncular
persona is both transparent in, and
screened by, his poems,

OK WOMEN AND THEIR
ELEGANCE by Norman Mailer.
Photographs by Milton Greene.
New York, Pinnacle/Tor. 287 pp
53.50.

S.T. Meravi

A FUNNY thing happened on the
way to the pyramids. At least 10
years and a half-dozen books ago,
Norman Mailer let it be known that

he was working on a “major novel”
about ancient Egypt. He then
produced a collection of essays, but

that obviously wasn’t it. Next came
a book on the Muhammad Ali —
George Foreman boxing match in

Zaire, but that also wasn’t it. Mailer
then gave us 1,000 pages on
murderer Gary Gilmore, but that

wasn’t the Egyptian novel. Then
more essays, and they weren’t it.

Then this book, and this wasn’t it.

Finally, earlier this spring came the

major Egyptian novel, called An-

cient Evenings
, and according to in-

itial reports most reviewers wish

that wasn't it cither.

For better or worse the Egyptian

tomh tome hasn't reached us yet. If

the novel is indeed as bad as early

reviews indicate, it just may be

because Mailer allowed himself —
simultaneous alimony payments to

six ex-wives aside — to be diverted

into so many other writing projects.

In any event, I can't think of any

compelling reason to look into Of

Women and Their Elegance, now

released in paperback, unless it is to

salve whatever curiosity may exist

about whnl Mailer was doing when

he should have been concentrating

on the pharaohs.

This book, should anyone care to

be reminded, is Mailer’s firal-peison

phantom biography or Marilyn

Monroe. It’s a moderately clever

conceit for a clever man to imagine

himself Marilyn telling her tale of

woe to her diary; maybe clever

enough to be an experimental short

story in the honorably obscure

pages of a journal like Tri-Quarterly.

But Elegance is no Tootsie, for “

book-length the conceit rapidly

wears thin to the point of trans-

parency. This is because the onij

voice Mailer can mime is Monroe *

movie voice. This is

reproduced, but hardly an achieve-

ment, and in any event is doomed*

tell us little about the person beluw

the persona.
k

Nor for that matter does the bo«

tell us much about either v
{
omcn

,

elegance. Some good gnlty *

ments appear when Mailer proj«B

Monroe into his Deer Pruk con P

or Hollywood. But these are.01":

flickers by a writer who occaaionw-

ly can’t help being brilliant,
even

when he’s not trying.

In a postscript, M“kr

suggests that his
J
,et

!
l^re.by

dubious. So too are the pic!

top fashion photographer M
Greene. We see Marilyn in a vaneV

of technically fine

remain poses. Like M«lori

monologue, the
raan’s

evidence only of one

imagining of what

might have been. Whither
p

Jean? .
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FRANZ KAFKA summed it nil up

years before the event. The poet

Oskar Baum, n friend of his and a

fellow Prague Jew. was blinded in a

fracas with Czech schoolchildren

because of his German
schoolbooks. “The Jew Oskar
Baum." mused Kafka some time

later, “lost his eyesight as n German
— something in fact which he never

was, and which he was never ac-

cepted as being."

The story of Germanized Jews of

Prague does not differ fundamental-

ly from that of Lhe Germanized Jews
of Berlin, Munich or Frankfurt. As
the 19th century drew to u close,

Prague Germans remained a domi-
nant cultural force although
numerically they were n declining

community. In many ways, they
were dependent on the Jews for in-

fusions of wealth and talent.

However, us Carole Fink writes in a
paper on “Franz Kafka nnd the
Dilemma of Ethnic Nationalism,”
Canadian Review of Studies in

Nationalism (University of Prince
Hdward Island, Spring 1981, pp. 17-

36), the Prague German-Jewish
symbiosis produced no entente.
“German nationalism was based on
racial exclusiveness,” she explains.
"The German fraternities routinely
rejected Jewish applicants, and the
German section of the Charles
university was segregated into
Volkisch (German) and liberal'
(Jewish) student organizations."
There is a chapter on Kafka and

the Jews of Prague in Frederic
Grunfeld’s sobering survey of the
many futile attempts made by
Jewish intellectuals, artists and men
ol letters to be accepted by the
general fraternity of the Germans,
Prophets Without Honour (now
available in Aharon Amir’s excel-
lent translulion in the Ofakim
Librury: NeW’lm Blvll Kavod. Am
Oved, Tel Aviv, 307 pp., no price
staled). Though popularized and
obviously meant to attract a less

sophisticated reading public,
Grunfeld’s work is basically solid
and Tull of substance. But many of
h's generalizations and sen-
sationalisms should be taken with
several grains of suit.

More restricted in scope but
more satisfying as a scholarly effort
ls ^cler Gay’s 1978 collection of

1?
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papers, Freud, Jews and Other
Germans, still available as an Oxford
Puperhack (289 pp., £1.95). Gay
says that this cotlection-of essays is a
deeply personal book. “And I would
acknowledge that it is a piece of
autobiography, part of a reckoning
with my origins and my changing
life's experience.” He would,
however, reject the suggestion that

it is a completely subjective report.

He believes, in the proposition (hat

from subjectivity, objectivity can
grow — and thus “I am using
myself, in this book, as a guinea pig

lor the same proposition."

This conceded, Guy's essays still

remain basically works of history. In

chapter after chapter, whether deal-

ing with -Freud — who was “doubly
marginal, both as an Austrian and as

a Jew" — or Hermann Levi, "the
most accomplished conductor in

the German Empire who was also a

.lew." the author is torn between
detachment and engagement. He
writes with impeccable scholarship,

albeit with u cutting edge. Levi’S

Jewish self-hat red, he reminds us,

antedates the term by nearly half a

century. Selbsthass, "the frantic
urge to escape one’s Jewishness not
merely by renouncing but by
denouncing Judaism,” entered
general circulation in 1930, through
a book written by Theodor Lessing— "part diagnosis and part display
of a distasteful masochism which, it

seemed, was more widespread
among Jews than among other
despised or persecuted groups."
(Shortly before World Wnr I, Less-
ing wrote Freud an ugly letter

denouncing psychoanalysis as a
typical “abortion" of the Jewish
spirit. “I turned away from the man
in disgust." Freud recalled later.

"Don't you think." he went on to

ask his interlocutor, "that self-

hatred like Lessing's is an exquisite

Jewish phenomenon?")
Gay's book also helps us perceive

the hopeless and intractable posi-

tion of the Jews in Germany. The
Jew “was the most insidious enemy
because he was the most in-

sinuating.” The psychological
mechanisms of anti-Jewish senti-

ment, however, were far from sim-
ple. "Many German anti-Semites

feared and detested the Jew
because, they said, he insisted on
retaining, and parading, his dif-

ferences... But other anti-Semites

Human merchandise
THE ARABS AS MASTER
SLAVERS, by John Laffin,

Englewood N.J., SBS Publishing

Inc. 116 pp. No price slnled.

Susan Hattis Rolef

jjyf^E24, 1983

tears left, but they held tightly to

one another and kept looking

around as if for help. Boys of about

10 or 12 had their anuses examined;

homosexual buyers are fussy about

disease..."

, Slavery was officially abolished In

Saudi Arabia in 1962, yet it is no

secret that it still continues, even

though the sort of auction observed

by Laffin in Djibouti, port city of

Somalia, is presumably a thing of

the past. It is known that many a

pilgrim to Mecca and Medina never

leaves Saudi Arabia again as a free

man, and 1 was recently told by the

head of a Middle East department

in the Foreign Ministry of one of

the Common Market member
states, of the difficulties he fcn-

countered in trying to secure the

release of misguided young girls,

nationals of his state, who were

lured to Saudi Arabia by Saudi boy

friends only to discover upon their

arrival what (heir new status was to

be.

LaRlu's account deals with the

phenomenon of slavery in the Arab
world, the riles of slavery, the ex-

ploitation of East Africa — and es-

pecially the slave trade which fol-

lowed the Arab settlement in Zan-
zibar, the Saharan slaves, the

special tale of Sudan and of Saudi
Arabia — where slavery is part of a
lifestyle. Reading the accounts —
nil of them documented by travel-

lers and scholars who had observed
the phenomenon at firsL hand — it is

difficult to grasp that most of the

tales relate to our own life lime.

The most shocking aspect or the

slave trade is the actual rounding up
of the slaves in Africa, the long

march over hundreds of miles of

desert, in the course of which 80-

90% or the slaves perished of starva-

tion, disease and exhaustion. Those
who survived were than subjected

to the sort of degrading experience

observed by Laffin in Djibouti. The
actual life in servitude which fol-

lowed must have seemed like

heaven in comparison with Lhe

humiliation and pain sufTered by

these wretched human beings until

their eventual purchase.

disliked the Jew for precisely the
opposite renson: for making such

I strenuous efforts to erase all boun-
daries between themselves and their
gentile fellow-citizens." It was a
classic case of “damned if you do,
dnmned if you don’t."

NEITHER GAY nor Grunfeld find
Ml to deal with the phenomenon
known as Wissenschafi des Juden-
tums, the Scientific Study of
Judaism. The movement, which
begun in 1822 with the publication
of part of the Zeitschrift far die Wfs-
senschajt des Judentians, was aimed
at the scholarly investigation of the
literature, history and languuge of
the Jews. It was a direct product of
the encounter between Jewry and
modernity and was founded in
Berlin. Although it hnd no direct
relation with either assimilationism
or Selbsthass. the movement was
clcurly addressed to the subject at
hand. A hint ill this is to be found in
one of the many contributions to
the latest Leo Bucck Institute
publication in English, Studies in

Jewish Thought: An Anthology of
German Jewish Scholarship (Detroit:
Wayne Stale University Press, 434
pp., S25). The anthology is selected,
edited, introduced and partly
translated by Alfred Jos pc, and in
the second selection, "A Century of
WUse ii sc haft des Judcntuir\s," writ-
ten by Jsmar Elbogen in 1922, the
reader is offered a much-needed
survey of the movement and of the
aims and aspirations of its founder,
Leopold Zunz. Zunz's model,
Elbogen writes, was Altertumswis-
senschaft. "the science of anti-
quity." created by his own univer-
sity teachers.

“Paralleling his high esteem for
that branch or scientific studies," he
continues, “Zunz's ideal was to
create, through its Wissenschafi,
high regard Tor Judaism in the eyes
of educated Jews and non-Jews. He
hoped the enlightened and noble
spirits among his co-religionists
would rally around it, as they once
had done with (almudic studies.
This seemed to him the surest
guarantee for the continuity of
Judaism in the modern condition.
He expected fulfillment of the
dream of his age, the civil and social
equality or the Jews. ‘The equality

Larfin also describes Islam's al-
titude to shivery which he says “is
ambiguous and ambivalent and can
hardly be anything else. The Koran
forbids slavery and introduced the
new idea that it is highly meritorious
to set slaves free. This is straight-
forward enough. Bui, says the
Moslem, you cannot set slaves free
unless you first own slaves —
therefore slavery is sanctioned by
God and almost certainly directly
commanded by Him."
The chapter on the slavery of

Arab women is really the tale of the
obsession of the Arabs with the
virginity or their daughters and
brides, to the point of absurdity at

best, and in many cases physical tor-
ture which any civilized society
would regard as criminal.

THE MESSAGE of the book is

shocking, yet it must be seen in the
right perspective. Slavery is a
phenomenon which is not to be
found in most of the Arab world Lo-
day, and though traditional society
is far from having vanished,
progress, in the western sense of the
word, is evident in Arab society.

This book reminds us that even
lhe most libera] and enlightened
audience must remember that the
tolerance il preaches has its limits,
and that there are certain customs
in olhbr civilizations which Western
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of the Jews in custom and life,’

Zunz wrote, ‘will emerge from the
equality of the Wissenschaft des
Judentiirus'.

"

The dream was not
fulfilled — and Hie rest ofthe sordid
story is known to all.

Studies In Jewish Thought offers
the cream of German-Jewish
scholarship in the field of Jewish
studies. The names of the con-
tributors alone prove this. Apart
from Zunz himseir, with whose
short dissertation on Rabbinic
literature the volume opens, there
are studies by Leo Baeek, Julius
Gutlmann, Max Wiener, Isaak
Heinemann, Ocrshom Scholem,
Alexander Altmann and several
others. A totally different kind or
compilation though also aimed at
“immortalizing" the cultural con-
tributions of German Jewry is

Vergangene Tage: JOdische Kultur InM Unchen (Bygone Duys: Jewish
Culture in Munich, edited by Hans
Lunim. Munich: Lnngcn Muller,
552 pp., no price staled).

Dr. Lnnun. now president of the
Jewish community of Munich,
see ins to have left no stone un-
turned. TIi is volume, n monumental
production by any standard, with
numerous illustrations and in-
cluding a m ini-history of the Jews of
Munich written in 1979, contains no
less than 150 pieces and its con-
tributors include such names as
those or Thomas Mann (on his
Iriend Lion Feuchtwanger, plus two
short contributions); Nnchum Gold-
man n ("On the Psychology of
Eastern Jews"); Chnim Weizmann
(autobiographical fragment);
Albert Einstein (on anti-Semitism,
among other things); and Rudolf
Franck (on his Munich years).
Other contributors include Martin
Buber. Erich Kastner, Stefan and
Arnold Zweig, Leo Baeck, Max
Reinhardt and muny others. It is

easier to list those who aren’t in-
cluded than those who are. Il is a
dismal story, and — like the impos-
ing edifices of the enlarged and
renovated synagogues of Cologne,
Munich and other large German
cities the book rests there, a fine
monument to a doubtful bygone
glory signifying little, representing
even less, and standing in mock
defiance of nothing and no one in
particular.

society cannot condone without en-
dangering whatever morals it still

possesses. These have to do with
basic human rights and human
dignity, and include child labour,
abuse of women and slavery.

Wherever such phenomena still

exist they must be uncovered and
publicized, and everything must be
done to abolish them. The fact that
all the phenomena mentioned
above are still prevalent in the Arab
world, is in itself an evil which must
be eradicated. It also goes to show
that we are facing a civilization with
very different values, mores,
customs and beliefs; a civilization
which uses familiar western terms,
but within a completely difTerent
context, changing actual meaning,
and that this must be taken into
consideration in all contacts
whether on the battlefield, around
the negotiating table, in lhc market
place or even on the personal level.
This does not mean that one

should not appreciate and admire
worthy features in the Arqb culture
and way of life, uud it is certainly no
justification for any manifestation
or racism.

Lanin’s book is not a definitive
study on the subject of the Arab
slave trade, but is an extremely able
sketch which is highly readable and
ui the same time leaves one with a
desire .lo rertd more.
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Scene from a recent Israeli performance of “Peglleacl." by a

visiting opora troupe from Prance.

A new Israeli opera company will begin a series of

workshops next month, to train its ensemble, under

artistic director Ssrah Caldwell of the Boston

Opera.

Caldwell and other professionals from Israel and

abroad will work with small groups in order to

develop talent and expand the company's

repertoire.

Your friends and relatives overseas want to know
more about the everyday "trill" of life in Israel.

They should be reading THE JERUSALEM POST
International Edition.

The weekly International Edition keeps them in

tune with the times, in 24 pages of noteworthy

news and features from THE JERUSALEM
POST, Israel's only English-language daily.

Send a sharp gift to someone who cares about

Israel: a subscription to THE JERUSALEM POST
International Edition. It’s a natural I
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Ha’ahd. 2 Rahov Hahavatzalet. Jerusalem

Jerusalem Posi 1 1 Carlebach Si Tel Aviv
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Please send The Jerusalem Post International Edition to

ADDRESS

...SI ATE.

My cheque lor fsea rates below) is enclosed

Please send a gift card to (he recipient in my name
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WHO SAYS you can’t transplant a

brain? Peter Nicswand. a South

African writer, outdoes even Dr.

Christiaan Barnard whose pioneering

lieurl transplants scon child's play

compared to the daring neuro-

surgery described in Fallback (New
York Morrow, 400 pp. SI 4.95), a spy

thriller with medical kicks. A hand-

some, ruthless CIA agent is

teamed with a brilliant computer

scientist to penetrate a Russian un-

derground missile base and wreck

the automatic trigger system aimed

at U.S. cities.

Their spy contact in Russia is a

leading Soviet computer expert who
longs to escape to the West, and is

promised a trip to freedom if the

plan succeeds. All goes well until

one of the agents is struck by a fatal

illness. Desperate to save the mis-

sion, the CIA secretly gives the go-

ahead to some neuro-surgeons
dreaming of a chance to extend

their successful chimpanzee ex-

perimental transplants to real peo-

ple. They use a newly discovered

“nerve glue,” which is a tissue fluid

that allows severed synnpses in the

brain and spinal cord to join up.

The L4-hour gory transplant

operation, an educational crash

course in neurology, set out in

detail, is guaranteed to keep mor-
bidly enthralled readers in the
operating theatre till the Inst suture.

Naturally the operation is a success,

Russia's nuclear threat to destroy

the world is averted, and promo-
tions flood the CIA, who prudently

keep the operation a top-level

secret. This wacky but well-written

thriller is recommended for those

who like mind-boggling ideas that

succeed in fiction at least.

IN JACK HIGGINS* Touch the

Jennie Tarabulus

Devil (New York, Stein and Day.

215pp. $12.95), a KGB colonel

broods that wars have changed

since he was a 14-year-old partisan

in the Ukraine. “It was simpler

then. We were fighting the Nazis.

We knew where we were. But

now..." Shrugging cynically, he briefs n

hired international terrorist about a

Russian plot to steal a new NATO
missile from a secret air base in

England.

There are three well-educated

Irish terrorists involved also in this

plot. The first is the KGB-hired ter-

rorist. He had once fought Tor

Ulster, but gave up that struggle,

remarking “nothing is worse than a

collection of ignorant people with

legitimate grievances." Now he is

Tor anything that pays well.

To foil the Russian plot, the

British Intelligence chief picks his

own two terrorists: a University don
and an Irish-American Vietnam
War veteran turned anti-war
idealist. Both had become pas-

sionately and patriotically involved

in the struggle to free Ireland. They
want to "fight clean in a fair war"
against military, not civilian,

targets. But they learn it's no longer

possible, with professional terrorism

at the helm. Tired of senseless kill-

ing, realizing they have been used,

they quit (he game. Bui the British

Intelligence chief blackmails them
shamelessly into stopping the

Russian-paid Irish agent whom they

know and hate. Used once again,

lied to for a ‘'higher purpose,” they

play the game for the last lime.

What happens when the three Irish

agents clash, lies revealed and

Teirifying tales

I

I
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A HORROR BOOK has to be well

thought out and just plain scary.

The genre can include monsters,
ghosts, or mysterious occurrences.

The highly subjective nature of a
horror story turns its writing into an
art. It is u risky affair because there
is no compromise — a story either

terrifies or it doesn't.

Poltergeist (Granada, £2.50), now
n Steven Spielberg film, succeeds in

terrifying. Complete with ghosts
from the netherworld, kidnapped
innocent children, and professional

ghost-ditchers, the book is both
readable and frightening.

Part of its success lies in the fact

that it faxes the real with the fan-
tastic. It is realistic enough, far it’s

about a middle-American family liv-

ing in a middle-American housing
development, yet (his same family is

visited by ghosts and spirits or the
deud. This fasion creates the exact
atmosphere necessary to frighten the
reader and to ensure he continues
reading. The unique ending adds
just the right amount of spice to the
story.

Cjn|o (Signet, $6.50) by Stephen
King, the author or the well-known
Shilling, also succeeds in fusing
reality with, horror. The rabid dog
Cuju terrifies a small town. His
story is lold by a narrator who .ex-

plains also the feelings of Cujous he
undergoes (he metamorphosis from

Sandra Smith

a friendly dog to a rabid monster,

Cujo, presented at first as the

epitome of "man’s best friend,"

does not grasp the sickening change
inking place in his body. There is

true horror in wailing far Cujo logo
berserk.

Cujo succeeds because it is a hor-
ror story based on a truly credible

event. On the other hand, The
Sisterhood (Bantam, 53.95) fails.

Based on an already dich6 image of

a group of vigilantes crusading for

euthanasia,' this story is neilher well-

told nor frightening. The sisterhood

is a network of nurses who have-

decided to become mercy-killers,

and choose who will live and who
die. These nurses are given assign-

ments to kill any unfortunate or ter-

minally ill patient. Of course, things

go wrong, the chief sister, feeling

threatened, lakes off on a power
trip, and people start getting killed

even if they don't want to die. Big

deal.

In Hobgoblins (Berkeley, 53.50)
John Coyne has an excellent idea,

hut for some reason the book just

misses the mark. Hobgoblins is the
mime of a board gsftie played by
everyone at. a particular high
school.': The central character, a

betrayal recognized, makes a shock-
ing climax. Touch the Devil is a fine
suspense story, intelligently written,
aiul with line insights into today's
kind of terrorism where no one is

sale any longer.

Jack I liggins. a pen mime for Har-
ry Patterson, a former University
don — wrote also The Eagle has
l.tindctl.

ANDREW Li R I: BLEY, an
iconoclast Catholic priest from
Chicago, and author of ihe con-
troversial novel The Cardinal Sins,

prefaces h is new novel Thy
Brother's Wife (New York, Warner
Books, 3U4 pp. $12.95), — with a

note on Passover and Easter. He
calls them the springtime feasts of

liberation and renewal, and briefly

describes the final seder or un-

leavened bread and the Last Sup-
per.

This freedom theme sets the tone

for Thy Brother's Keeper, a story

about two brothers raised by their

domineering, wealthy father who
decrees one should be a priest, the

other a politician. Luckily both tend

toward these professions, and even-

tually there is a cardinal and a

senator in the family. The snag is

that both love the same woman, and

this triangle theme is not resolved

till each frees himself from the bon-

dage of real or imagined guilt.

Meanwhile, church and secular

politics in Rome and Chicago,

adultery, and the effect of the sins

of the father on his children, strain

moral commitments.
An interesting feature of the

novel is a shrewd, revealing

character analysis of Bobby Ken-

nedy. Greeley again justifies the

writing of a sexy novel with the

argument that u secular parable

guides the conscience better than

plain preaching. Thy Brother's

Keeper, a rehash of his first novel, is

tolerable reading and, while

Greeley’s colleagues may disap-

prove of a priest writing such titil-

lating stuff, readers won't.

Hobgoblins fanatic, is a high-school

kid who freaks out and begins to

confuse real life with the board

game. The fact that his family has

just moved into an old castle adds to

his delusions. Coyne does an excel-

lent job in constructing an unreal

reality. The final scenes are quite

frightening yet there is something

lacking. A mad woman, on the loose

with her faithful servunl, kills all

who come in her way while the

’teenager plays a game of

Hobgoblins. The climax is mere

confusion instead of horTor, Yet the

last scene, in which the hero, play-

ing his part in the game, saves

everyone else, is truly enjoyable

horror. , .

Grail (Avon, 54.50) also rales hign

marks for its delicate balance

between slightly distorted reaufj

and absolute absurdity. “h ,l|P

Michaels, an unknown writer, tens

talc of Vatican horror and religion

fanaticism based on the

appearance or the sought after )

Grail — the wine cup of Jesus at M

Last Supper. Gathering pieces lor a

museum tour of pagan re

belonging to the Vatican, a P

unknowingly stumbles across

sacred goblet. It makes its

eventually to New York, and\

there the evil occurs. Satan
jjJJJ hflS

attempts to. steal the goWet that h«

such power. A classic sU SB

between good and evil. cn
!

I
awl-'

more and more people ge

lowed up by the Devil. Only

goodness or the Priesl
rtflj nly

come. And he does. A c

,

. oSt

comforting end to an
q

believable horror story.
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IN THE MIDST of packing up to

go abroad, I managed to visit a do-

it-yourself course, tour a model

home built from Finnish wood, and

sample a meal of Vita convenience

foods.

You must know the frustrating

feeling of hearing about a new com-
modity so tempting that you want to

run right out and buy it — only to

discover it is not yet available. That

is how I felt when I visited the trial

course sponsored by the Histadrut

Consumer Protection Authority on
how to do simple household repairs

by yourself.

The initial three-month course,

given to 20 lucky hand-picked par-

ticipants out of hundreds of appli-

cants. is about to end — and the

Histadrut consumer body plans to

conduct another one in Tel Aviv
next fall and two in other localities.

But this seems hardly sufficient for

a splendid idea for which there

would undoubtedly be tremendous
public demand. The first class,

mostly women, studied the rudi-

ments of plumbing, electricity,
metalwork, carpentry, painting and
wallpapering, and elementary con-
struction in weekly three-hour
class-room and workshop lessons at

the Max Fine Vocational School in

Tel Aviv.

The main problem in holding
more such courses is the cost.
Nuzhat Katzav, director of the Con-
sumer Authority, explained that the
trial run was almost totally sub-
sidized by her organization, with
Participants paying only a token
IS300.The participants were chosen
from uctive volunteers of the
Authority and representatives of
local labour councils. In order to
provide proper professional instruc-
tors. workshops and materials, the
real cost of such a three-month
programme would be 155,000-7,500
at today’s prices. Katzav does not
believe many consumers would be
willing to pay that much, but I dis-
agree. In the long run, do-it-yourself
(ruining can be a considerable
money-saver.

However, whatever the reason,
Katzav says her Consumer
Authority’s policy in future will be
to charge about half the real cost,
with the Histadrut subsidizing the
rest.

The aims or the course, she ex-
plains. are to enable householders
fa reduce their dependence on
professional craftsmen for simple
repairs; to enable them to under-
stand and evaluate professionals' es-
timates for bigger jobs; and to train
u corps of consumer-group
volunteers who cun assist elderly
“nd needy persons with household
repairs.

Katzav herself is taking the do-it-
yourself lessons and says that since
she began, her husband has refused
° do his customary repair chores
around the house.

,

Th* Consumer Authority is also
considering consumer courses in

o-U-yQurseif auto mechanics, but
hl* is still in the planning stage.
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The prefabricated model house made from Finnish wood — a 20 per cent savbig on conventional building methods.

Finnish wood house today from
E.B.D. Co. Ltd., a Ramat Gan
building company, and have it

delivered in four months. This is

considerably quicker than conven-
tional cement-block construction,

and time is money in building-cost

calculations. Ya'akov Shapiro,
E.B.D. general manager, claims

that a "villa" would cost 20 per cent

more to build conventionally than

by his method.

A two-storey, 174sq.m. model
home by E.B.D. went on display last

week at the Tel Aviv exhibition

grounds. It will be open for viewing
every lime there is a fair [here, or by
appointment through the com-
pany's Ramat Gan headquarters. A
house of this type would cost $575

per sq.m., the firm says, or just un-

der $ 1 00,000 for n replica of the one
on show. Six variations are
available, in sizes from IS) to 174-

sq.m. if built in the Shomron settle-

ments of Elkana Gimmel or Ya’arit,

this price includes the land, but

elsewhere it does not. The four-

month building time is based on the

assumption that nil the necessary in-

frastructure is ready at the site.

Present at the inauguration of the

model home was the Finnish ambas-
sador to Israel, Mr. Erkki Maen-
lakanen, who told the gathering that

(lie house combines the best

products of the two countries. Two-
thirds of the materials used are

Israeli in origin, while the pre-fab

pinewood slabs come ready-made

from a firm called Jutas in Finland.

There is discussion about eventually

setting up a finishing plant here to

process raw wood from Finland into

wall slabs, wc were told.

ACCORDING TO Shapiro, the

wood components in these houses

— which include walls, ceilings and

stuireascs — are treated with a fire-

retardant substance and meet the

stiff Scandinavian safety standards,

which demand that walls of a

private home must be able to with-

stand a fire for at least half an hour.

The E.B.D. wood imports have not

been tested at tlie Israel Standards

Institute.

The head of the institute's fire

laboratory, Ya'akov Balbin, says it ,

is possible to test and classify any

building material for flammability

according to the existing general

Israel standards for construction

MARKETING
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materials. He says there are also

plans to develop a local safety

specification far wooden house
components. As for relying on
foreign standards, Balbin told me,
one must read their terms very

carefully, because some of them
may apply to summer holiday

homes and be less strict than what is

necessary for year-round housing in

heavily built-up neighbourhoods.

As for Ihe present protection to

Israeli home purchasers, said

Balbin. a lot depends on the

municipal authority concerned and
how strict it is in approving building

licences. Some local councils, such

ns Herzliya, require approval of

house plans by the fire brigade,

which in turn asks the Institute’s fire

laboratory far its opinion. But most
municipalities are not so firc-sarety

conscious.

Balbin confirmed iny assumption

that our conventional cement
building-blocks are a particularly

sale material from the standpoint of

fire safety.

Shapiro lold the press conference

that he hud been assured by several

insurance companies that their

premiums would not be any higher

if a house were constructed or wood
ralhcc than conventional blocks —
an indication that insurance com-
panies do not consider wood a par-

ticularly hazardous material far

private homes.

THE EXTERIOR or the prefab

Finnish walls must be covered with

some substance to protect them
from the elements. If they are simp-

ly coated with a protective paint,

this must be reapplied every Tew

years. The cheapest racing is a

plywood layer with a stucco finish.

The model house on display has a

facing or Itong slabs, which resem-

ble real stone but costs half the

price. Itong is a locally-made

material, concrete with air bubbles

In it to give it lightness and good in-

sulation qualities.

Why build a house frorti wood if

you pi an to cover it with jstucco or

artificial stone facing? Apart from a

likely saving in cost and time,

E.B.D. claims that the pine walls
give an insulation factor eight times
ns great as conventional building
blocks, and this can mean a long-
range economy in healing and cool-
ing bills. However, the manufac-
turers of Itong Lold me privately
that it has even better insulation and
fire-safety qualities for house walls.

One thing which surprised me in

the model home was that the in-

terior walls were not wood-
panelled, but were chipboard
(sebeet) covered with wallpaper.
Ceilings, however, are wood-
panelled. Floors are ordinary tiles,

or carpeted. In addition to the two
living floors, there is an attic under
the sloping roof, which could be
used for storage, though It would be
loo hot us an ordinary room.

E.B.D. of Ramat Gan is one of
several local companies today
employing wood for the exterior
walls of prefab housing, but it

claims to be the second largest in
this field rfter Amkon, and also
cheaper tlmn that firm. So far,

E.B.D. h:j
> sold about 50 houses,

mostly to professionals and middle-
1

1

»-upper-range salaried people with
an average of three children. It is

possible to build a one-storey house,
but this will cost more per square
metre, the company warns.

VITA, one or the country's largest
food manufacturers, has a tradition
of inviting the press for an annual
luncheon of convenience faods easy
to prepare in Ihe summer heat or to
take along on camping trips. This
year's luncheon at the Tel Aviv Dan
Hotel showed off three new
products in this category: tinned
baked beans with kebab, baked
beans with long, thin sausage
icabanas), and swcct-sour Chinese
chicken with pineapple. Each tin
has a recommended retail price or
1598. The contents weigh 450
grams, of which a third is meat. The
firm considers this to be two por-
tions. which seems about right. The
Chinese chicken should be served
over rice.

Vita has also come out this season
with un increased variety of ketchup
flavours. The new ones are called
Barbecue and Grill, and supple-
ment its previous list or Regular,
Hot, und Mexican.

The company has also pul out a
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new Hebrew recipe booklet for its

dessert mixes, called "Vita-Pri,"

which are pareve. fruit-flavoured

and require little effort to produce
light, fluffy desserts. There are also

recipes using its tinned con-
centrated fruit beverages.

Vila general manager Yitzhak
Plot kin. whose late father founded
the family firm over 40 years ago,
announced proudly that their ex-

ports are expected to reach S400m.
during 1983, an increase of 33 per
cent over lost year. He believes this

is unique among Israeli food firms
this year, when many companies are
complaining about a drop in ex-

ports.

Britain and Ihe U.S. are Vila's

main markets abroad, but it sells to
nearly 50 countries around the
globe. These include Japan, which
buys Vita’s grapefruit segments and
citrus jams -- “and Ihe Japanese are
very fastidious about their fruit and
vegetable |iroducts," says Plot kin.

Vita is by far Israel’s largest
processor of apricots, has set up a
new department for tomato process-
ing, and is a leading producer of
dehydrated soups. In chicken soup
powder. Vita claims to outsell all its

competitors pul together.

AT THE RISK of publicizing
proilucis which might better be left

undiscovered, I would like to make
awards for what 1 consider the most
superfluous imports to hit our
shores recently. The choice is dif-

ficult, because there are so many
weird and wondrous imparls these
days.

My first prize,’ however, must go
to the Kol-Bo Shalom department
store in. Tel Aviv for bringing in an
entire line of exotic tropical fruits,

mostly in tins, from the Far East and
selling them at prices twice and
three times as much as those of
local tinned fruits and many limes
higher than the delicious fresh fruits
we have year around. I found most
of these syrupy imports tasting
much alike, but they include a
number of exotics such as "ram-
butan,” u relative of the lychec,
,'niongostecn,’’ and “Jack fruit.”
There is even “Mariam plum,"
another name for the loqual or our
she.sek, which we have fresh in such
abundance every spring.
Other new Kol-Bo Shalom im-

ports Irorn the Far East include tin-
ned coconut milk, dried sweetened
banana chips, pickled papaya, and
even pickled chick-peas, which is

our familiar houmous in another
form. If that isn't carrying coals to
Newcastle, l don't know what is.

My second prize goes to
something I found at Super-Sol in a
cellophane bug labelled "Green
Peas Snack." At first I thought it

was a candy in the shape of peas,
but it turned out to be salt-coated
dried peus, described as a "Back to
Green Life natural snack, non-
preservative.’* made by “The
Largest Snack Food Manufacturer
in Taiwan." It has a long list of in-
gredients, however, including,
everything from sugar to food
colouring! The importer is Wilieer
of Tel Aviv.
When I brought these peas to the

olfice to get some consumer reac-
tion, one of my colleagues said they
reminded her of a Middle Eastern
snack called "b’sameh" — a kind of
dried peas on their originul
branches, sold by Arab street
pedlars in the pre-stute era.
Sometimes, in moments of

despair over our battle of exports
versus imports, l think it is only a
matter of time before someone tries
to import oranges and sell them in
Dizengoff Circle. There would un-
doubtedly be buyers. O

Martha Ateiscls
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